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SPECIAL REPORT


Lawmakers demand answers on ‘Quiet
Skies’ surveillance program after Globe
report
By  Jana Winter  Spotlight Fellow, July 30, 2018, 8:28 p.m.


(KEITH BEDFORD/GLOBE STAFF/FILE)


Amid a barrage of criticism from lawmakers, top Transportation Security Administration


officials agreed Monday to brief Congress this week on a secret domestic surveillance


program in which federal air marshals track ordinary US citizens at airports and on


airplanes.
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“I am troubled by reports that the TSA is tracking US citizens who are not suspected of


any crime and then monitoring seemingly innocuous behavior such as whether a person


slept on their plane, used the bathroom, or obtained a rental car,” Senator Edward J.


Markey, a Massachusetts Democrat, wrote Monday in a letter to the agency that included


a number of questions about the program.


The Globe revealed the existence of the Quiet Skies program on Sunday, prompting


complaints from lawmakers and civil liberties groups. In response, TSA officials said they


have scheduled briefings later this week with the four committees that oversee the


agency.


Agency spokesman James Gregory said that TSA had previously detailed the Quiet Skies


surveillance missions to the committees in May.


“In the world of law enforcement, this program’s core design is no different than putting


a police officer on a beat where intelligence and other information presents the need for


watch and deterrence,” Gregory said. “The program analyzes information on a


passenger’s travel patterns, and through a system of checks and balances, to include


robust oversight, effectively adds an additional line of defense to aviation security.”


The TSA plans to meet with the House and Senate Homeland Security Committees, as


well as the Senate Commerce Committee and the House Oversight Committee. Markey


serves on the Commerce Committee.


The response came after the Globe reported that the TSA in March began actively


conducting surveillance of people who were not suspected of a crime or were not on a


terrorist watch list, but who had caught the agency’s attention because of where they had


flown, among other criteria.


Teams of air marshals have compiled data on the behavior of thousands of travelers


under the “Quiet Skies” program, documenting whether they chatted with others,


appeared sweaty or fidgety, or exhibited other actions.



https://apps.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/graphics/2018/07/tsa-quiet-skies/?p1=Article_Inline_Text_Link
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Massachusetts Representative Stephen F. Lynch and Oversight Committee chair Trey


Gowdy were among those also demanding answers from TSA Monday.


Last week, the TSA refused to even acknowledge the existence of the program. Following


the Globe report, the agency released more details about the broader initiative and


confirmed that teams of air marshals began surveillance missions in March.


Gregory said Quiet Skies “doesn’t take into account race and religion, and it is not


intended to surveil ordinary Americans.”


The overarching Quiet Skies initiative dates back to 2012, when TSA started screening


the identities of domestic passengers — checking travel histories and affiliations — and


selecting some for pat-downs or additional searches, Gregory told the Globe. But in


March of this year, the agency started the intensive monitoring, or “special mission


coverage.’’


TSA documents show there are about 40 to 50 passengers on domestic flights that fall


under Quiet Skies criteria each day. On average, marshals follow and surveil about 35 of


them.


Gregory declined to discuss the criteria for inclusion in the program’s watch list or the


recent escalation to surveillance missions. He declined to say whether Quiet Skies has


intercepted any threats.


All US citizens who enter the country are automatically screened for inclusion in Quiet


Skies, according to agency documents.


The program relies on 15 rules to screen passengers, according to an agency bulletin


issued in May. The criteria appear broad: “Rules may target” people whose travel


patterns or behaviors match those of known or suspected terrorists or people “possibly


affiliated” with someone on a watch list, the bulletin noted.
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Air marshals are directed to follow targeted passengers on subsequent domestic flights


from the time they pass security, during such flights, and through the time they leave


their destination airports, going so far as to document the license plate of the vehicle


picking up the person, according to agency documents.


Some air marshals, in interviews and internal communications shared with the Globe,


have said they closely monitored travelers who posed no threat, such as a businessman, a


Southwest Airlines flight attendant, and a fellow law enforcement officer. Several air


marshals said they were tasked with monitoring US citizens because they had previously


traveled to certain countries, such as Turkey.


TSA would not say how the information on travelers is collected or stored. Documents


show that the information is largely kept within TSA and not shared with partner


agencies unless “significant derogatory behavior” is observed.


News of the Quiet Skies program prompted a sharp response from groups concerned


with civil liberties, privacy, and profiling.


The Council on American-Islamic Relations called on TSA to abandon the program.


“The arbitrary surveillance of innocent people at airports guarantees that Muslim


passengers will be disproportionately harassed by federal officials based on racial and


religious profiling, with no benefit to the traveling public or to our nation’s security,”


senior litigation attorney Gadeir Abbas said in a statement.


“This is just the latest example of the federal government’s counterproductive and


misguided approach to aviation security. Congress never authorized any agency to


actively surveil innocent travelers.”


The Federal Air Marshal Service, which is part of TSA and falls under the Department of


Homeland Security, has a mandate to protect airline passengers and crew against the


risk of criminal and terrorist violence.
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Between 2,000 and 3,000 men and women, so-called flying FAMs, work the skies.


TSA, which spent $800 million in 2015, has come under fire in recent years for its use of


resources and deployment strategy. A 2017 Government Accountability Office report


found the agency has no information about its effectiveness in deterring attacks.


James Pindell of the Globe staff contributed to this report. Jana Winter can be reached at jana.winter@globe.com. Follow her


on Twitter @JanaWinter. This investigation was made possible through the Spotlight Investigative Journalism Fellowship, a


social impact initiative of Participant Media. For more, go to www.spotlightfellowship.com.
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U . S .  S E N A T E  C O M M I T T E E  O N
COMMERCE, SCIENCE, & TRANSPORTATION


SENATOR ROGER WICKER, CHAIRMAN * SENATOR MARIA CANTWELL, RANKING MEMBER


HEARINGS
September 5, 2018


Keeping Our Skies Secure: Oversight of the
Transportation Security Administration
106 Dirksen


U.S. Sen. John Thune (R-S.D.), chairman of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, will convene a hearing entitled, “Keeping Our Skies Secure: Oversight of the
Transportation Security Administration,” at approximately 10:15 a.m. on Wednesday,
September 5, 2018.  The exact start time is contingent on the conclusion of an earlier and
separate Commerce Committee business meeting that will be open to the public in the same
hearing room. As part of the Committee’s oversight responsibilities, this hearing will examine
the progress made by the Transportation Security Administration (TSA) in its efforts to
advance aviation security and the challenges that remain. 


“As the front line of our nation’s transportation security, TSA has to learn from mistakes and
shortcomings to keep us safe,” said Thune. “This hearing will offer Senators the opportunity to
ask the administrator questions about the deployment of new screening technologies, improved
security measures, and other issues affecting our security and rights.”


Witness:


The Honorable David P. Pekoske, Administrator, Transportation Security Administration


Hearing Details:


Wednesday, September 5, 2018
10:15 a.m.
Full Committee
Dirksen 106


This hearing will take place in Dirksen Senate O�ce Building, Room 106. Witness testimony,
opening statements, and a live video of the hearing will be available
on www.commerce.senate.gov.


Majority Opening Statement
Good Morning and welcome back Admiral Pekoske (Peh-koss-kee).  I want to begin by
thanking you and the men and women of the TSA for the vital job you do.  That’s probably
something we don’t say often enough.  At the same time, I want to encourage you to continue
improving, and that’s the spirit that underpins our oversight today.   
 
Over two years ago, the FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016, or FESSA (FESS-uh),



https://www.commerce.senate.gov/public/index.cfm/
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was enacted into law.  It included multiple provisions from my Airport Security Enhancement
and Oversight Act designed to reform and refocus TSA’s efforts.  Two years after enactment,
however, some important mandates contained in FESSA remain outstanding, including
updated regulations to enhance airport and airline employee access controls.  I look forward to
hearing an update on implementation of these measures. 
 
As threats to aviation continually evolve, we must ensure that TSA is able to test, procure, and
deploy new technologies to counter those threats.  Recent advancements in computed
tomography, biometrics, and credential authentication technologies empower TSA to enhance
its layers of security and better respond to potential vulnerabilities.   
 
Nevertheless, TSA has had di�culty testing and deploying these technologies to airports in a
timely manner, as well as adequately communicating and adhering to its long-term technology
investment plan, which makes it challenging for security technology manufacturers to do their
part in supporting the agency’s needs.  TSA must provide certainty in its equipment
procurement plans to enable the consistent, rapid deployment of advanced screening
technologies. 
 
This past Labor Day weekend, an estimated 16.5 million passengers were predicted to travel
through our nation’s airports, which is a new record for that particular holiday travel period. 
With so many passengers requiring screening at airport checkpoints, we are reminded of the
importance of the PreCheck Program to pre-vet and expedite screening for low-risk travelers
so that public airport areas are less vulnerable and TSA can focus on screening passengers
who are higher risk.   
 
Unfortunately, TSA has not signi�cantly increased its PreCheck enrollment numbers in recent
years, and has not yet offered expanded services and options for travelers to make enrollment
easier as required under FESSA. 
 
On the whole, however, TSA continues to lead the world in creating a secure global aviation
environment.  In the last year, TSA has issued security directives for airports with commercial
�ights to the United States aimed at countering threats related to personal electronic devices,
powders, and air cargo.   
 
Since these security directives were announced, many countries have successfully
implemented enhanced screening protocols, and some countries including the United
Kingdom, have followed the TSA’s lead with similar directives, raising the global standard for
aviation security and ensuring safer international travel.  
 We want to ensure that TSA remains a global security leader and sets the standards for the
rest of the world.  The TSA Modernization Act, which I authored along with Senators Nelson,
Blunt, and Cantwell, would help the agency do so by addressing the issues I have mentioned
here today.  I am hopeful that we can enact this reauthorization bill in the coming weeks as
part of our FAA Reauthorization effort.  
 
Before concluding my remarks I want to note the words of a man who led this Committee for
many years.  In April 2000, 18 months before the attacks of 9/11, he said the following in
prepared remarks for an aviation security hearing: 
 
“I am certainly aware that aviation security is a complex and di�cult undertaking, and any
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system involving humans is going to have �aws. … Every effort must be made to increase
awareness and performance.  You can be sure that Osama bin Laden and others like him will
continue to target Americans and American interests.” 
 
These words by then-Chairman John McCain not only demonstrated remarkable foresight, but
still hold true in many ways even though the names of those who want to do us harm have
changed.  It is also a reminder of the legacy and impact of our friend and colleague, who as
Chairmen helped craft legislation establishing the TSA and stabilizing the airline industry in the
wake of the horri�c events of 9/11.   
 
As we near the 17th anniversary of those attacks, we are soberly reminded once again of how
important the TSA’s work is, and of all your agency does to keep the travelling public secure.   
 
With that, I reiterate my thanks to the Administrator for being here and turn to Ranking Member
Nelson for his opening statement.


Minority Statement


Witness Panel 1


Archived Webcast





   00:00 / 00:00 LIVE     


Bill Nelson


The Honorable David P. Pekoske
Administrator
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Nation   


Did you scan the boarding area from afar?


Have a cold, penetrating stare?


Sleep on the plane? Use the bathroom? Talk to others?


This is just some of the information that federal air


marshals collect on thousands of regular US citizens


under a secret, domestic surveillance program.
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Read more: Lawmakers demand answers on 'Quiet Skies' surveillance
program after Globe report


Federal air marshals have begun following ordinary US citizens not


suspected of a crime or on any terrorist watch list and collecting


extensive information about their movements and behavior under a


new domestic surveillance program that is drawing criticism from


within the agency.


The previously undisclosed program, called “Quiet Skies,” specifically


targets travelers who “are not under investigation by any agency and


are not in the Terrorist Screening Data Base,” according to a


Transportation Security Administration bulletin in March.


The internal bulletin describes the program’s goal as thwarting threats


to commercial aircraft “posed by unknown or partially known


terrorists,” and gives the agency broad discretion over which air


travelers to focus on and how closely they are tracked.


Welcome to the Quiet Skies
By Jana Winter


July 28, 2018



https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/07/30/lawmakers-demand-answers-quiet-skies-surveillance-program-after-globe-report/tQa7Y5SHFJEbo2z1RHwbYM/story.html
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Brynn Anderson/Associated Press


But some air marshals, in interviews and internal communications


shared with the Globe, say the program has them tasked with


shadowing travelers who appear to pose no real threat — a


businesswoman who happened to have traveled through a Mideast hot


spot, in one case; a Southwest Airlines flight attendant, in another; a


fellow federal law enforcement officer, in a third.


It is a time-consuming and costly assignment, they say, which saps


their ability to do more vital law enforcement work.
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TSA officials, in a written statement to the Globe, broadly defended


the agency’s efforts to deter potential acts of terror. But the agency


declined to discuss whether Quiet Skies has intercepted any threats, or


even to confirm that the program exists.


Release of such information “would make passengers less safe,”


spokesman James Gregory said in the statement.


Read the checklist


Already under Quiet Skies, thousands of unsuspecting Americans have


been subjected to targeted airport and inflight surveillance, carried


out by small teams of armed, undercover air marshals, government


documents show. The teams document whether passengers fidget, use


a computer, have a “jump” in their Adam’s apple or a “cold


penetrating stare,” among other behaviors, according to the records.


Air marshals note these observations — minute-by-minute — in two


separate reports and send this information back to the TSA.



https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4620696/Doc-Checklist-2.pdf
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All US citizens who enter the country are automatically screened for


inclusion in Quiet Skies — their travel patterns and affiliations are


checked and their names run against a terrorist watch list and other


databases, according to agency documents.


Explore the behavior checklist


1. SUBJECT WAS ABNORMALLY AWARE OF SURROUNDINGS ▾
(If observed, check any that apply below) | Y N Unknown


2. SUBJECT EXHIBITED BEHAVIORAL INDICATORS ▾
(If observed, check any that apply below) | Y N Unknown


Reversing or changing directions
and/or stopping while in transit
through the airport


Attempting to change appearance by
changing clothes, shaving etc. while in
the airport or on the plane


Using the reflection in storefront
windows to identify surveillance


Observing the boarding gate area
from afar


Boarded last


Observing other people who appear
to be observing FAM team and/or
subject


Excessive fidgeting


Excessive perspiration


Facial flushing


Rapid eye blinking


“Adam’s apple jump”


Rubbing/wringing of hands


Strong body odor


Sweaty palms


Trembling


Cold penetrating stare
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3. SUBJECT’S APPEARANCE WAS DIFFERENT FROM
INFORMATION PROVIDED ▾
(If yes, check any that apply below) | Y N Unknown


4. SUBJECT SLEPT DURING THE FLIGHT ▾
(If observed, check any that apply below) | Y N Unknown


Exaggerated emotions


Gripping/“White knuckling” bags


Wide open, staring eyes


Face touching


Other


Lost weight


Gained weight


Balding


Graying


Hair length/style change


Goatee


Visible Tattoos (Describe)


Visible Piercings (Describe)


Beard


Mustache


Apparent Altered Experience (Explain)


Clean shaven


Other


Subject slept during most of the flight Subject slept briefly
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5. GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ▾
(Provide detailed descriptions of any electronic devices in subject’s
possession in AAR) | Y N Unknown


6. FOR DOMESTIC ARRIVALS ONLY ▾
(If possible, provide identifiers (license plate, vehicle description) of
pick up vehicle in AAR) | Y N Unknown


Checked baggage?


In possession of cell/smartphone?


In possession of multiple phones?


Used phone to talk?


Used phone to text?


In possession of computer?


Seated in first/business class?


Used lavatory?


In possession of any unusual items?


Traveled with others?


Met with others in the airport?


Engaged in conversation with others?


Subject initiated conversation with
FAM?


Carryon baggage?


Other notable activity?


Subject engaged in “more than casual
contact” with airport or airline
employee?


Picked up at curbside shuttle, taxi, bus
or public transit?


Picked up at curbside by private
vehicle?


Obtained rental car for transportation
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The program relies on 15 rules to screen passengers, according to a


May agency bulletin, and the criteria appear broad: “rules may target”


people whose travel patterns or behaviors match those of known or


suspected terrorists, or people “possibly affiliated” with someone on a


watch list.


The full list of criteria for Quiet Skies screening was unavailable to the


Globe, and is a mystery even to the air marshals who field the


surveillance requests the program generates. TSA declined to


comment.


When someone on the Quiet Skies list is selected for surveillance, a


team of air marshals is placed on the person’s next flight. The team


receives a file containing a photo and basic information — such as date


and place of birth — about the target, according to agency documents.


The teams track citizens on domestic flights, to or from dozens of


cities big and small — such as Boston and Harrisburg, Pa.,


Washington, D.C., and Myrtle Beach, S.C. — taking notes on whether


travelers use a phone, go to the bathroom, chat with others, or change


clothes, according to documents and people within the department.


Flying the quiet skies


Air marshals are following citizens to or from cities big and
small, including these airports
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Quiet Skies represents a major departure for TSA. Since the Sept. 11


attacks, the agency has traditionally placed armed air marshals on


routes it considered potentially higher risk, or on flights with a


passenger on a terrorist watch list. Deploying air marshals to gather


intelligence on civilians not on a terrorist watch list is a new


assignment, one that some air marshals say goes beyond the mandate


of the US Federal Air Marshal Service. Some also worry that such


domestic surveillance might be illegal. Between 2,000 and 3,000 men


and women, so-called flying FAMs, work the skies.


Since this initiative launched in March, dozens of air marshals have


raised concerns about the Quiet Skies program with senior officials


and colleagues, sought legal counsel, and expressed misgivings about


the surveillance program, according to interviews and documents


reviewed by the Globe.
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Send The Boston Globe a confidential news tip


Send a tip


“What we are doing [in Quiet Skies] is troubling and raising some


serious questions as to the validity and legality of what we are doing


and how we are doing it,” one air marshal wrote in a text message to


colleagues.


The TSA, while declining to discuss details of the Quiet Skies program,


did address generally how the agency pursues its work.


“FAMs [federal air marshals] may deploy on flights in furtherance of


the TSA mission to ensure the safety and security of passengers,


crewmembers, and aircraft throughout the aviation sector,”


spokesman James Gregory said in an e-mailed statement. “As its


assessment capabilities continue to enhance, FAMS leverages multiple


internal and external intelligence sources in its deployment strategy.”






https://apps.bostonglobe.com/spotlight/tips/
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Scott LaPierre/Globe Staff


Agency documents show there are about 40 to 50 Quiet Skies


passengers on domestic flights each day. On average, air marshals


follow and surveil about 35 of them.


In late May, an air marshal complained to colleagues about having just


surveilled a working Southwest Airlines flight attendant as part of a


Quiet Skies mission. “Cannot make this up,” the air marshal wrote in a


message.


One colleague replied: “jeez we need to have an easy way to document


this nonsense. Congress needs to know that it’s gone from bad to


worse.”


Experts on civil liberties called the Quiet Skies program worrisome


and potentially illegal.


“These revelations raise profound concerns about whether TSA is


conducting pervasive surveillance of travelers without any suspicion of


actual wrongdoing,” said Hugh Handeyside, senior staff attorney with


the American Civil Liberties Union’s National Security Project.
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If this was about foreign citizens, the government would
have considerable power. But if it’s US citizens — US
citizens don’t lose their rights simply because they are in
an airplane at 30,000 feet.
— Jonathan Turley, George Washington University law professor


“If TSA is using proxies for race or religion to single out travelers for


surveillance, that could violate the travelers’ constitutional rights.


These concerns are all the more acute because of TSA’s track record of


using unreliable and unscientific techniques to screen and monitor


travelers who have done nothing wrong.”


George Washington University law professor Jonathan Turley said


Quiet Skies touches on several sensitive legal issues and appears to fall


into a gray area of privacy law.


“If this was about foreign citizens, the government would have


considerable power. But if it’s US citizens — US citizens don’t lose


their rights simply because they are in an airplane at 30,000 feet,”


Turley said. “There may be indeed constitutional issues here


depending on how restrictive or intrusive these measures are.”


Turley, who has testified before Congress on privacy protection, said


the issue could trigger a “transformative legal fight.”


Geoffrey Stone, a University of Chicago law professor chosen by


President Obama in 2013 to help review foreign intelligence


surveillance programs, said the program could pass legal muster if the
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selection criteria are sufficiently broad. But if the program targets by


nationality or race, it could violate equal protection rights, Stone said.


Asked about the legal basis for the Quiet Skies program, Gregory, the


agency’s spokesman, said TSA “maintains a robust engagement with


congressional committees to ensure maximum support and


awareness” of its effort to keep the aviation sector safe. He declined to


comment further.


Chip Somodevilla/Getty Images


Beyond the legalities, some air marshals believe Quiet Skies is not a


sound use of limited agency resources.
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These revelations raise profound concerns about
whether TSA is conducting pervasive surveillance of
travelers without any suspicion of actual wrongdoing.
— Hugh Handeyside, American Civil Liberties Union’s National Security
Project


Several air marshals, who spoke on the condition of anonymity


because they are not authorized to speak publicly, told the Globe the


program wastes taxpayer dollars and makes the country less safe


because attention and resources are diverted away from legitimate,


potential threats. The US Federal Air Marshal Service, which is part of


TSA and falls under the Department of Homeland Security, has a


mandate to protect airline passengers and crew against the risk of


criminal and terrorist violence.


John Casaretti, president of the Air Marshal Association, said in a


statement: “The Air Marshal Association believes that missions based


on recognized intelligence, or in support of ongoing federal


investigations, is the proper criteria for flight scheduling. Currently


the Quiet Skies program does not meet the criteria we find acceptable.


“The American public would be better served if these [air marshals]


were instead assigned to airport screening and check in areas so that


active shooter events can be swiftly ended, and violations of federal


crimes can be properly and consistently addressed.”


TSA has come under increased scrutiny from Congress since a 2017


Government Accountability Office report raised questions about its


management of the Federal Air Marshal Service. Requested by
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Congress, the report noted that the agency, which spent $800 million


in 2015, has “no information” on its effectiveness in deterring attacks.


Late last year, Representative Jody Hice, a Georgia Republican,


introduced a bill that would require the Federal Air Marshal Service to


better incorporate risk assessment in its deployment strategy, provide


detailed metrics on flight assignments, and report data back to


Congress.


Without this information, Congress, TSA, and the Department of


Homeland Security “are not able to effectively conduct oversight” of


the air marshals, Hice wrote in a letter to colleagues.


“With threats coming at us left and right, our focus should be on


implementing effective, evidence-based means of deterring, detecting,


and disrupting plots hatched by our enemies.”


Hice’s bill, the “Strengthening Aviation Security Act of 2017,” passed


the House and is awaiting consideration by the full Senate.
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Read the bulletin


The Globe, in its review of Quiet Skies, examined numerous TSA


internal bulletins, directives, and internal communications, and


interviewed more than a dozen people with direct knowledge of the


program.


The purpose of Quiet Skies is to decrease threats by “unknown or


partially known terrorists; and to identify and provide enhanced


screening to higher risk travelers before they board aircraft based on


analysis of terrorist travel trends, tradecraft and associations,”


according to a TSA internal bulletin.


The criteria for surveillance appear fluid. Internal agency e-mails


show some confusion about the program’s parameters and


implementation.



https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/4620695/Doc-Bulletin-2.pdf
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Quiet Skies focuses on a person’s international travel
patterns and potential affiliations. Passengers are not


under investigation and their names are not on a terrorist
watch list or in a screening database.
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A bulletin in May notes that travelers entering the United States may


be added to the Quiet Skies watch list if their “international travel


patters [sic] or behaviors match the travel routing and tradecraft of


known or suspected terrorists” or “are possibly affiliated with Watch


Listed suspects.”


Travelers remain on the Quiet Skies watch list “for up to 90 days or


three encounters, whichever comes first, after entering the United


Air marshals have surveilled a businesswoman, a
Southwest Airlines flight attendant, and a fellow federal


law enforcement officer, sources said.
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States,” agency documents show.


Travelers are not notified when they are placed on the watch list or


have their activity and behavior monitored.


Quiet Skies surveillance is an expansion of a long-running practice in


which federal air marshals are assigned to surveil the subject of an


open FBI terrorism investigation.


In such assignments, air marshal reports are relayed back to the FBI


or another outside law enforcement agency. In Quiet Skies, these same


reports are completed in the same manner but stay within TSA,


agency documents show, and details are shared with outside agencies


only if air marshals observe “significant derogatory information.”
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Pat Greenhouse/Globe Staff


According to a TSA bulletin, the program may target people who have


spent a certain amount of time in one or more specific countries or


whose reservation information includes e-mail addresses or phone


numbers associated to suspects on a terrorism watch list.


The bulletin does not list the specific countries, but air marshals have


been advised in several instances to follow passengers because of past


travel to Turkey, according to people with direct knowledge of the


program.


One air marshal described an assignment to conduct a Quiet Skies


mission on a young executive from a major company.


“Her crime apparently was she flew to Turkey in the past,” the air


marshal said, noting that many international companies have


executives travel through Turkey.
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“According to the government’s own [Department of Justice]


standards there is no cause to be conducting these secret missions.”


Jana Winter can be reached at jana.winter@globe.com and on


Twitter @JanaWinter. This investigation was made possible through


the Spotlight Investigative Journalism Fellowship, a social impact


initiative of Participant Media. For more, go to


www.spotlightfellowship.com.


Design and development: Saurabh Datar and Irfan Uraizee
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Photo editor: Leanne Burden Seidel
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Elbakyan
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Transportation Security Administration 
TSA-20, East Tower 
FOIA Branch 
601 South 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598-6020 


August 20, 2018 


Re: Request Under Freedom of Information Act (Expedited 


Processing & Fee Waiver/Limitation Requested) 


To Whom It May Concern: 


The American Civil Liberties Union Foundation and the American 
Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Massachusetts (together, the "ACLU"), 1 


submit this Freedom oflnformation Act ("FOIA") request (the "Request") for 
records pertaining to the Transportation Security Administration ("TSA") 
program known as "Quiet Skies," through which federal air marshals 
surreptitiously monitor innocent travelers, including U.S. citizens, and record 
information and observations about them in agency files. 


I. Background 


According to documents and information uncovered by The Boston 


Globe, the Quiet Skies program targets travelers who are not under 
investigation by any agency or suspected of any wrongdoing.


2 
TSA uses 


secret criteria that include travel patterns and specific behaviors to determine 
which travelers to target for Quiet Skies surveillance. Federal air marshals 
receive files with photographs and information about the targets, then secretly 
follow them, including by flying with them on subsequent flights. 3 While 
tracking and surveilling these travelers, air marshals note whether they exhibit 


1 The American Civil Liberties Union Foundation is a 26 U.S.C. § 50l(c)(3) organization 
that provides legal representation free of charge to individuals and organizations in civil rights 
and civil liberties cases, educates the public about civil rights and civil liberties issues across 
the country, directly lobbies legislators, and mobilizes the American Civil Liberties Union's 
members to lobby their legislators. The American Civil Liberties Union is a separate non
profit, 26 U.S.C. § 50l(c)(4) membership organization that educates the public about the civil 
liberties implications of pending and proposed state and federal legislation, provides analysis 
of pending and proposed legislation, directly lobbies legislators, and mobilizes its members to 
lobby their legislators. 


2 Jana Winter, "Welcome to the Quiet Skies," The Boston Globe, July 28, 2018, available 
at https://goo.gl/5izSnZ. 


3 
Id. 
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any of a series of enumerated behaviors-including "excessive fidgeting," 
"facial flushing," and "face touching"-and document other aspects of the 
travelers' conduct in granular detail.4 The air marshals then submit reports on 
the travelers that the TSA retains in agency databases. The Globe reports that 
on average, air marshals follow and surveil approximately 35 passengers on 
domestic flights each day, and a total of approximately 5000 U.S. citizens 
have been subject to surveillance under the program since March 2018.


5 


The Quiet Skies program raises serious constitutional and privacy 
concerns. The criteria that TSA uses to determine which travelers to target 
remain secret, but the information disclosed to the Globe suggests that TSA 
may be targeting people based on their associations, which may be protected 
under the First Amendment.6 Similarly, surveillance under the program may 
constitute unlawful profiling ifTSA's targeting criteria rely on race, religion, 
or their proxies. And by subjecting individuals who are not reasonably 
suspected of any wrongdoing to extensive surveillance, TSA is needlessly 
invading travelers' privacy and retaining information on innocent activity. The 
program raises further questions regarding whether TSA has adequately 
notified the public of the program or provided opportunity for public 
comment. 


The program's use of behavior detection techniques compounds these 
concerns. TSA officers long used such techniques to scrutinize travelers at 
airports for scores of behaviors that the TSA associates with stress, fear, or 
deception. They then referred travelers who purportedly exhibited such 
behaviors for additional screening at security checkpoints. Experts, legislators, 
and the Department of Homeland Security's Inspector General have sharply 
criticized this use of behavior detection techniques as lacking a valid scientific 
basis.


7 
Moreover, documents and scientific literature that the ACLU obtained 


from TSA through a FOIA lawsuit reinforce that that behavior detection 
methods are inherently subjective and unreliable, and that many of the 


4 Id. 


5 Id.; see also Jana Winter, "TSA Admits 'Quiet Skies' Surveillance Snared Zero 
Threats," Boston Globe, Aug. 3, 2018, available at https://goo.gl/EtvtZj. 


6 See id. 


7 See, e.g., U.S. Gov't Accountability Off., GAO-14-159, TSA Should Limit Future 
Funding for Behavior Detection Activities (2013); Off. oflnspector Gen., OIG-13-91, 
Transportation Security Administration's Screening of Passengers by Observation 
Techniques (REDACTED) (2013); TSA 's SPOT Program and Initial Lessons from the LAX 
Shooting: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Transp. Sec. of the H. Comm. on Homeland Sec., 


I 13th Cong. (2013); Behavioral Science and Security: Evaluating TSA 's SPOT Program: 
Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Investigations & Oversight of the H. Comm. on Sci., Space 
& Tech., I 12th Cong. (2011); id. (statement of Maria Hartwig, Assoc. Professor, Dep't of 
Psychology, John Jay Coll. of Criminal Justice); Sharon Weinberger, Airport Security: Intent 
to Deceive?, 465 Nature 412--415 (20 I 0). 


2 
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behaviors the TSA has relied on are actually useless in detecting deception.8 


The documents further revealed that the TSA either overstated the scientific 
validity of behavior detection techniques in communications with Congress 
and government auditors, or did not disclose information that discredited the 


program's scientific validity.
9 


Despite this overwhelming evidence 
undermining the validity of behavior detection methods, TSA is continuing to 
use them for Quiet Skies surveillance. 


Additionally, like the TSA's behavior detection programs, the Quiet 
Skies program appears to be wasteful and ineffective. According to the Globe, 


TSA officials who briefed congressional staff on the program conceded that 
none of the approximately 5000 individuals who had been subject to 
surveillance under the program were ultimately deemed suspicious or merited 
further scrutiny. 10 Numerous federal air marshals have complained about the 
program for wasting public funds and focusing officers' attention on innocent 
travelers, with one calling it "nonsense."11 


The Air Marshal Association has 
criticized Quiet Skies publicly for failing to utilize "proper criteria" for 
allocating air marshals' resources.12 


Despite the significant resources the TSA is expending on Quiet Skies 


and the constitutional concerns it raises, little infonnation is available to the 
public about the program, including the policies and guidelines that govern it. 
The public similarly lacks knowledge of how travelers are chosen for Quiet 


Skies surveillance, the infonnation TSA maintains as a result of the 
surveillance, how long TSA retains that information, and the potential 
consequences for affected individuals. Because of the controversy 
surrounding the program and its potential to affect the traveling public, it has 
generated intense and sustained media interest. 


13 Lawmakers have also 


8 ACLU Found., Bad Trip: Debunking the TSA 's 'Behavior Detection' Program (Feb. 
2017), https://goo.gl/V9?lwV. 


9 See id. at 12-13. 


10 Winter, supra note 5. 


11 See Winter, supra note 2. 


12 See id. 


13 See, e,g., John Mueller & Mark Stewart, "The TSA Has a Massive New Program That 
Could Spy on You. It's a Massive Waste of Money," Vax.com, Aug. 6, 2018, available at 
https://goo.gl/bokkW7; Robert Silk, "TSA's Quiet Skies Program Draws Fire," Travel 
Weekly, Aug. 5, 2018, available at https://goo.gl/k5TDVY; Winter, supra note 5; Will Tomer, 
'"Quiet Skies' and the Risk of Losing Liberty for Good," Toledo Blade, Aug. 3, 2018, 
available at https://goo.gl/2X8RLg; Jana Winter, "Lawmakers Demand Answers on 'Quiet 
Skies' Surveillance Program After Globe Report," Bos. Globe, July 31, 2018, available at 
https://bit.ly/2KcgFF5; Hugo Martin, "Civil Rights Groups and Lawmakers Express Concerns 
About a TSA Program That Tracks Domestic Travelers," L.A. Times, July 31, 2018, available 
at https://lat.ms/2vg5MAU; James Bovard, "Have You Gained or Lost Weight? Congrats, 
TSA Is Now Tracking You for Suspicious Activity," USA Today, July 31, 2018, available at 
https://usat.ly/2M29gkl ; Kris Van Cleave, "Lawmakers Want Answers about TSA Program 


3 
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criticized the program and demanded additional information about it from 
TSA. 14 


To provide the public with information on the Quiet Skies program, 
the ACLU submits this FOIA Request. 


II. Requested Records 


1) All policies, guidance, procedures, bulletins, memoranda, 
and/or legal opinions pertaining to the Quiet Skies program, 
including but not limited to: 


a. Records concerning how travelers are screened and/or 
selected for monitoring through Quiet Skies; 


b. Records concerning the use of behavior detection 
techniques in monitoring travelers subject to the Quiet 
Skies program; and 


c. Records concerning the retention, storage, sharing, 
and/or deletion of information about travelers subject to 
the Quiet Skies program; 


That Tracked Americans," CBS News, July 30, 2018, available at https://cbsn. ws/2M357MM; 
Elizabeth Chuck, "TSA's 'Quiet Skies' Program Raises Legal and Civil Liberty Questions," 
NBC News, July 30, 2018, available at https://nbcnews.to/2LAiLLg: Molly Olmstead, 
"Report: Dozens of Americans Are Surveilled in Airports Each Day Through Secretive TSA 
Program," Slate, July 30, 2018, available at https://slate.me/2OBJIMv; Rene Marsh, 
"Previously Undisclosed TSA Program Tracks Unsuspecting Passengers," CNN, July 30, 
2018, available at https://cnn.it/2v0HLku; David Meyer, "A Newly-Disclosed TSA 
Surveillance Program Monitors Air Passengers Even If They Have No Known Terrorist Ties," 
Fortune, July 30, 2018, available at https://for.tn/2v8LmwR; Jason Murdock, "What Is Quiet 
Skies? Secret In-Flight Spy Program Snoops on U.S. Citizens," Newsweek, July 30, 2018, 
available at https://bit.ly/2KieNB7 ; BBC News, "US Airport Security's 'Quiet Skies' 
Programme Tracks Passengers," July 30, 2018, available at https://bbc.in/2ApWM13 ; Nick 
Visser, "TSA Has Been Secretly Monitoring Travelers Who Aren't Listed On Government 
Watch Lists," Huffington Post, July 30, 2018, available at https://bit.ly/2MI I gzO; Tamar 
Lapin, "The TSA Has Been Secretly Tracking You for Years," N.Y. Post, July 30, 2018, 
available at https://nyp.st/2NZoCX8; Missy Ryan & Ashley Halsey III, "Air Marshals Have 
Conducted Secret In-Flight Monitoring of U.S. Passengers for Years," Wash. Post, July 29, 
2018, available at https://wapo.st/2LFZxDM; Winter, supra note 2. 


14 Letter from Rep. Andy Biggs, H. Comm. on Science, Space & Tech., to David 
Pekoske, Admin., TSA (Aug. 1, 2018), available at https://goo.gl/9kopyJ; Letter from Rep. 
Bennie G. Thompson, H. Comm. on Homeland Sec., & Rep. Bonnie Watson Coleman, H. 
Subcomm. on Transp. & Protective Sec., to David Pekoske, Admin., TSA (July 31, 2018), 
available at https://bit.ly/2MaO83p; Letter from Sen. Edward J. Markey to David Pekoske, 
Admin., TSA (July 30, 2018), available at https://bit.ly/2OzcZHv; see also Winter, supra note 
13; Martin, supra note 1 3; Van Cleave, supra note 13. 


4 
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2) Training and/or course materials for employees involved in the 
Quiet Skies program, including materials related to racial, 
religious, ethnic, and/or national origin profiling; 


3) Records concerning evaluations, audits, analyses, or tests of the 
effectiveness of the Quiet Skies program; 


4) Records sufficient to show the number of individuals 
monitored through the Quiet Skies program since January 1, 
2016; 


5) 


6) 


7) 


8) 


Records sufficient to show the races, ethnicities, and/or 
national origins of the individuals monitored through the Quiet 
Skies program since January 1, 2016; 


Records concerning complaints, grievances, and/or concerns 
raised by TSA employees or other government officials related 
to the Quiet Skies program; 


Records concerning investigations of and/or disciplinary action 
related to TSA employees involved in the Quiet Skies program, 
including investigations of and/or reported legal violations 
concerning implementation of the program; 


All communications to or from members of Congress or their 
staff regarding the Quiet Skies program; 


9) Records concerning the amount of funds allocated for, and/or 
expended on, the Quiet Skies program and its operations since 
January 1, 2016; and 


10) Records concerning communications with media about the 
Quiet Skies program since July 28, 2018. 


With respect to the form of production, see 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(3)(B), 
the ACLU requests that responsive electronic records be provided 
electronically in their native file fonnat, if possible. Alternatively, the ACLU 
requests that the records be provided electronically in a text-searchable, static
image format (PDF), in the best image quality in the agency's possession, and 
that the records be provided in separate, Bates-stamped files. 


III. Application for Expedited Processing 


The ACLU requests expedited processing pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 


5 
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§ 552(a)(6)(E). 15 There is a "compelling need" for these records, as defined in 
the statute, because the information requested is "urgen[tly]" needed by an 
organization primarily engaged in disseminating information "to inform the 
public concerning actual or alleged Federal Government activity." 5 
U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II). 


A. The ACLU is an organization primarily engaged in disseminating 


information in order to inform the public about actual or alleged 
government activity. 


The ACLU is "primarily engaged in disseminating information" within 
the meaning of the statute_ 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II). 16 Obtaining 
information about government activity, analyzing that information, and widely 
publishing and disseminating that information to the press and public are 
critical and substantial components of the ACLU's work and are among its 
primary activities. See ACLU v. DOJ, 321 F. Supp. 2d 24, 29 n.5 (D-D.C. 
2004) (finding non-profit public interest group that "gathers information of 
potential interest to a segment of the public, uses its editorial skills to tum the 
raw material into a distinct work, and distributes that work to an audience" to 
be "primarily engaged in disseminating information"). 17 


The ACLU regularly publishes STAND, a print magazine that reports 
on and analyzes civil liberties-related current events. The magazine is 
disseminated to over 980,000 people. The ACLU also publishes regular 
updates and alerts via email to over 3 .1 million subscribers (both ACLU 
members and non-members). These updates are additionally broadcast to over 
3.8 million social media followers. The magazine as well as the email and 
social-media alerts often include 9escriptions and analysis of information 
obtained through FOIA requests. 


The ACLU also regularly issues press releases to call attention to 
documents obtained through FOIA requests, as well as other breaking news, 18 


15 See also 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e). 


16 See also 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(l )(ii). 


17 Courts have found that the ACLU as well as other organizations with similar missions 


that engage in information-dissemination activities similar to the ACLU are "primarily 
engaged in disseminating information." See, e.g., Leadership Conference on Civil Rights v. 
Gonzales, 404 F. Supp. 2d 246, 260 (D.D.C. 2005); ACLU, 321 F. Supp. 2d at 29 n.5; Elec. 
Privacy Info. Ctr. v. DOD, 241 F. Supp. 2d 5, 11 (D.D.C. 2003). 


18 See, e.g., Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, U.S. Releases Drone Strike 
'Playbook' in Response to ACLU Lawsuit (Aug. 6, 2016), https://www.aclu.org/news/us
releases-drone-strike-playbook-response-aclu-lawsuit; Press Release, American Civil 


Liberties Union, Secret Documents Describe Graphic Abuse and Admit Mistakes (June 14, 


20 16), https://www. acl u. org/news/ cia-releases-dozens-torture-documents-response-aclu-
la wsui t; Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, U.S. Releases Targeted Killing 
Memo in Response to Long-Running ACLU Lawsuit (June 23, 2014), https://www.aclu.org/ 
national-security/us-releases-targeted-killing-memo-response-long-running-aclu-la wsui t; 
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and ACLU attorneys are interviewed frequently for news stories about 
documents released through ACLU FOIA requests.


19 


Similarly, the ACLU publishes reports about government conduct and 
civil liberties issues based on its analysis of information derived from various 
sources, including information obtained from the government through FOIA 


requests. This material is broadly circulated to the public and widely available 


to everyone for no cost or, sometimes, for a small fee. ACLU national projects 
regularly publish and disseminate reports that include a description and 
analysis of government documents obtained through FOIA requests. 20 The 
ACLU also regularly publishes books, "know your rights" materials, fact 
sheets, and educational brochures and pamphlets designed to educate the 
public about civil liberties issues and government policies that implicate civil 
rights and liberties. 


Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, Justice Department White Paper Details 
Rationale for Targeted Killing of Americans (Feb. 4, 2013), https://www.aclu.org/national
security/justice-department-white-paper-details-rationale-targeted-killing-americans; Press 
Release, American Civil Liberties Union, Documents Show FBI Monitored Bay Area Occupy 
Movement (Sept. 14, 2012), https://www.aclu.org/news/documents-show-fbi-monitored-bay
area-occupy-movement-insidebayareacom. 


19 See, e.g., Cora Currier, TSA 's Own Files Show Doubtful Science Behind Its Behavioral 
Screen Program, Intercept, Feb. 8, 2017, https://theintercept.com/2017 /02/08/tsas-own-files
show-doubtful-science-behind-its-behavior-screening-program/ ( quoting ACLU staff attorney 
Hugh Handeyside); Karen De Young, Newly Declassified Document Sheds Light on How 
President Approves Drone Strikes, Wash. Post, Aug. 6, 2016, http://wapo.st/2jy62cW 
(quoting former ACLU deputy legal director Jameel Jaffer); Catherine Thorbecke, What 
Newly Released CIA Documents Reveal About 'Torture' in Its Former Detention Program, 
ABC, June 15, 2016, http://abcn.ws/2jy40d3 ( quoting ACLU staff attorney Dror Lad in); 
Nicky Woolf, US Marshals Spent $10M on Equipment for Warrantless Stingray Device, 
Guardian, Mar. 17, 2016, https://www.theguardian.com/world/2016/mar/17 /us-marshals
stingray-surveillance-airborne ( quoting ACLU staff attorney Nathan Freed Wessler); David 
Welna, Government Suspected of Wanting CIA Torture Report to Remain Secret, NPR, Dec. 
9, 2015, http://n.pr/2jy2p7 l (quoting ACLU project director Hina Shamsi). 


20 See, e.g., Hugh Handeyside, New Documents Show This TSA Program Blamed for 
Profiling Is Unscientific and Unreliable - But Still It Continues (Feb. 8, 2017, 11 :45 AM), 
https://www.aclu.org/blog/speak-freely/new-documents-show-tsa-program-blamed-profiling
unscientific-and-unreliable-still; Carl Takei, ACLU-Obtained Emails Prove that the Federal 
Bureau of Prisons Covered Up Its Visit to the CIA 's Torture Site (Nov. 22, 2016, 3: 15 PM), 
https:/ /www.aclu.org/blog/ speak-free! y/ aclu-obtained-emails-prove-federal-bureau-prisons
covered-i ts-visi t-cias-torture; Brett Max Kaufman, Details Abound in Drone 'Playbook' -
Except for the Ones That Really Matter Most (Aug. 8, 2016, 5:30 PM), https://www.aclu.org/ 
blog/speak-free! y/ details-abound-drone-playbook-except :ones-real! y-ma tter-most; Na than 
Freed Wessler, ACLU Obtained Documents Reveal Breadth of Secretive Stingray Use in 
Florida (Feb. 22, 2015, 5:30 PM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-future/aclu-obtained
documents-reveal-breadth-secretive-stingray-use-florida; Ashley Gorski, New NSA 
Documents Shine More Light into Black Box of Executive Order 12333 (Oct. 30, 2014, 3:29 
PM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/new-nsa-documents-shine-more-light-black-box-executive
order-12333; ACLU, ACLU Eye on the FBI: Documents Reveal Lack of Privacy Safeguards 
and Guidance in Government's "Suspicious Activity Report" Systems (Oct. 29, 2013), 
https:/ /www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/assets/eye _on_ fbi _ -_sars. pdf. 
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The ACLU publishes a widely read blog where original editorial 
content reporting on and analyzing civil rights and civil liberties news is 
posted daily. See https://www.aclu.org/blog. The ACLU creates and 
disseminates original editorial and educational content on civil rights and civil 
liberties news through multi-media projects, including videos, podcasts, and 
interactive features. See https://www.aclu.org/multimedia. The ACLU also 


publishes, analyzes, and disseminates information through its heavily visited 
website, www.aclu.org. The website addresses civil rights and civil liberties 
issues in depth, provides features on civil rights and civil liberties issues in the 
news, and contains many thousands of documents relating to the issues on 
which the ACLU is focused. The ACLU's website also serves as a 
clearinghouse for news about ACLU cases, as well as analysis about case 
developments, and an archive of case-related documents. Through these 
pages, and with respect to each specific civil liberties issue, the ACLU 
provides the public with educational material, recent news, analyses of 
relevant Congressional or executive branch action, government documents 
obtained through FOIA requests, and further in-depth analytic and educational 
multi-media features. 


The ACLU website includes many features on information obtained 
through the FOIA.


21 
For example, the ACLU's "Predator Drones FOIA" 


web page, https://www .aclu.org/national-security/predator-drones-foia, 
contains commentary about the ACLU's FOIA request, press releases, 
analysis of the FOIA documents, numerous blog posts on the issue, 
documents related to litigation over the FOIA request, frequently asked 
questions about targeted killing, and links to the documents themselves. 
Similarly, the ACLU maintains an online "Torture Database," a compilation 
of over 100,000 pages of FOIA and other documents that allows researchers 
and the public to conduct sophisticated searches of FOIA documents relating 


21 See, e.g., Nathan Freed Wessler & Dyan Cortez, FBI Releases Details of 'Zero-Day' 
Exploit Decisionmaking Process (June 26, 2015, I 1:00 AM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/free
future/fbi-releases-details-zero-da y-exploit-decisionmaking-process; Na than Freed Wessler, 
FBI Documents Reveal New Information on Baltimore Sun,eillance Flights (Oct. 30, 2015, 
8:00 AM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-future/fbi-documents-reveal-new-information
baltimore-surveillance-flights; ACLU v. DOJ-FOIA Case for Records Relating to the Killing 
of Three US. Citizens, ACLU Case Page, https://www.aclu.org/national-security/anwar-al
awlaki-foia-request; ACLU v. Department of Defense, ACLU Case Page, 
https://www.aclu.org/cases/aclu-v-department-defense; Mapping the FBI: Uncovering 
Abusive Surveillance and Racial Profiling, ACLU Case Page, 
https://www.aclu.org/mappingthefbi; Bag.ram FOIA, ACLU Case Page 
https://www.aclu.org/cases/bagram-foia; CSRT FOIA, ACLU Case Page, 
https://www.aclu.org/national-security/csrt-foia; ACLU v. DOJ -Lawsuit to Enforce NSA 
Warrantless Surveillance FOIA Request, ACLU Case Page, https://www.aclu.org/aclu-v-doj
lawsuit-enforce-nsa-warrantless-surveillance-foia-request; Patriot FOIA, ACLU Case Page, 
https://www.aclu.org/patriot-foia; NSL Documents Released by DOD, ACLU Case Page, 
https://www.aclu.org/nsl-documents-released-dod?redirect=cpredirect/3 20 8 8. 
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to government policies on rendition, detention, and interrogation.22 


The ACLU has also published a number of charts and explanatory 
materials that collect, summarize, and analyze information it has obtained 
through the FOIA. For example, through compilation and analysis of 
information gathered from various sources-including information obtained 
from the government through FOIA requests-the ACLU created an original 
chart that provides the public and news media with a comprehensive summary 
index of Bush-era Office of Legal Counsel memos relating to interrogation, 
detention, rendition, and surveillance.23 Similarly, the ACLU produced an 
analysis of documents released in response to a FOIA request about the TSA's 
behavior detection program24


; a summary of documents released in response 
to a FOIA request related to the FISA Amendments Act


25
; a chart of original 


statistics about the Defense Department's use of National Security Letters 
based on its own analysis of records obtained through FOIA requests26


; and an 
analysis of documents obtained through FOIA requests about FBI surveillance 


flights over Baltimore. 
27 


The ACLU plans to analyze, publish, and disseminate to the public the 
information gathered through this Request. The records requested are not 
sought for commercial use and the requesters plan to disseminate the 
information disclosed as a result of this Request to the public at no cost. 


B. The records sought are urgently needed to inform the public about 
actual or alleged government activity. 


These records are urgently needed to infonn the public about actual or 
alleged government activity. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II). Specifically, 
the requested records relate to the Quiet Skies program, through which TSA 


22 
The Torture Database, ACLU, https://www.thetorturedatabase.org; see also 


Countering Violent Extremism FOIA Database, ACLU, https://www.aclu.org/foia
collection/cve-foia-documents; TSA Behavior Detection FOIA Database, ACLU, 
https://www.aclu.org/foia-collection/tsa-behavior-detection-foia-database; Targeted Killing 
FO IA Database, ACLU, https ://www.aclu.org/foia-collection/targeted-killing-fo ia-database. 


23 Index of Bush-Era OLC Memoranda Relating to Interrogation, Detention, Rendition 
and/or Surveillance, ACLU (Mar. 5, 2009), https://www.aclu.org/sites/default/files/pdfs/ 
safefree/olcmemos_2009 _0305.pdf. 


24 ACLU Found., supra note 8. 


25 Summary of FISA Amendments Act FOIA Documents Released on November 29, 2010, 
ACLU, https://www.aclu.org/files/pdfs/natsec/faafoia20101129/20101129Summary.pdf. 


26 Statistics on NSLs Produced by Department of Defense, ACLU (2014), 
https://www.aclu.org/ other/statistics-nsls-produced-dod. 


27 Nathan Freed Wessler, FBI Documents Reveal New Information on Baltimore 
Surveillance Flights (Oct. 30, 2015, 8:00 AM), https://www.aclu.org/blog/free-future/fbi
documents-reveal-new-information-baltimore-surveillance-flights. 
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employees have surveilled, and retained information about, U.S. citizens who 
are not suspected of wrongdoing and are not under investigation by any 
agency. As discussed in Part I, supra, TSA has subjected thousands of 
travelers to Quiet Skies surveillance, but little information is available to the 
public regarding the nature, extent, and consequences of that surveillance. 


Given the foregoing, the ACLU has satisfied the requirements for 
expedited processing of this Request. 


IV. Application for Waiver or Limitation of Fees 


The ACLU requests a waiver of document search, review, and 
duplication fees on the grounds that disclosure of the requested records is in 
the public interest and because disclosure is "likely to contribute significantly 
to public understanding of the operations or activities of the government and 
is not primarily in the commercial interest of the requester." See 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(4)(A)(iii).28 The ACLU also requests a waiver of search fees on the 
grounds that the ACLU qualifies as a "representative of the news media" and 
the records are not sought for commercial use. See 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II). 


A. The Request is likely to contribute significantly to public 
understanding of the operations or activities of the government and is 
not primarily in the commercial interest of the ACLU 


As discussed above, credible media and other investigative accounts 
underscore the substantial public interest in the records sought through this 
Request. Given the ongoing and widespread media attention to the Quiet Skies 
program, the records sought will significantly contribute to public 
understanding of a surveillance program of profound public importance. 
Because little specific information about the Quiet Skies program is publicly 
available, the records sought are certain to contribute significantly to the 
public's understanding of the program, its effectiveness, and its consequences, 
including how it affects individual privacy and liberty. 


The ACLU is not filing this Request to further its commercial interest. 
As described above, any information disclosed by the ACLU as a result of this 
FOIA Request will be available to the public at no cost. Thus, a fee waiver 
would fulfill Congress's legislative intent in amending FOIA. See Judicial 
Watch, Inc. v. Rossotti, 326 F.3d 1309, 1312 (D.C. Cir. 2003) ("Congress 
amended FOIA to ensure that it be liberally construed in favor of waivers for 
noncommercial requesters." (quotation marks omitted)). 


28 
See also 6 C.F.R. § 5.11 (k). 
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B. The ACLU is a representative of the news media and the records are 


not sought for commercial use. 


The ACLU also requests a waiver of search fees on the grounds that 
the ACLU qualifies as a "representative of the news media" and the records 
are not sought for commercial use. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II).


29 The 
ACLU meets the statutory and regulatory definitions of a "representative of 
the news media" because it is an "entity that gathers infonnation of potential 


interest to a segment of the public, uses its editorial skills to tum the raw 
materials into a distinct work, and distributes that work to an audience." See 5 
U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(III); see also Nat'! Sec. Archive v. DOD, 880 F.2d 


1381, 1387 (D.C. Cir. 1989) (finding that an organization that gathers 
information, exercises editorial discretion in selecting and organizing 
documents, "devises indices and finding aids," and "distributes the resulting 
work to the public" is a "representative of the news media" for purposes of the 
FOIA); Serv. Women's Action Network v. DOD, 888 F. Supp. 2d 282 (D. 
Conn. 2012) (requesters, including ACLU, were representatives of the news 
media and thus qualified for fee waivers for FOIA requests to the Department 


of Defense and Department of Veterans Affairs); ACLU of Wash. v. DOJ, No. 
C09-0642RSL, 2011 WL 887731, at *10 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 10, 
2011) (finding that the ACLU of Washington is an entity that "gathers 
information of potential interest to a segment of the public, uses its editorial 
skills to tum the raw materials into a distinct work, and distributes that work 
to an audience"); ACLU, 321 F. Supp. 2d at 30 n.5 (finding non-profit public 
interest group to be "primarily engaged in disseminating information"). The 
ACLU is therefore a "representative of the news media" for the same reasons 
it is "primarily engaged in the dissemination of information." 


Furthermore, courts have found other organizations whose mission, 
function, publishing, and public education activities are similar in kind to the 
ACLU's to be "representatives of the news media" as well. See, e.g., Cause of 
Action v. IRS, 125 F. Supp. 3d 145 (D.C. Cir. 2015); Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr., 
241 F. Supp. 2d at 10-15 (finding non-profit public interest group that 
disseminated an electronic newsletter and published books was a 
"representative of the news media" for purposes of the FOIA); Nat'! Sec. 
Archive, 880 F.2d at 1387; Judicial Watch, Inc. v. DOJ, 133 F. Supp. 2d 52, 
53-54 (D.D.C. 2000) (finding Judicial Watch, self-described as a "public 
interest law firm," a news media requester).


30 


29 
See also 6 C.F.R. § 5.1 l(d)(l). 


3° Courts have found these organizations to be "representatives of the news media" even 
though they engage in litigation and lobbying activities beyond their dissemination of 
information/ public education activities. See, e.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr., 241 F. Supp. 2d at 
5; Nat'! Sec. Archive, 880 F.2d at 1387; see also Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, 404 
F. Supp. 2d at 260; Judicial Watch, Inc., 133 F. Supp. 2d at 53-54. 
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On account of these factors, fees associated with responding to FOIA 
requests are regularly waived for the ACLU as a "representative of the news 
media."31 As was true in those instances, the ACLU meets the requirements 
for a fee waiver here. 


* * * 


Pursuant to applicable statutes and regulations, the ACLU expects a 
determination regarding expedited processing within 10 days. See 5 U.S.C. 
§ 552(a)(6)(E)(ii). 


If the Request is denied in whole or in part, the ACLU asks that you 
justify all deletions by reference to specific exemptions to FOIA. The ACLU 
expects the release of all segregable portions of otherwise exempt material. 
The ACLU reserves the right to appeal a decision to withhold any information 
or deny a waiver of fees. 


Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. Please furnish the 
applicable records to: 


Hugh Handeyside 
American Civil Liberties Union 
125 Broad Street-18th Floor 
New York, New York 10004 
hhandeyside@aclu.org 


31 
In June 2018, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services granted a fee-waiver request 


in response to a FOIA request regarding social media surveillance. In August 2017, CBP 
granted a fee-waiver request regarding a FOIA request for records relating to a muster sent by 
CBP in April 2017. In May 2017, CBP granted a fee-waiver request regarding a FOIA request 
for documents related to electronic device searches at the border. In April 2017, the CIA and 
the Department of State granted fee-waiver requests in relation to a FOIA request for records 
related to the legal authority for the use of military force in Syria. In March 2017, the 
Department of Defense Office of Inspector General, the CIA, and the Department of State 
granted fee-waiver requests regarding a FOIA request for documents related to the January 
29, 2017 raid in al Ghayil, Yemen. In May 2016, the FBI granted a fee-waiver request 
regarding a FOIA request issued to the DOJ for documents related to Countering Violent 
Extremism Programs. In April 2013, the National Security Division of the DOJ granted a fee
waiver request with respect to a request for documents relating to the FISA Amendments Act. 
Also in April 2013, the DOJ granted a fee-waiver request regarding a FOIA request for 
documents related to "national security letters" issued under the Electronic Communications 
Privacy Act. In August 2013, the FBI granted the fee-waiver request related to the same FOIA 


request issued to the DOJ. In June 2011, the DOJ National Security Division granted a fee 


waiver to the ACLU with respect to a request for documents relating to the interpretation and 
implementation of a section of the PATRIOT Act. In March 2009, the State Department 
granted a fee waiver to the ACLU with regard to a FOIA request for documents relating to the 


detention, interrogation, treatment, or prosecution of suspected terrorists. 
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I affirm that the information provided supporting the request for 
expedited processing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(vi). 


Respectful} y, 


hhandeyside@aclu.org 


Kade Crockford 
Jessie Rossman 
American Civil Liberties Union 


Foundation of Massachusetts 
211 Congress Street 
Boston, MA 02110 
T: 617.482.3170 
kcrockford@aclum.org 
jrossman@aclum.org 
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David P. Pekoske 
Administrator 
Transportation Security Administration 
601 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598 


Dear Administrator Pekoske, 


July 30, 2018 


SUITE SD-255 


DIRKSEN BUILDING 


WASHINGTON, DC 20510-2107 


202-224--2742 


975 JFK FEDERAL BUILDING 


15 New SuoeuRv STREET 


BOSTON, MA 02203 
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SPRINGFIELD, MA 01103 


413-785--4610 


I write in response to a recent Boston Globe report revealing the existence of the Transportation 
Security Administration's (TSA) "Quiet Skies" program.1 I am concerned about the existence of 
this previously undisclosed domestic surveillance operation and the implications Quiet Skies has 
for American privacy, civil rights, and security in our skies. In particular, I am troubled by 
reports that the TSA is tracking U.S. citizens who are not suspected of any crime and then 
monitoring seemingly innocuous behavior such as whether a person slept on their plane, used the 
bathroom, or obtained a rental car.2 Although national security and airline passenger safety are of 
paramount importance, the American people deserve to know whether Quiet Skies violates their 
rights and if it is an effective use of federal resources. 


In order for Congress to properly exercise its oversight role and more fully understand the Quiet 
Skies program, I request answers to the following questions by August 20, 2018: 


1) How does the TSA select individuals to monitor under the Quiet Skies program? 


a. Please describe in detail the process and all criteria the TSA uses to select 
individuals for surveillance, noting in particular any criteria related to, or serving 
as a proxy for, ethnicity, nationality, race, or religion. 


b. Are individuals targeted for surveillance based on travel to the United States from 
any particular countries? If so, which countries? 


1 See e.g., Jana Winter, Welcome to the Quiet Skies, BOSTON GLOBE (July 28, 2019), 
http://apps.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/graphics/2018/07 /tsa-quiet-skies/?b9eaj; Missy Ryan & Ashley Halsey III, 
Air marshals have conducted secret in-flight monitoring of US. passengers for years, WASH. POST (July 29, 2018), 
https :/ /www. wash ingtonpost. com/world/national-security/air-marshals-have-conducted-secret-in-flight-monitoring
of-us-passengers-for-years/2018/07 /29/b50ffe94-9370-l I e8-8 I 0c-5fa705927d54 _story.htm I. 
2 See Winter, supra note I. 
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c. Please describe in detail what standards the TSA employs for surveilling a U.S. 
citizen versus a non-U.S. citizen. 


2) Once an individual has been selected for surveillance under the Quiet Skies program, 
how does the TSA monitor that individual for threatening behavior? 


a. Please describe in detail all aspects of individual behavior the TSA evaluates. 


b. Please describe in detail the means of surveillance that the TSA employs, 
including whether TSA agents physically follow passengers around the terminal 
prior to boarding and after deplaning their flight. 


c. Please detail where and for how long the TSA monitors any individuals selected 
for surveillance, including whether the surveillance extends beyond the airport. 


d. Does the TSA surveil individuals engaging in purely domestic travel in addition 
to international flights? 


3) When did the Quiet Skies program begin and how many individuals has the TSA 
monitored under the program? 


):-} Does the TSA delete all information collected about individuals if they are found to be 
non-threatening? If the TSA retains any information on non-threatening individuals, 
please detail what information is retained. 


5) What is the TSA's annual budget for the Quiet Skies program? How many federal 
employees work on the Quiet Skies program? 


6) To the extent that the TSA can disclose this information, has anyone surveilled under 
Quiet Skies been arrested or prosecuted? Has Quiet Skies uncovered any threats to an 
airplane, its passengers, or the public? Please provide details on these arrests, 
prosecutions, and threats. 


Sincerely, 


�w�/21f.;,A1-,, 
United States Senator 


Cc: The Honorable Kirstjen Nielsen 
Secretary, Department of Homeland Security 
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Wednesday, August 22, 2018
Facts About the “Quiet Skies”


You’ve likely heard or read about the “Quiet Skies” program recently. Media reports have inaccurately
described it as a program through which Federal Air Marshals surveil random travelers for no rhyme or
reason. In fact, it’s an important program, and we’d like to give you a better understanding of it.


If your local police department had intelligence that your neighborhood was at an elevated threat for
dangerous activity, you’d want an increased police presence until the threat was gone. Federal Air
Marshals serve in that same capacity in the aviation environment; they are law enforcement officers
who use their experience and training to identify things that are out of the ordinary in the aviation
environment. Over the years, Federal Air Marshals have used their skills and training to successfully
respond to in-flight emergencies and non-terrorist incidents. Their on-board presence has defused
dozens of situations that had the potential to escalate, placing the aircraft, crew, and passengers in
further danger. 
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“Quiet Skies” is another tool that allows the Federal Air Marshal Service to more efficiently deploy law
enforcement resources to focus on travelers who may present an elevated risk to aviation security.
Through TSA’s Secure Flight Program and by leveraging Custom and Border Protection’s Automated
Targeting System, TSA’s intelligence professionals develop a set of risk-based, intelligence-driven
scenario rules, which allow us to identify international travelers who may require enhanced screening.
These rules have strict oversight by the Department of Homeland Security, including the privacy, civil
rights and liberties, and general counsel offices. 


TSA uses this program to reduce the risk on airplanes by identifying passengers deemed to be higher
risk according to certain travel patterns and other intelligence-based factors.  Contrary to some
reporting, the program does not take into account race or religion, and does not designate individuals
based on their observed behaviors onboard an aircraft.  As trained law enforcement officers, Federal Air
Marshals observe passengers in accordance with their training. When FAMs are informed that a traveler
identified through the intelligence-driven scenario rules will be on a particular flight or in the airport,
they are able to observe the traveler in the airport and on the flight. Passengers referred to the
program may require additional scrutiny for a certain period of time; however, TSA routinely removes
passengers from the program sooner than the prescribed period if we become aware of information that
indicates the passengers do not represent a risk.  


Something to keep in mind is that the Federal Air Marshal Service is the only federal law
enforcement agency dedicated solely to protecting the nation’s aviation system. Since President
Kennedy initiated the concept of having armed air marshals, the goal has always been to protect
travelers and ensure that the flight arrives to its destination safely.


Let’s take a moment to recognize that air marshals have a difficult and important job: they must
remain vigilant at all times, and operate at 30,000 feet in tight quarters. Air marshals receive
specialized training in a variety of law enforcement techniques including blending in with other aviation
travelers and identifying when something is out of the ordinary in the aviation environment. They are
prepared to react to a wide spectrum of criminal and terrorist events and activities.


FAMs have and will continue to use a variety of tools and work with industry partners to detect, deter,
and defeat any potential threat to the aircraft, crew and passengers. They play an important role in
protecting travelers in mid-air and are essential to our national security.


Bob Burns - TSA Social Media


About This Blog


The purpose of this blog is to share the latest news and helpful information with the public. If you
have questions about TSA or the information presented here, please contact our AskTSA customer
care team on Twitter or Facebook.


TSA is committed to protecting privacy and securing personal information. For details, see our website
Privacy Policy.
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Privacy Act of 1974; System of RecordsPrivacy Act of 1974; System of Records


View original printed format:View original printed format:


This Notice document was issued by the This Notice document was issued by the Department of HomelandDepartment of Homeland
SecuritySecurity (DHS) (DHS)


For related information, For related information, Open Docket FolderOpen Docket Folder


ActionAction


Notice of a modified system of records.Notice of a modified system of records.


SummarySummary


In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, the Department of HomelandIn accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, the Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) proposes to modify and reissue a current DHS system ofSecurity (DHS) proposes to modify and reissue a current DHS system of
records titled, “DHS/Transportation Security Administration-001records titled, “DHS/Transportation Security Administration-001
Transportation Security Enforcement Record System System of Records.”Transportation Security Enforcement Record System System of Records.”
This system of records allows DHS/Transportation Security AdministrationThis system of records allows DHS/Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) to collect and maintain records related to the TSA's screening of(TSA) to collect and maintain records related to the TSA's screening of
passengers and property, as well as records related to the investigation orpassengers and property, as well as records related to the investigation or
enforcement of transportation security laws, regulations, directives, orenforcement of transportation security laws, regulations, directives, or
Federal, State, local, or international law. For example, records relating toFederal, State, local, or international law. For example, records relating to
an investigation of a security incident that occurred during passenger oran investigation of a security incident that occurred during passenger or
property screening would be covered by this system. DHS is updating thisproperty screening would be covered by this system. DHS is updating this
system of records notice to cover records relating to the TSA Insider Threatsystem of records notice to cover records relating to the TSA Insider Threat
program, modify the category of individuals and category of records, reflectprogram, modify the category of individuals and category of records, reflect
an approved records retention schedule for records covered by thisan approved records retention schedule for records covered by this
system, and modify two existing routine uses. Additionally, this noticesystem, and modify two existing routine uses. Additionally, this notice
includes non-substantive changes to simplify the formatting and text of theincludes non-substantive changes to simplify the formatting and text of the
previously published notice. The existing Privacy Act exemptions for thispreviously published notice. The existing Privacy Act exemptions for this
system of records will continue to apply.system of records will continue to apply.


This modified system will be included in DHS's inventory of record systems.This modified system will be included in DHS's inventory of record systems.


DatesDates


Submit comments on or before September 27, 2018. This modified systemSubmit comments on or before September 27, 2018. This modified system
will be effective upon publication. New or modified routine uses for thiswill be effective upon publication. New or modified routine uses for this
modified system of records will be effective September 27, 2018.modified system of records will be effective September 27, 2018.


AddressesAddresses


You may submit comments, identified by docket number DHS-2018-0017You may submit comments, identified by docket number DHS-2018-0017
by one of the following methods:by one of the following methods:


   Comment Period ClosedComment Period Closed
Sep 27 2018, at 11:59 PM ETSep 27 2018, at 11:59 PM ET


ID:ID:   DHS-2018-0017-0001DHS-2018-0017-0001


Document InformationDocument Information


Date Posted:Date Posted:
Aug 28, 2018Aug 28, 2018


Federal Register Number:Federal Register Number:
2018-185582018-18558


Show More Details  Show More Details  


CommentsComments


33


Docket InformationDocket Information


This document is contained inThis document is contained in
DHS-2018-0017DHS-2018-0017


Related Dockets:Related Dockets:
NoneNone


Related RINs:Related RINs:
NoneNone


Related Documents:Related Documents:
NoneNone


Related Comments:Related Comments:
View allView all


  This count refers to the totalThis count refers to the total
comment/submissions received oncomment/submissions received on
this this documentdocument, as of 11:59 PM, as of 11:59 PM
yesterday. Note: Agencies review allyesterday. Note: Agencies review all
submissions, however somesubmissions, however some
agencies may choose to redact, oragencies may choose to redact, or
withhold, certain submissions (orwithhold, certain submissions (or
portions thereof) such as thoseportions thereof) such as those
containing private or proprietarycontaining private or proprietary


Federal e-Rulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov.Federal e-Rulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov. Follow the Follow the
instructions for submitting comments.instructions for submitting comments.
Fax:Fax: 202-343-4010. 202-343-4010.
Mail:Mail: Philip S. Kaplan, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, Philip S. Kaplan, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office,
Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-0655.Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-0655.


Comments ReceivedComments Received **


**



https://www.regulations.gov/

https://www.regulations.gov/contentStreamer?documentId=DHS-2018-0017-0001&contentType=pdf

https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=DHS-2018-0017

https://www.regulations.gov/docket?D=DHS-2018-0017

https://www.regulations.gov/docketBrowser?rpp=25&po=0&dct=PS&D=DHS-2018-0017&refD=DHS-2018-0017-0001
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Instructions:Instructions: All submissions received must include the agency name and All submissions received must include the agency name and
docket number DHS-2018-0017. All comments received will be posteddocket number DHS-2018-0017. All comments received will be posted
without change to without change to http://www.regulations.gov,http://www.regulations.gov, including any personal including any personal
information provided.information provided.


Docket:Docket: For access to the docket to read background documents or For access to the docket to read background documents or
comments received, go to comments received, go to http://www.regulations.gov.http://www.regulations.gov.


For Further Information ContactFor Further Information Contact


For general questions, please contact: Peter Pietra,For general questions, please contact: Peter Pietra,
TSAPrivacy@tsa.dhs.gov,TSAPrivacy@tsa.dhs.gov, Privacy Officer, Transportation Security Privacy Officer, Transportation Security
Administration, 701 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598-6036. ForAdministration, 701 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598-6036. For
privacy questions, please contact: Philip S. Kaplan, privacy questions, please contact: Philip S. Kaplan, Privacy@hq.dhs.gov,Privacy@hq.dhs.gov,
(202) 343-1717, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, Department of(202) 343-1717, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, Department of
Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-0655.Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-0655.


Supplementary InformationSupplementary Information


I. BackgroundI. Background


In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, DHS/TSAIn accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, DHS/TSA
proposes to modify and reissue a current DHS system of records noticeproposes to modify and reissue a current DHS system of records notice
(SORN) titled, “DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record(SORN) titled, “DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record
System System of Records.”System System of Records.”


This modification more clearly identifies that this SORN contains recordsThis modification more clearly identifies that this SORN contains records
relating to the TSA Insider Threat program. In furtherance of TSA'srelating to the TSA Insider Threat program. In furtherance of TSA's
responsibility for security in all modes of transportation and to ensure theresponsibility for security in all modes of transportation and to ensure the
adequacy of security measures at airports and other transportation facilitiesadequacy of security measures at airports and other transportation facilities
pursuant to its establishing legislation, the Aviation and Transportationpursuant to its establishing legislation, the Aviation and Transportation
Security Act (ATSA), Public Law 107-71, 49 U.S.C. 114(d) and (f), providesSecurity Act (ATSA), Public Law 107-71, 49 U.S.C. 114(d) and (f), provides
authority for TSA to establish its Insider Threat program in order to deter,authority for TSA to establish its Insider Threat program in order to deter,
detect, and mitigate insider threats to TSA's personnel, operations,detect, and mitigate insider threats to TSA's personnel, operations,
information, critical infrastructure, and transportation sectors subject to TSAinformation, critical infrastructure, and transportation sectors subject to TSA
authorities. For purposes of this TSA system of records, “insider threats”authorities. For purposes of this TSA system of records, “insider threats”
are, or present themselves to be, current or former transportation sectorare, or present themselves to be, current or former transportation sector
workers (including both TSA and private sector personnel) and individualsworkers (including both TSA and private sector personnel) and individuals
employed or otherwise engaged in providing services requiring authorizedemployed or otherwise engaged in providing services requiring authorized
access to transportation facilities, assets, or infrastructure who intend toaccess to transportation facilities, assets, or infrastructure who intend to
cause harm to the transportation domain.cause harm to the transportation domain.


This system of records is being modified to: Cover records relating to theThis system of records is being modified to: Cover records relating to the
TSA's Insider Threat program; include a new category of individuals andTSA's Insider Threat program; include a new category of individuals and
category of records; reflect an approved records retention schedules forcategory of records; reflect an approved records retention schedules for
records covered by this system; and change existing routine uses. Therecords covered by this system; and change existing routine uses. The
category of individuals covered under this SORN will be modified to reflectcategory of individuals covered under this SORN will be modified to reflect
that the system may contain information on both current and formerthat the system may contain information on both current and former
owners, operators, and employees in all modes of transportation for whichowners, operators, and employees in all modes of transportation for which
DHS/TSA has security-related duties; and will also cover individuals whoDHS/TSA has security-related duties; and will also cover individuals who
have access to Sensitive Security Information (SSI) and are “coveredhave access to Sensitive Security Information (SSI) and are “covered
persons” under the Sensitive Security Information regulation, 49 CFR partpersons” under the Sensitive Security Information regulation, 49 CFR part
1520.7. The category of records in this SORN will be modified to include1520.7. The category of records in this SORN will be modified to include
place of birth; Government-issued identification; citizenship; results of anyplace of birth; Government-issued identification; citizenship; results of any
law enforcement, criminal history record, or open source checks;law enforcement, criminal history record, or open source checks;
employment information and work history; and security and accessemployment information and work history; and security and access
clearances and background investigation information. This SORN alsoclearances and background investigation information. This SORN also
reflects that the applicable records retention schedules are approved by thereflects that the applicable records retention schedules are approved by the
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA). This SORNNational Archives and Records Administration (NARA). This SORN
modifies routine uses “E” and “F” to be in conformity with Office ofmodifies routine uses “E” and “F” to be in conformity with Office of


information, inappropriate language,information, inappropriate language,
or duplicate/near duplicateor duplicate/near duplicate
examples of a mass-mail campaign.examples of a mass-mail campaign.
This can result in discrepanciesThis can result in discrepancies
between this count and thosebetween this count and those
displayed when conductingdisplayed when conducting
searches on the Public Submissionsearches on the Public Submission
document type. For specificdocument type. For specific
information about an agency’s publicinformation about an agency’s public
submission policy, refer to itssubmission policy, refer to its
website or the Federal Registerwebsite or the Federal Register
document.document.


Document text and imagesDocument text and images
courtesy of thecourtesy of the


Federal RegisterFederal Register
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Management and Budget Memorandum M-17-12. This SORN alsoManagement and Budget Memorandum M-17-12. This SORN also
combines two previous routines uses into one routine use “K” regarding thecombines two previous routines uses into one routine use “K” regarding the
sharing of information relevant and necessary to a requesting agency'ssharing of information relevant and necessary to a requesting agency's
decision concerning the hiring or retention of an individual or issuance of adecision concerning the hiring or retention of an individual or issuance of a
credential or clearance. Additionally, this notice includes non-substantivecredential or clearance. Additionally, this notice includes non-substantive
changes to simplify the formatting and text of the previously publishedchanges to simplify the formatting and text of the previously published
notice.notice.


Consistent with DHS's information sharing mission, information covered byConsistent with DHS's information sharing mission, information covered by
DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record System mayDHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record System may
be shared with other DHS Components that have a need to know thebe shared with other DHS Components that have a need to know the
information to carry out their national security, law enforcement,information to carry out their national security, law enforcement,
immigration, intelligence, or other homeland security functions. In addition,immigration, intelligence, or other homeland security functions. In addition,
TSA may share information with appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal,TSA may share information with appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal,
territorial, foreign, or international government agencies consistent with anyterritorial, foreign, or international government agencies consistent with any
applicable laws, rules, regulations, and information sharing and accessapplicable laws, rules, regulations, and information sharing and access
agreements or arrangements, and as permitted pursuant to an applicableagreements or arrangements, and as permitted pursuant to an applicable
Privacy Act authorized disclosure, including routine uses set forth in thisPrivacy Act authorized disclosure, including routine uses set forth in this
system of records notice.system of records notice.


As stated above, this modified system of records will rely on an existingAs stated above, this modified system of records will rely on an existing
rule for exempting TSA from certain provisions of the Privacy Act pursuantrule for exempting TSA from certain provisions of the Privacy Act pursuant
to 5 U.S.C. secs. 552a(j)(2), (k)(1), and (k)(2). These exemptions areto 5 U.S.C. secs. 552a(j)(2), (k)(1), and (k)(2). These exemptions are
reflected in the final rule published on August 4, 2006, in 71 FR 44223.reflected in the final rule published on August 4, 2006, in 71 FR 44223.
This modified system will be included in DHS's inventory of record systems.This modified system will be included in DHS's inventory of record systems.


II. Privacy ActII. Privacy Act


The Privacy Act embodies fair information practice principles in a statutoryThe Privacy Act embodies fair information practice principles in a statutory
framework governing the means by which Federal Government agenciesframework governing the means by which Federal Government agencies
collect, maintain, use, and disseminate individuals' records. The Privacycollect, maintain, use, and disseminate individuals' records. The Privacy
Act applies to information that is maintained in a “system of records.” AAct applies to information that is maintained in a “system of records.” A
“system of records” is a group of any records under the control of an“system of records” is a group of any records under the control of an
agency from which information is retrieved by the name of an individual oragency from which information is retrieved by the name of an individual or
by some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assignedby some identifying number, symbol, or other identifying particular assigned
to the individual. In the Privacy Act, an individual is defined to encompassto the individual. In the Privacy Act, an individual is defined to encompass
U.S. citizens and lawful permanent residents. Additionally, the JudicialU.S. citizens and lawful permanent residents. Additionally, the Judicial
Redress Act (JRA) provides covered persons with a statutory right to makeRedress Act (JRA) provides covered persons with a statutory right to make
requests for access and amendment to covered records, as defined by therequests for access and amendment to covered records, as defined by the
JRA, along with judicial review for denials of such requests. In addition, theJRA, along with judicial review for denials of such requests. In addition, the
JRA prohibits disclosures of covered records, except as otherwiseJRA prohibits disclosures of covered records, except as otherwise
permitted by the Privacy Act.permitted by the Privacy Act.


Below is the description of the DHS/TSA-001 Transportation SecurityBelow is the description of the DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security
Enforcement Record System System of Records.Enforcement Record System System of Records.


In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(r), DHS has provided a report of thisIn accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(r), DHS has provided a report of this
system of records to the Office of Management and Budget and tosystem of records to the Office of Management and Budget and to
Congress.Congress.


SYSTEM NAME AND NUMBERSYSTEM NAME AND NUMBER


Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Transportation SecurityDepartment of Homeland Security (DHS) Transportation Security
Administration (TSA)-001 Transportation Security Enforcement RecordAdministration (TSA)-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record
System System of Records.System System of Records.


SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:SECURITY CLASSIFICATION:


Classified, sensitive.Classified, sensitive.


SYSTEM LOCATION:SYSTEM LOCATION:


Records are maintained at the TSA Headquarters offices, 601 South 12thRecords are maintained at the TSA Headquarters offices, 601 South 12th
Street, Arlington, Virginia, 20598 and at various TSA field offices.Street, Arlington, Virginia, 20598 and at various TSA field offices.
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SYSTEM MANAGER(S):SYSTEM MANAGER(S):


Information Systems Program Manager, Information Systems Program Manager, IT_System_owner@tsa.dhs.gov,IT_System_owner@tsa.dhs.gov,
Office of Information Technology, TSA Headquarters, TSA-11, 601 SouthOffice of Information Technology, TSA Headquarters, TSA-11, 601 South
12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598.12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598.


AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM:


49 U.S.C. 114(d), 44901, 44903, 44916, 46101, and 46301.49 U.S.C. 114(d), 44901, 44903, 44916, 46101, and 46301.


PURPOSE(S) OF THE SYSTEM:PURPOSE(S) OF THE SYSTEM:


The purpose of this system is to maintain an enforcement and inspectionsThe purpose of this system is to maintain an enforcement and inspections
system for all modes of transportation for which TSA has security-relatedsystem for all modes of transportation for which TSA has security-related
duties and to maintain records related to the investigation or prosecution ofduties and to maintain records related to the investigation or prosecution of
violations or potential violations of Federal, State, local, or internationalviolations or potential violations of Federal, State, local, or international
criminal law. They may be used, generally, to identify, review, analyze,criminal law. They may be used, generally, to identify, review, analyze,
investigate, and prosecute violations or potential violations of transportationinvestigate, and prosecute violations or potential violations of transportation
security laws, regulations, and directives or other laws as well as to identifysecurity laws, regulations, and directives or other laws as well as to identify
and address potential threats to transportation security. They may also beand address potential threats to transportation security. They may also be
used to record the details of TSA security-related activity, such asused to record the details of TSA security-related activity, such as
passenger or property screening.passenger or property screening.


CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM:


Current and former owners, operators, and employees, including TSACurrent and former owners, operators, and employees, including TSA
personnel, in all modes of transportation for which DHS/TSA has security-personnel, in all modes of transportation for which DHS/TSA has security-
related duties; individuals reported or investigated as insider threat risksrelated duties; individuals reported or investigated as insider threat risks
(that is, individuals who are, or present themselves to be, current or former(that is, individuals who are, or present themselves to be, current or former
transportation sector workers (including both TSA and private sectortransportation sector workers (including both TSA and private sector
personnel) and individuals employed or otherwise engaged in providingpersonnel) and individuals employed or otherwise engaged in providing
services requiring authorized access to transportation facilities, assets, orservices requiring authorized access to transportation facilities, assets, or
infrastructure who intend to cause harm to the transportation domain);infrastructure who intend to cause harm to the transportation domain);
individuals who have access to SSI and are “covered persons” under theindividuals who have access to SSI and are “covered persons” under the
Sensitive Security Information regulation, 49 CFR part 1520; witnesses andSensitive Security Information regulation, 49 CFR part 1520; witnesses and
other third parties who provide information; individuals undergoingother third parties who provide information; individuals undergoing
screening of their person (including identity verification) or property;screening of their person (including identity verification) or property;
individuals against whom investigative, administrative, or civil or criminalindividuals against whom investigative, administrative, or civil or criminal
enforcement action has been initiated for violation of certain TSAenforcement action has been initiated for violation of certain TSA
regulations or security directives, relevant provisions of 49 U.S.C. 449, orregulations or security directives, relevant provisions of 49 U.S.C. 449, or
other laws; and individuals who communicate security incidents, potentialother laws; and individuals who communicate security incidents, potential
security incidents, or otherwise suspicious activities.security incidents, or otherwise suspicious activities.


CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM:


Information related to the screening of property and the security screeningInformation related to the screening of property and the security screening
and identity verification of individuals, including identification media andand identity verification of individuals, including identification media and
identifying information such as:identifying information such as:


Individual's name;Individual's name;
Address;Address;
Date and place of birth;Date and place of birth;
Gender;Gender;
Contact information (Contact information (e.g.,e.g., email addresses, phone numbers); email addresses, phone numbers);
Social Security number;Social Security number;
Government-issued identification (Government-issued identification (e.g.,e.g., Passport information, Driver's Passport information, Driver's
License number, Alien Registration number);License number, Alien Registration number);
Citizenship;Citizenship;
Fingerprints or other biometric identifiers;Fingerprints or other biometric identifiers;
Physical description, photographs or video;Physical description, photographs or video;
Travel information or boarding passes;Travel information or boarding passes;
Results of any law enforcement, criminal history record, intelligence,Results of any law enforcement, criminal history record, intelligence,
immigration, public records or open source checks;immigration, public records or open source checks;
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Additionally, information related to the investigation or prosecution of anyAdditionally, information related to the investigation or prosecution of any
alleged violation; place of violation; Enforcement Investigative Reportsalleged violation; place of violation; Enforcement Investigative Reports
(EIR); security incident reports, screening reports, suspicious-activity(EIR); security incident reports, screening reports, suspicious-activity
reports, and other incident or investigative reports; statements of allegedreports, and other incident or investigative reports; statements of alleged
violators, witnesses, and other third parties who provide information;violators, witnesses, and other third parties who provide information;
proposed penalty; investigators' analyses and work papers; enforcementproposed penalty; investigators' analyses and work papers; enforcement
actions taken; findings; documentation of physical evidence;actions taken; findings; documentation of physical evidence;
correspondence of TSA employees and others in enforcement cases;correspondence of TSA employees and others in enforcement cases;
pleadings and other court filings; legal opinions and attorney work papers;pleadings and other court filings; legal opinions and attorney work papers;
and information obtained from various law enforcement or prosecutingand information obtained from various law enforcement or prosecuting
authorities relating to the enforcement of laws or regulations.authorities relating to the enforcement of laws or regulations.


RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES:


Records are obtained from the alleged violator, TSA employees orRecords are obtained from the alleged violator, TSA employees or
contractors, witnesses to the alleged violation or events surrounding thecontractors, witnesses to the alleged violation or events surrounding the
alleged violation, other third parties who provided information regarding thealleged violation, other third parties who provided information regarding the
alleged violation, State and local agencies, and other Federal agencies.alleged violation, State and local agencies, and other Federal agencies.


ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE SYSTEM,ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE SYSTEM,
INCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND PURPOSES OF SUCHINCLUDING CATEGORIES OF USERS AND PURPOSES OF SUCH
USES:USES:


In addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)In addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)
of the Privacy Act, all or a portion of the records or information contained inof the Privacy Act, all or a portion of the records or information contained in
this system may be disclosed outside DHS as a routine use pursuant to 5this system may be disclosed outside DHS as a routine use pursuant to 5
U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows:U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows:


A. To the Department of Justice (DOJ), including Offices of the U.S.A. To the Department of Justice (DOJ), including Offices of the U.S.
Attorneys, or other Federal agency conducting litigation or in proceedingsAttorneys, or other Federal agency conducting litigation or in proceedings
before any court, adjudicative, or administrative body, when it is relevant orbefore any court, adjudicative, or administrative body, when it is relevant or
necessary to the litigation and one of the following is a party to the litigationnecessary to the litigation and one of the following is a party to the litigation
or has an interest in such litigation:or has an interest in such litigation:


1. DHS or any component thereof;1. DHS or any component thereof;


2. Any employee or former employee of DHS in his/her official capacity;2. Any employee or former employee of DHS in his/her official capacity;


3. Any employee or former employee of DHS in his/her individual capacity3. Any employee or former employee of DHS in his/her individual capacity
when DOJ or DHS has agreed to represent the employee; orwhen DOJ or DHS has agreed to represent the employee; or


4. The United States or any agency thereof.4. The United States or any agency thereof.


B. To a congressional office from the record of an individual in response toB. To a congressional office from the record of an individual in response to
an inquiry from that congressional office made at the request of thean inquiry from that congressional office made at the request of the
individual to whom the record pertains.individual to whom the record pertains.


C. To the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) or GeneralC. To the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) or General
Services Administration pursuant to records management inspectionsServices Administration pursuant to records management inspections
being conducted under the authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906.being conducted under the authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906.


D. To an agency or organization for the purpose of performing audit orD. To an agency or organization for the purpose of performing audit or
oversight operations as authorized by law, but only such information as isoversight operations as authorized by law, but only such information as is
necessary and relevant to such audit or oversight function.necessary and relevant to such audit or oversight function.


Military status (branch, traveling on orders);Military status (branch, traveling on orders);
Employment information and work history;Employment information and work history;
Security and access clearances and background investigationsSecurity and access clearances and background investigations
information.information.
TSA Information technology network activity information; andTSA Information technology network activity information; and
Information from other agencies (Information from other agencies (e.g.,e.g., FBI, Financial Crimes FBI, Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network (FinCEN)).Enforcement Network (FinCEN)).
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E. To appropriate agencies, entities, and persons when (1) DHS suspectsE. To appropriate agencies, entities, and persons when (1) DHS suspects
or has confirmed that there has been a breach of this system of records;or has confirmed that there has been a breach of this system of records;
and (2) DHS has determined that as a result of the suspected or confirmedand (2) DHS has determined that as a result of the suspected or confirmed
breach, there is a risk of harm to individuals, harm to DHS (including itsbreach, there is a risk of harm to individuals, harm to DHS (including its
information systems, programs, and operations), the Federal Government,information systems, programs, and operations), the Federal Government,
or national security; and (3) the disclosure made to such agencies, entities,or national security; and (3) the disclosure made to such agencies, entities,
and persons is reasonably necessary to assist in connection with DHS'sand persons is reasonably necessary to assist in connection with DHS's
efforts to respond to the suspected or confirmed breach or to prevent,efforts to respond to the suspected or confirmed breach or to prevent,
minimize, or remedy such harm.minimize, or remedy such harm.


F. To another Federal agency or Federal entity when DHS determines thatF. To another Federal agency or Federal entity when DHS determines that
information from this system of records is reasonably necessary to assistinformation from this system of records is reasonably necessary to assist
another Federal recipient agency or entity in (1) responding to a suspectedanother Federal recipient agency or entity in (1) responding to a suspected
or confirmed breach or (2) preventing, minimizing, or remedying the risk ofor confirmed breach or (2) preventing, minimizing, or remedying the risk of
harm to individuals, the recipient agency or entity (including its informationharm to individuals, the recipient agency or entity (including its information
systems, programs, and operations), the Federal Government, or nationalsystems, programs, and operations), the Federal Government, or national
security, resulting from a suspected or confirmed breach.security, resulting from a suspected or confirmed breach.


G. To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts, consultants, andG. To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts, consultants, and
others performing or working on a contract, service, grant, cooperativeothers performing or working on a contract, service, grant, cooperative
agreement, or other assignment for DHS, when necessary to accomplishagreement, or other assignment for DHS, when necessary to accomplish
an agency function related to this system of records. Individuals providedan agency function related to this system of records. Individuals provided
information under this routine use are subject to the same Privacy Actinformation under this routine use are subject to the same Privacy Act
requirements and limitations on disclosure as are applicable to DHSrequirements and limitations on disclosure as are applicable to DHS
officers and employees.officers and employees.


H. To an appropriate Federal, State, tribal, local, international, or foreignH. To an appropriate Federal, State, tribal, local, international, or foreign
law enforcement agency or other appropriate authority charged withlaw enforcement agency or other appropriate authority charged with
investigating or prosecuting a violation or enforcing or implementing a law,investigating or prosecuting a violation or enforcing or implementing a law,
rule, regulation, or order, when a record, either on its face or in conjunctionrule, regulation, or order, when a record, either on its face or in conjunction
with other information, indicates a violation or potential violation of law,with other information, indicates a violation or potential violation of law,
which includes criminal, civil, or regulatory violations and such disclosure iswhich includes criminal, civil, or regulatory violations and such disclosure is
proper and consistent with the official duties of the person making theproper and consistent with the official duties of the person making the
disclosure.disclosure.


I. To the United States Department of Transportation, its operatingI. To the United States Department of Transportation, its operating
administrations, or the appropriate State or local agency, when relevant oradministrations, or the appropriate State or local agency, when relevant or
necessary to:necessary to:


1. Ensure safety and security in any mode of transportation;1. Ensure safety and security in any mode of transportation;


2. Enforce safety- and security-related regulations and requirements;2. Enforce safety- and security-related regulations and requirements;


3. Assess and distribute intelligence or law enforcement information related3. Assess and distribute intelligence or law enforcement information related
to transportation security;to transportation security;


4. Assess and respond to threats to transportation;4. Assess and respond to threats to transportation;


5. Oversee the implementation and ensure the adequacy of security5. Oversee the implementation and ensure the adequacy of security
measures at airports and other transportation facilities;measures at airports and other transportation facilities;


6. Plan and coordinate any actions or activities that may affect6. Plan and coordinate any actions or activities that may affect
transportation safety and security or the operations of transportationtransportation safety and security or the operations of transportation
operators; oroperators; or


7. Issue, maintain, or renew a license, certificate, contract, grant, or other7. Issue, maintain, or renew a license, certificate, contract, grant, or other
benefit.benefit.


J. To the appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, orJ. To the appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, or
international agency, regarding individuals who pose, or are suspected ofinternational agency, regarding individuals who pose, or are suspected of
posing, a risk to transportation or national security.posing, a risk to transportation or national security.
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K. To federal, state, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, or internationalK. To federal, state, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, or international
agencies, if the information is relevant and necessary to a requestingagencies, if the information is relevant and necessary to a requesting
agency's decision concerning the hiring or retention of an individual, or theagency's decision concerning the hiring or retention of an individual, or the
issuance, grant, renewal, suspension, or revocation of a security clearance,issuance, grant, renewal, suspension, or revocation of a security clearance,
license, contract, grant, or other benefit; or to the extent necessary tolicense, contract, grant, or other benefit; or to the extent necessary to
obtain information relevant and necessary to a DHS decision concerningobtain information relevant and necessary to a DHS decision concerning
the hiring or retention of an employee, the issuance of a security clearance,the hiring or retention of an employee, the issuance of a security clearance,
the reporting of an investigation of an employee, the letting of a contract, orthe reporting of an investigation of an employee, the letting of a contract, or
the issuance of a license, grant or other benefit.the issuance of a license, grant or other benefit.


L. To international and foreign governmental authorities in accordance withL. To international and foreign governmental authorities in accordance with
law and formal or informal international agreement.law and formal or informal international agreement.


M. To third parties during the course of an investigation into any matterM. To third parties during the course of an investigation into any matter
before DHS/TSA to the extent necessary to obtain information pertinent tobefore DHS/TSA to the extent necessary to obtain information pertinent to
the investigation.the investigation.


N. To airport operators, aircraft operators, and maritime and surfaceN. To airport operators, aircraft operators, and maritime and surface
transportation operators, indirect air carriers, and other facility operatorstransportation operators, indirect air carriers, and other facility operators
about individuals who are their employees, job applicants, or contractors,about individuals who are their employees, job applicants, or contractors,
or persons to whom they issue identification credentials or grant clearancesor persons to whom they issue identification credentials or grant clearances
to secured areas in transportation facilities when relevant to suchto secured areas in transportation facilities when relevant to such
employment, application, contract, or the issuance of such credentials oremployment, application, contract, or the issuance of such credentials or
clearances.clearances.


O. To any agency or instrumentality charged under applicable law with theO. To any agency or instrumentality charged under applicable law with the
protection of the public health or safety under circumstances in which theprotection of the public health or safety under circumstances in which the
public health or safety is at risk.public health or safety is at risk.


P. With respect to members of the armed forces who may have violatedP. With respect to members of the armed forces who may have violated
transportation security or safety requirements and laws, to disclose thetransportation security or safety requirements and laws, to disclose the
individual's identifying information and details of their travel on the date ofindividual's identifying information and details of their travel on the date of
the incident in question to the appropriate branch of the armed forces to thethe incident in question to the appropriate branch of the armed forces to the
extent necessary to determine whether the individual was performingextent necessary to determine whether the individual was performing
official duties at the time of the incident. Members of the armed forcesofficial duties at the time of the incident. Members of the armed forces
include active duty and reserve members, and members of the Nationalinclude active duty and reserve members, and members of the National
Guard. This routine use is intended to permit TSA to determine whether theGuard. This routine use is intended to permit TSA to determine whether the
potential violation must be referred to the appropriate branch of the armedpotential violation must be referred to the appropriate branch of the armed
forces for action pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 46301(h).forces for action pursuant to 49 U.S.C. 46301(h).


Q. To the DOJ, U.S. Attorney's Office, or other Federal agencies for furtherQ. To the DOJ, U.S. Attorney's Office, or other Federal agencies for further
collection action on any delinquent debt when circumstances warrant.collection action on any delinquent debt when circumstances warrant.


R. To a debt collection agency for the purpose of debt collection.R. To a debt collection agency for the purpose of debt collection.


S. To airport operators, aircraft operators, air carriers, maritime, andS. To airport operators, aircraft operators, air carriers, maritime, and
surface transportation operators, indirect air carriers, or other facilitysurface transportation operators, indirect air carriers, or other facility
operators when appropriate to address a threat or potential threat tooperators when appropriate to address a threat or potential threat to
transportation security or national security, or when required fortransportation security or national security, or when required for
administrative purposes related to the effective and efficient administrationadministrative purposes related to the effective and efficient administration
of transportation security laws.of transportation security laws.


T. To a former employee of DHS, in accordance with applicable regulations,T. To a former employee of DHS, in accordance with applicable regulations,
for purposes of responding to an official inquiry by a Federal, State, or localfor purposes of responding to an official inquiry by a Federal, State, or local
government entity or professional licensing authority; or facilitatinggovernment entity or professional licensing authority; or facilitating
communications with a former employee that may be necessary forcommunications with a former employee that may be necessary for
personnel-related or other official purposes where the Department requirespersonnel-related or other official purposes where the Department requires
information or consultation assistance from the former employee regardinginformation or consultation assistance from the former employee regarding
a matter within that person's former area of responsibility.a matter within that person's former area of responsibility.


U. To a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal when a Federal agencyU. To a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal when a Federal agency
is a party to the litigation or administrative proceeding in the course ofis a party to the litigation or administrative proceeding in the course of
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presenting evidence, including disclosures to opposing counsel orpresenting evidence, including disclosures to opposing counsel or
witnesses in the course of civil discovery, litigation, or settlementwitnesses in the course of civil discovery, litigation, or settlement
negotiations, or in connection with criminal law proceedings.negotiations, or in connection with criminal law proceedings.


V. To the public, on the TSA website at V. To the public, on the TSA website at www.tsa.gov,www.tsa.gov, final agency and final agency and
Administrative Law Judge decisions in criminal enforcement and otherAdministrative Law Judge decisions in criminal enforcement and other
administrative matters, except that personal information about individualsadministrative matters, except that personal information about individuals
will be deleted if release of that information would constitute anwill be deleted if release of that information would constitute an
unwarranted invasion of privacy, including but not limited to medicalunwarranted invasion of privacy, including but not limited to medical
information.information.


W. To the news media and the public, with the approval of the Chief PrivacyW. To the news media and the public, with the approval of the Chief Privacy
Officer in consultation with counsel, when there exists a legitimate publicOfficer in consultation with counsel, when there exists a legitimate public
interest in the disclosure of the information, when disclosure is necessaryinterest in the disclosure of the information, when disclosure is necessary
to preserve confidence in the integrity of DHS, or when disclosure isto preserve confidence in the integrity of DHS, or when disclosure is
necessary to demonstrate the accountability of DHS's officers, employees,necessary to demonstrate the accountability of DHS's officers, employees,
or individuals covered by the system, except to the extent the Chief Privacyor individuals covered by the system, except to the extent the Chief Privacy
Officer determines that release of the specific information in the context ofOfficer determines that release of the specific information in the context of
a particular case would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion ofa particular case would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy.personal privacy.


X. To the appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, orX. To the appropriate Federal, State, local, tribal, territorial, foreign, or
international agency responsible for investigating, prosecuting, enforcing,international agency responsible for investigating, prosecuting, enforcing,
or implementing a statute, rule, regulation, order, license, or treaty, whenor implementing a statute, rule, regulation, order, license, or treaty, when
DHS/TSA determines that the information would assist in the enforcementDHS/TSA determines that the information would assist in the enforcement
of a civil or criminal law.of a civil or criminal law.


POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORAGE OF RECORDS:POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORAGE OF RECORDS:


DHS/TSA stores records in this system electronically or on paper in secureDHS/TSA stores records in this system electronically or on paper in secure
facilities in a locked drawer behind a locked door. The records may befacilities in a locked drawer behind a locked door. The records may be
stored on magnetic disc, tape, and digital media.stored on magnetic disc, tape, and digital media.


POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR RETRIEVAL OF RECORDS:POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR RETRIEVAL OF RECORDS:


DHS/TSA retrieves records by name, address, Social Security number,DHS/TSA retrieves records by name, address, Social Security number,
administrative action or legal enforcement numbers, or other assignedadministrative action or legal enforcement numbers, or other assigned
identifier of the individual on whom the records are maintained.identifier of the individual on whom the records are maintained.


POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR RETENTION AND DISPOSAL OFPOLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR RETENTION AND DISPOSAL OF
RECORDS:RECORDS:


Retention and disposal varies depending on the type of record. Passenger,Retention and disposal varies depending on the type of record. Passenger,
baggage, and cargo screening incident reports that are not referred forbaggage, and cargo screening incident reports that are not referred for
investigation are maintained for three years from the end of the fiscal yearinvestigation are maintained for three years from the end of the fiscal year
in which they were created, in accordance with NARA authority, N1-560-in which they were created, in accordance with NARA authority, N1-560-
12-002. Security incident reports are cut off at the end of involvement and12-002. Security incident reports are cut off at the end of involvement and
destroyed four years after cut-off (N1-560-03-6). Items that are referred fordestroyed four years after cut-off (N1-560-03-6). Items that are referred for
investigation within TSA or to an outside agency are destroyed 25 yearsinvestigation within TSA or to an outside agency are destroyed 25 years
after the case is closed (N1-560-03-6). Insider Threat information andafter the case is closed (N1-560-03-6). Insider Threat information and
inquiry records are destroyed no sooner than five years after an inquiry isinquiry records are destroyed no sooner than five years after an inquiry is
opened and 25 years after a case is closed, in accordance with NARAopened and 25 years after a case is closed, in accordance with NARA
authority DAA-GRS-2017-0006.authority DAA-GRS-2017-0006.


ADMINISTRATIVE, TECHNICAL, AND PHYSICAL SAFEGUARDS:ADMINISTRATIVE, TECHNICAL, AND PHYSICAL SAFEGUARDS:


DHS/TSA safeguards records in this system according to applicable rulesDHS/TSA safeguards records in this system according to applicable rules
and policies, including all applicable DHS automated systems security andand policies, including all applicable DHS automated systems security and
access policies. TSA has imposed strict controls to minimize the risk ofaccess policies. TSA has imposed strict controls to minimize the risk of
compromising the information that is being stored. Access to the computercompromising the information that is being stored. Access to the computer
system containing the records in this system is limited to those individualssystem containing the records in this system is limited to those individuals
who have a need to know the information for the performance of theirwho have a need to know the information for the performance of their
official duties and who have appropriate clearances or permissions.official duties and who have appropriate clearances or permissions.
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RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURES:


The Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from theThe Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from the
notification, access, and amendment procedures of the Privacy Act, andnotification, access, and amendment procedures of the Privacy Act, and
the Judicial Redress Act if applicable, because it is a law enforcementthe Judicial Redress Act if applicable, because it is a law enforcement
system. However, DHS/TSA will consider individual requests to determinesystem. However, DHS/TSA will consider individual requests to determine
whether or not information may be released. Thus, individuals seekingwhether or not information may be released. Thus, individuals seeking
access to and notification of any record contained in this system of records,access to and notification of any record contained in this system of records,
or seeking to contest its content, may submit a request in writing to theor seeking to contest its content, may submit a request in writing to the
Chief Privacy Officer and the TSA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)Chief Privacy Officer and the TSA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
Officer, whose contact information can be found at Officer, whose contact information can be found at http://www.dhs.gov/foiahttp://www.dhs.gov/foia
under “Contacts Information.” If an individual believes more than oneunder “Contacts Information.” If an individual believes more than one
component maintains Privacy Act records concerning him or her, thecomponent maintains Privacy Act records concerning him or her, the
individual may submit the request to the Chief Privacy Officer and Chiefindividual may submit the request to the Chief Privacy Officer and Chief
FOIA Officer, Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-FOIA Officer, Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528-
0655. Even if neither the Privacy Act nor the Judicial Redress Act provide a0655. Even if neither the Privacy Act nor the Judicial Redress Act provide a
right of access, certain records about you may be available under FOIA.right of access, certain records about you may be available under FOIA.


When an individual is seeking records about himself or herself from thisWhen an individual is seeking records about himself or herself from this
system of records or any other Departmental system of records, thesystem of records or any other Departmental system of records, the
individual's request must conform with the Privacy Act regulations set forthindividual's request must conform with the Privacy Act regulations set forth
in 6 CFR part 5. The individual must first verify your identity, meaning thatin 6 CFR part 5. The individual must first verify your identity, meaning that
the individual must provide his/her full name, current address, and date andthe individual must provide his/her full name, current address, and date and
place of birth. The individual must sign his/her request, and the individual'splace of birth. The individual must sign his/her request, and the individual's
signature must either be notarized or submitted under 28 U.S.C. 1746, asignature must either be notarized or submitted under 28 U.S.C. 1746, a
law that permits statements to be made under penalty of perjury as alaw that permits statements to be made under penalty of perjury as a
substitute for notarization. While no specific form is required, an individualsubstitute for notarization. While no specific form is required, an individual
may obtain forms for this purpose from the Chief Privacy Officer and Chiefmay obtain forms for this purpose from the Chief Privacy Officer and Chief
FOIA Officer, FOIA Officer, http://www.dhs.gov/foiahttp://www.dhs.gov/foia or 1-866-431-0486. In addition, the or 1-866-431-0486. In addition, the
individual should:individual should:


If an individual's request is seeking records pertaining to another livingIf an individual's request is seeking records pertaining to another living
individual, the first individual must include a statement from the secondindividual, the first individual must include a statement from the second
individual certifying his/her agreement for you to access his/her records.individual certifying his/her agreement for you to access his/her records.


Without the above information, the component(s) may not be able toWithout the above information, the component(s) may not be able to
conduct an effective search, and the individual's request may be deniedconduct an effective search, and the individual's request may be denied
due to lack of specificity or lack of compliance with applicable regulations.due to lack of specificity or lack of compliance with applicable regulations.


CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURES:


For records covered by the Privacy Act or covered JRA records, individualsFor records covered by the Privacy Act or covered JRA records, individuals
may make a request for amendment or correction of a record of themay make a request for amendment or correction of a record of the
Department about the individual by writing directly to the DepartmentDepartment about the individual by writing directly to the Department
component that maintains the record, unless the record is not subject tocomponent that maintains the record, unless the record is not subject to
amendment or correction. The request should identify each particularamendment or correction. The request should identify each particular
record in question, state the amendment or correction desired, and staterecord in question, state the amendment or correction desired, and state
why the individual believes that the record is not accurate, relevant, timely,why the individual believes that the record is not accurate, relevant, timely,
or complete. The individual may submit any documentation that would beor complete. The individual may submit any documentation that would be
helpful. If the individual believes that the same record is in more than onehelpful. If the individual believes that the same record is in more than one
system of records, the request should state that and be addressed to eachsystem of records, the request should state that and be addressed to each
component that maintains a system of records containing the record.component that maintains a system of records containing the record.


Explain why he or she believes the Department would haveExplain why he or she believes the Department would have
information on him/her;information on him/her;
Identify which component(s) of the Department the individualIdentify which component(s) of the Department the individual
believes may have the information about him/her;believes may have the information about him/her;
Specify when the individual believes the records would have beenSpecify when the individual believes the records would have been
created; andcreated; and
Provide any other information that will help the FOIA staff determineProvide any other information that will help the FOIA staff determine
which DHS component agency may have responsive records;which DHS component agency may have responsive records;
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NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES:NOTIFICATION PROCEDURES:


See “Record Access Procedures.”See “Record Access Procedures.”


EXEMPTIONS PROMULGATED FOR THE SYSTEM:EXEMPTIONS PROMULGATED FOR THE SYSTEM:


The Secretary of Homeland Security, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2), hasThe Secretary of Homeland Security, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2), has
exempted portions of this system from the following provisions of theexempted portions of this system from the following provisions of the
Privacy Act: 5 U.S.C. 552a(c)(3); (d); (e)(1), (e)(3), (e)(4)(G), (H), and (I);Privacy Act: 5 U.S.C. 552a(c)(3); (d); (e)(1), (e)(3), (e)(4)(G), (H), and (I);
and (f). Portions of the system pertaining to investigations or prosecutionsand (f). Portions of the system pertaining to investigations or prosecutions
of violations of criminal law are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2). Further,of violations of criminal law are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2). Further,
the Secretary of Homeland Security, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(1) andthe Secretary of Homeland Security, pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(k)(1) and
(k)(2), has exempted portions of this system from the following provisions(k)(2), has exempted portions of this system from the following provisions
of the Privacy Act: 5 U.S.C. 552a(c)(3); (d); (e)(1), (e)(4)(G), (H), and (I);of the Privacy Act: 5 U.S.C. 552a(c)(3); (d); (e)(1), (e)(4)(G), (H), and (I);
and (f).and (f).


HISTORY:HISTORY:


78 FR 73868 (Dec. 9, 2013); 75 FR 28042 (May 19, 2010); 71 FR 4422378 FR 73868 (Dec. 9, 2013); 75 FR 28042 (May 19, 2010); 71 FR 44223
(Aug. 4, 2006).(Aug. 4, 2006).
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<0 O 0-<-+; H*+F>)E0=GJ A+ 8<F+ C)- C)B>C<-+;


>C;>F>;E<=0 -) -8+ L6WU <0 < *+0E=- )* <0 H<*- )D


I+>C@ YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0.


    b  6+1& >1(%4 ,3$4417 $& $ b<(1* IW(1& 71&(4%11


(% $%/ [$/ &<))+#* $ %+2(%$*(+% *+ *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+%5 9$4<1J  =>h1'*(+%5


'$33& ,+# &)1'<3$*(+%J  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


$%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IITJ


]+< '$% $%&[1# *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) <0 0-<-+;J BG ;+,=<*<->)C 0>BH=G B<-,8>C@


)E* *E=+0 <*+ +0-<I=>08+; -) >;+C->DG H<00+C@+*0


-8<- H*+0+C- <C +=+F<-+; *>0M <C; <*+ 8>@8+* *>0M.


6>BH=G B<-,8>C@ -) -8+ *E=+ ;)+0 C)- >;+C->DG -8+B


<0 I+>C@ < MC)AC )* 0E0H>,>)E0 -+**)*>0-.  T+ 8<F+


C)- C)B>C<-+; 77 A+ ;) C)- <E-)B<->,<==G C)B>C<-+


<CGI);G -8<- B<-,8+0 -) )E* 8>@87*>0M *E=+0 -) -8+


A<-,8 =>0-.


    b  T& *X1 &$21 (%,+#2$*(+% *X$* *#(441#& $
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    b  T& *X1 ,$'* *X$* $% (%7(9(7<$3 X$& >11%


,3$4417 $& $ b<(1* IW(1& &131'*11 191# <&17 (% *X1


*+*$3(*/ +, *X1 '(#'<2&*$%'1& *+ &<))+#* $


%+2(%$*(+% *+ *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT


$%7 *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(31415 ><* /+< '$%


$%&[1# *X$* +%1 *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  OPB 0)**G.  6) *+H+<- -8+ RE+0->)C.  O0 -8+


D<,- -8<- <C >C;>F>;E<= >0 < B<-,8 -) -8+ 77 OPB


0)**G.


       PIJ -=PH8V  ;$% /+< #1$7 (* >$'W ,+# 215


)31$&1J


            iD1%7(%4 f<1&*(+% #1$7Jj


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  F%7 *X1 &$21 +>h1'*(+%&J


    '  6) A8<- O ,<C 0-<-+ <C; O A>== *+>-+*<-+ >0


-) ;<-+ L6' 8<0 C)- C)B>C<-+; <CG >C;>F>;E<=0


D*)B 77 -8<- 8<F+ I++C >;+C->D>+; <0 < YE>+- 77 <


B<-,8 -) -8+ YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0 -) -8+ L6WU.  UG


F>*-E+ )D I+>C@ < B<-,8 -) -8+ YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0


;)+0 C)- 77 <=0) ;)+0 C)- <E-)B<->,<==G @) -) <


C)B>C<->)C -) < L6WU.
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       (>*,EB0-<C,+0 >C -8+ -)-<=>-GJ <0 ;>0,E00+;


>C H*>)* -+0->B)CGJ >0 -8+*+P0 BE=->H=+ H>+,+0 )D


>CD)*B<->)C <C; ,*>-+*>< -8<- A)E=; C++; -) I+ B+-


-) I+ C)B>C<-+; -) -8+ L6WU.


       6) OPB -*G>C@ -) I+ *+0H)C0>F+.  OPB C)-


0E*+ >D O ,)E=; 0<G 77 -8+ D<,- -8<- -8+G A+*+ <


YE>+- 6M>+0 B<-,8 A<0 E0+; <0 H<*- )D < C)B>C<->)C


-) -8+ L6WU.  O ,<C 0<G D)* 77 ;+D>C>->F+=G L6' 8<0


C)- H*)F>;+; C)* C)B>C<-+; <CG)C+ D*)B -8+ YE>+-


6M>+0 -) -8+ L6WU.  Q)A+F+* 77 OP== =+<F+ >- <-


-8<-.


    b  "+ *X1 "IFc& W%+[317415 X$& $%/ +*X1# $41%'/


%+2(%$*17 $% (%7(9(7<$3 [X+ X$))1%17 *+ >1 $ b<(1*


IW(1& &131'*11 *+ *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc2 4+(%4 *+ +>h1'* *X$* *X1


[(*%1&& (& X1#1 *+ *1&*(,/ +% >1X$3, +, *X1 "IF


+%3/5 &+ *X$* (& +<*&(71 +, *X1 &'+)1 +, *X1


71)+&(*(+% ,+# *+7$/J  Tc33 $3&+ +>h1'* >$&17 +%


(%&+,$# $& *X1 $%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+%


)#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5 ><* /+< '$% $%&[1# *X$* (, /+<


X$))1% *+ W%+[5 *+ *X1 1 *̂1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


       E1* 21 $3&+ (%*1#h1'* *+ *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%*
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       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X$*


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/*X(%4 )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5 ><*


/+< '$% $%&[1# *+ *X1 1 *̂1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  ()**+,-.  L8+0+ <*+ I<0+; )C *E=+0 -8<- A+


8<F+ ;+*>F+; D*)B ,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+ *+H)*->C@ <C;


H*+0+C- 77 -) >;+C->DG H<00+C@+*0 -8<- H*+0+C- <C


+=+F<-+; *>0M.  L8>0 >0 C)- *+=<-+; -)J <0 G)E


0-<-+;J ,*>B>C<= 77 0H+,>D>, ,*>B>C<= *+H)*->C@ )D


>C;>F>;E<=0 -) -8+C HE- -8+B >C <0 < =>0-.


    b  =W$/J  ;$% [1 *<#% *+ )$#$4#$)X %(%1 +, /+<#


71'3$#$*(+%5 [X('X [$& )#19(+<&3/ 2$#W17 $&


H^X(>(* @J  T% )$#$4#$)X %(%15 *X1 *X(#7 ,<33


&1%*1%'1 #1$7&5 k8(&W.>$&17 &1'<#(*/ (%'#1$&1&


+)1#$*(+%$3 1,,('(1%'/ $%7 &1'<#(*/ 1,,1'*(91%1&& >/


$33+[(%4 "IF *+ ,+'<& 31&& +% 3+[1#.#(&W *#$9131#&


$%7 2+#1 +% X(4X1#.#(&W )$&&1%41#& +# *X+&1 $>+<*


[X+2 (* W%+[& 31&&Jk


       F%7 *X1% (* '+%*(%<1&5 kb<(1* IW(1& (& +%1


+, "IFc& #(&W.>$&17 &1'<#(*/ )#+4#$2& *X$*


(71%*(,(1& $%7 $77#1&&1& )+*1%*($3 *X#1$*& ,#+2


(%7(9(7<$3& [X+ 2$/ (%*1%7 X$#2 *+ $9($*(+% &1'<#(*/


><* [X+ $#1 %+* (% *X1 "I6`Jk


?M
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)#(9(3141 $& [133J  F4$(%5 /+< '$% $%&[1# *+ *X1


1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) <0 0-<-+; +<*=>+* <C; <D-+* 77 <C; <=0)


D)* ,=<*>D>,<->)C RE+0->)C0 )D A8<- -8+


<;B>C>0-*<-)* 0-<-+;J O ,<C C)- 0H+<M D)* )-8+*


<@+C,>+0.  Q)A+F+*J >- 8<0 I++C >;+C->D>+; 77 -8+


>C;>F>;E<=0 -8<- 8<F+ B<-,8+; -) YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0


IE- >C;+H+C;+C- )D L6' B<-,8>C@ -8)0+ >C;>F>;E<=0 -)


YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0 8<F+ I++C <;;+; -) -8+ L6WU.


    b  T& b<(1* IW(1& (%,+#2$*(+% 191# <&17 (%


&<))+#* +, "I6` %+2(%$*(+%&\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT


$%7 *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(31415 ><* /+< '$%


$%&[1# *X$* +%1 *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  O I+=>+F+ OPF+ <C0A+*+; -8<-.  L6' 8<0 C)-


C)B>C<-+; >C;>F>;E<=0 D)* 77 I<0+; 77 -8<- 8<F+


B<-,8+; -8+ YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+0 -) -8+ L6WU.


    b  "X1 +)1#$*(+% +, 1(*X1# b<(1* IW(1& +#


I(31%* D$#*%1# X(4X.#(&W #<31& 7+ %+* 71)1%7 +% $%


(%7(9(7<$3 >1(%4 <%71# (%91&*(4$*(+% ,+# $%/ '#(215


'+##1'*\
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       6(7 T #1$7 *X$* '+##1'*3/\


    '  /)E ;>; *+<; -8<- ,)**+,-=G.


    b  OX$* '+%&*(*<*1& $% (%7(9(7<$3 [X+ 2$/


(%*1%7 X$#2 *+ $9($*(+% &1'<#(*/ ><* [X+ (& %+* (%


*X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X$*


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT


+# *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(31415 ><* /+< '$% $%&[1#


*X$* *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) <0 G)E 0-<-+;J D*)B < *>0M7I<0+; 0+,E*>-G


H+*0H+,->F+J L6' >0 *+F>+A>C@ ,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+


*+H)*->C@ -) >;+C->DG -8*+<-0 -) <F><->)C 0+,E*>-G


)* 8)B+=<C; 0+,E*>-G.  '0 O ;>0,E00+; +<*=>+*J L6'


;)+0 H+*D)*B B<-,8+0 <@<>C0- >C;>F>;E<=0 >C -8+ L6WU


D)* -8+ C)7D=G 0+=+,-++J +NH<C;+; 0+=+,-++ =>0-0.


       UE- A+ <=0) 77 -8+*+ >0 < ,)BH)C+C- )D


ECMC)AC 77 0) -8+ L6WU <*+ D)* -8)0+ >C;>F>;E<=0


-8<- 8<F+ B+- -8+ *+<0)C<I=+ 0E0H>,>)C 0-<C;<*;0 -)


I+ < MC)AC )* 0E0H+,-+; -+**)*>0-.  L6' <=0) *+F>+A0


,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+ *+H)*->C@ -) >;+C->DG -8*+<-0


-) <F><->)C 0+,E*>-G <C; 8)B+=<C; 0+,E*>-G.


       L8+*+ >0 +C)E@8 >CD)*B<->)C -8+*+ -) MC)A
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-8<- -8+*+ <*+ -8*+<-0 <C; D)* -8<-J IE- A+ ;) C)-


MC)A -8+ <,-E<= >C;>F>;E<=0J *>@8-J <C; -8<-P0 A8G


-8>0 >0 0+H<*<-+ D*)B -8+ L6WU *+=<-+; B<-,8>C@ -8<-


A+ H+*D)*B.  T+ ;+*>F+ < 0+*>+0 )D *E=+0 -) -*G -)


B>->@<-+ -8<- -8*+<- <C; <CG H)-+C-><= 8<*B -8<- B<G


,)B+ <I)E- I+,<E0+ )D -8<- -8*+<- *+H)*->C@.


       6) -8>0 >0 -) <;;*+00 77 -8)0+ *E=+0 <*+ -)


-*G -) >;+C->DG H<00+C@+*0 A8) B<G H*+0+C- < 8>@8+*


*>0M D)* A8>,8 L6' 77 A8+*+ A+ 8<F+ +0-<I=>08+; -8>0


-) >;+C->DG D)* +C8<C,+; 0,*++C>C@ -) 77 <@<>CJ -)


-*G -) B>->@<-+ -8+ H)-+C-><= 8>@8+* *>0M -8<-


H<00+C@+*0 B<G H*+0+C- >C B>->@<->)C )D -8+ <F><->)C


0+,E*>-G <C; 8)B+=<C; 0+,E*>-G -8*+<-0.


    b  =W$/J  T% )$#$4#$)X *1% +, /+<# 71'3$#$*(+%5


/+< <&1 *X1 )X#$&1 k<%W%+[% +# )$#*($33/ W%+[%


*1##+#(&*&5k '+##1'*\


    '  ()**+,-.


    b  T& $% <%W%+[% +# )$#*($33/ W%+[% *1##+#(&*


*X1 &$21 *X(%4 $& $% (%7(9(7<$3 [X+ 2$/ (%*1%7 X$#2


*+ $9($*(+% &1'<#(*/ ><* [X+ (& %+* (% *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


$%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/*X(%4 )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5 ><* /+<
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0<G A8<- B<G 8<F+ ),,E**+; 8<; -8+ +C8<C,+;


0,*++C>C@ )* -8+ >;+C->D>,<->)C )D 8>@8+* *>0M


H<00+C@+*0 D)* +C8<C,+; 0,*++C>C@J A8<- B<G 8<F+


),,E**+; 8<; -8+G C)- I++C >;+C->D>+;.


       Q)A+F+*J <0 >- ,)B+0 -) ;>*+,-=G MC)AC )D <


;>*+,- H=)- -8<-P0 I++C D)>=+; IG F<*>)E0 77 <CG


0H+,>D>, H<00+C@+* ;+0>@C<-+; F>< YE>+- 6M>+0J C)J O


;) C)- 77 8<F+ C)- >;+C->D>+; <CG.


    b  -$& *X1 I(31%* D$#*%1# )#+4#$2 191# ,+(317


$%/ *1##+#(&* *X#1$*&\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  I$21 +>h1'*(+%& (%&+,$# $& *X1


$%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT +#


*X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(31415 ><* /+< '$% $4$(%


$%&[1# *+ *X1 1 *̂1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) O A)E=; <C0A+* -8+ 0<B+ <0 O <C0A+*+; D)*


YE>+- 6M>+0.  O-P0 F+*G ;>DD>,E=- -) >;+C->DG -8)0+


-8<- A+*+ ;+-+**+; <C; ;>; C)- ),,E* <C; A+ ;>; C)-


>;+C->DG D*)B < ;+-+**+C,+ +DD+,-.  O ,<CC)- 77 >-P0


;>DD>,E=- -) 0H+,E=<-+ )C -8<-.  Q)A+F+*J A+ 8<F+


C)- D)*B<==G >;+C->D>+; <CG D)>=+; -+**)*>0- H=)-0


I<0+; )C YE>+- 6M>+0 77 OPB 0)**GJ 6>=+C- Z<*-C+*.


    b  -$& 1(*X1# b<(1* IW(1& +# I(31%* D$#*%1# 317
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'$% $%&[1# *X$* (, /+< '$%J


    '  O-P0 77 -) <C +N-+C-J G+0.  T8+C A+ F>+A -8+


,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+ *+H)*->C@ <C; A+ >;+C->DG <


-8*+<- A+ MC)A -8<- -8+*+ >0 >CD)*B<->)C )E- -8+*+


-8<- <*+ >C;>,<->)C0 -8<- H*+0+C- -8>0 -8*+<- IE-


>-P0 C)- DE==G MC)ACJ -8<-P0 A8G -8+G <*+ C)- )C -8+


L6WU D)* E0 -) ;>*+,- >;+C->DG >C;>F>;E<=0.


       T+ ;) 8<F+ +C)E@8 >CD)*B<->)C I<0+; )C -8+


-8*+<- *+H)*->C@ -) -8+C >;+C->DG *E=+0 -) >;+C->DG


H<00+C@+*0 -8<- H*+0+C- < 8>@8+* *>0M -8<- B<G


>C-+C; -) 8<*B.  6) >-P0 -8+ *>0M *+=<-+;J 0) -8<-P0


-8+ ;>DD+*+C,+.  O-P0 ECMC)ACJ H<*-><==G MC)ACJ 0)


A+P*+ -*G>C@ -) B>->@<-+ -8+ -8*+<- IG >;+C->DG>C@


H)-+C-><==G 8>@8+* *>0M.


    b  -$& *X1 b<(1* IW(1& )#+4#$2 191# ,+(317 $


*1##+#(&* )3+*\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X$*


$%&[1# '$33& ,+# (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT +# *X1


3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(3141J  ]+< '$% $%&[1# *X$* *+


*X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) >-P0 F+*G ;>DD>,E=- -) -<=M -) >D


0)B+-8>C@ 8<0 I++C ;+-+**+;.  O-P0 F+*G ;>DD>,E=- -)
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@


K
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M
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R
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BB
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"$


"K
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&&


*+ *X1 $##1&* +# )#+&1'<*(+% +, $% (%7(9(7<$3 +%


*X1(# 3(&*\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  F4$(%5 +>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $&


*X1 $%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/


IIT +# *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(3141J  ]+< '$%


$%&[1# *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  4)J C)- 0H+,>D>, -) IG F>*-E+ )D I+>C@ -8+


B<-,8 -) 6>=+C- Z<*-C+* )* YE>+- 6M>+0.


    b  OX$* (& *X1 "IFc& 71,(%(*(+% +, $% <%W%+[%


+# )$#*($33/ W%+[% *1##+#(&*\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


'+2)31*1 $%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/*X(%4 )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT


+# *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(3141J  ]+< '$% $%&[1# *+


*X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  6) <0 O ;>0,E00+; +<*=>+*J -8+*+ >0 ,E**+C-


>C-+==>@+C,+ *+H)*->C@ )E- -8+*+ -8<- 0H+<M0 -)


-8*+<-0 -) <F><->)C 0+,E*>-G <C; 8)B+=<C; 0+,E*>-G


)* -8*+<-0 <- =<*@+.  L6' >0 D),E0>C@ )C -8)0+ -8<-


<*+ *+=<-+; -) <F><->)C 0+,E*>-G <C; 8)B+=<C;


0+,E*>-G.


       L8)0+ H<*->,E=<* -8*+<-0 B<G C)- I+ <0
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*X1 $%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/


IITJ  ]+< '$% $%&[1# *X$* +%1 *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  6) <- < 8>@8 =+F+= -8+*+ >0 8EB<C


>CF)=F+B+C- >C -8+ <00>@CB+C- )D 9+;+*<= '>*


?<*08<=0.  6) -) -8+ +N-+C- <0 H+*D)*B>C@ -8+>*


;E->+0 -8+*+P0 < *+F>+A <C; 0-+H0 >CF)=F+; -8<- >0


C)- "22 H+*,+C- <== 0G0-+B @+C+*<-+; >C )*;+* -) I+


<I=+ -) <00>@C 9+;+*<= '>* ?<*08<=0 -) D=>@8-0.


    b  OX$* )#191%*& *X1 "IF +,,('($3& [X+ $#1


2$W(%4 *X1 ,(%$3 $(# 2$#&X$3 $&&(4%21%*& ,#+2 <&(%4


$ #$'1 +# #13(4(+% $& $ ,$'*+# (% *X+&1 $&&(4%21%*&\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+%5 9$4<1J


    '  6) L6' ;)+0 C)- E0+ *<,+ )* *+=>@>)C >C >-0


*E=+0 -) >;+C->DG 8>@87*>0M H<00+C@+*0.  6) -) -8+


0<B+ +N-+C- 9'?6 <C; 0,8+;E=>C@ <0 < H<*- )D -8<- A+


;) C)- E0+ *<,+ )* *+=>@>)C >C <00>@CB+C- )D 9+;+*<=


'>* ?<*08<=0 )C D=>@8-0.


    b  -$& #$'1 +# #13(4(+% 191# >11% $
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O ,<CC)- 0H+,E=<-+ )C 77


    b  6+1& *X1 "IF 19$3<$*1 *X1 1,,1'*(91%1&& +,


b<(1* IW(1& $%7 I(31%* D$#*%1#\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


$%&[1# (2)3('$*1& $%/ IIT5 ><* /+< '$% $%&[1#J


    '  /+0J L6' >0 ,)C->CE<==G *+F>+A>C@ -8+


*+0E=-0 )D -8+ *E=+0J -8+ 8>@87*>0M H<00+C@+* *E=+0


-8<- >- >BH=+B+C-0.  O- <=0) ,)BH<*+0 >- ,)C->CE<==G


+F<=E<->C@ -8+ ,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+ -8*+<-.


       'C; <0 0-<-+; +<*=>+*J A+ 8<F+ 0+-


>C;+H+C;+C- )D L6' >;+C->DG>C@ H<00+C@+*0 <0 I+>C@


YE>+- 6M>+0 )* 6>=+C- Z<*-C+* 8>@8+* *>0MJ >- 8<0


I++C >;+C->D>+; 77 ,)CD>*B+; -8<- >C;>F>;E<=0 8<F+


I++C <;;+; -) -8+ L6WU.


       L6' 8<0 +F<=E<-+; D*)B <C +DD+,->F+C+00


H+*0H+,->F+J 8<0 <=0) >;+C->D>+; -8<- YE>+- 6M>+0


H<00+C@+*0 >C;+H+C;+C- )D I+>C@ >;+C->D>+; <0 <


YE>+- 6M>+0 *E=+07I<0+; H<00+C@+* 8<F+ I++C <;;+; -)


-8+ L6WU 0EI0+RE+C- -) -8<- <- < 8>@8+* *<-+ -8<C


<CG )-8+* H<00+C@+*0.  6) L6' 77 G+0J L6' ;)+0


+F<=E<-+ -8+ +DD+,->F+C+00 )D >-0 8>@87*>0M *E=+0.


    b  ;$% >1(%4 ,3$4417 >/ $ "IF X(4X.#(&W #<31
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&&


'+%&(71#$*(+% *X$* $ "IF 12)3+/11 +# 0171#$3 F(#


P$#&X$3 X$& <&17 ..


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+%J


    b  .. #14$#7(%4 *X1(# $&&(4%21%*\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+%5 9$4<1J  =>h1'*(+%


$& *+ *X1 &'+)1 +, *X1 71&(4%$*17 *+)('& ,+# *X(&


71)+&(*(+%5 ><* /+< '$% $%&[1#J  E1* 21 $3&+ +>h1'*


(%&+,$# $& *X1#1c& $%/ IIT (2)3('$*17 (% *X1 $%&[1#5


><* /+< '$% $%&[1#J


    '  O ,<C 0-<-+ -8<- L6' <- =<*@+ ;)+0 C)- E0+


*<,+ )* *+=>@>)C >C >-0 >;+C->D>,<->)C )D 8>@87*>0M


H<00+C@+*0 <C; <00>@CB+C-0 )D D=>@8-0.


    b  -$& $%/ "IF +,,('($3 191# <&17 #$'1 +#


#13(4(+% (% *X1 '+<#&1 +, '$##/(%4 +<* *X1(#


$&&(4%21%*\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc2 4+(%4 *+ $4$(% +>h1'* $&


*+ *X1 &'+)1 +, *X1 71&(4%$*17 *+)('& ,+# *X1


71)+&(*(+%5 +>h1'* (%&+,$# $& *X1#1 (& $%/ IIT


(2)3('$*17 (% *X1 $%&[1#5 '$33& ,+# &)1'<3$*(+% $*


&+21 31913J  `<* /+< '$% $%&[1#J


    '  4)- -8<- OPB <A<*+ )D IG H)=>,GJ IG H*),+00J


H)=>,G )H+*<->)C0J A+ ;) C)- E0+ *<,+ )* *+=>@>)C.
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'+%&*(*<*1 71#+4$*+#/ (%,+#2$*(+% &<))+#*(%4 $


%+2(%$*(+% *+ *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc2 4+(%4 *+ +>h1'* (%&+,$# $&


*X$* f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/


IIT +# *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(3141J  ]+< '$%


$%&[1# *+ *X1 1 *̂1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  4).  L) *+>-+*<-+ BG 0-<-+B+C- >C -8+


;+,=<*<->)CJ 0>BH=G B<-,8>C@ -) *E=+0 -) ;+0>@C<-+


8>@8 *>0M >0 C)- F>+A+; <0 ;+*)@<-)*G >CD)*B<->)C -)


I+ C)B>C<-+; >C-) -8+ L6WU.  L8+0+ *E=+0 <*+ -)


>;+C->DG H<00+C@+*0 -8<- B<G H*+0+C- <C +=+F<-+;


*>0M.


       O- @)+0 I<,M -) BG ,=<*>D>,<->)C <@<>C )D


0>BH=G B<-,8>C@ -) -8+ *E=+.  O- ;)+0 C)- ,)C0->-E-+


-8<- -8+ >C;>F>;E<= >0 ,)C0>;+*+; < -+**)*>0- )*


,)C0>;+*+; -8+ H<*-><==G MC)AC -+**)*>0- ;>*+,-.  O-


>0 <C >C;>,<->)C -8<- -8+0+ H<00+C@+*0 H*+0+C- <C


+=+F<-+; *>0M.


    b  -+[ 7+1& $% (%7(9(7<$3 [X+ (& (71%*(,(17 $&


)#1&1%*(%4 $% 1319$*17 #(&W 1%7 <) +% *X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% $& *+ &'+)1J


=>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1 $%&[1# '$33& ,+# $%/


"#$%&'#()* +, -$+./ "#$% 0#+123(%45 61&(4%$*17 81)#1&1%*$*(91 (& #,+ $% ,-'


;+%7<'*17 +% ='*+>1# ?5 @ABC
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(%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ *X1 3$[ 1%,+#'121%*


)#(9(3141 +# IITJ  ]+< '$% $%&[1# (, /+< X$))1% *+


W%+[5 ><* .. *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  9)* -8)0+ -8<- 8<F+ I++C 77 0) +<,8


>C;>F>;E<= -8<- 8<0 I++C 0EI0+RE+C-=G <;;+;J O


,<CC)- 0H+<M -) 8)AJ IE- O ,<C 0H+<M ;+D>C>->F+=G


-8<- IG F>*-E+ )D SE0- 0>BH=G B<-,8>C@ -) < YE>+-


6M>+0 *E=+ 8<0 C)- I++C *+<0)C -) I+ C)B>C<-+; -)


-8+ L6WU.


       L8+*+P0 BE=->H=+ ,*>-+*>< <C; D<,-)*0 SE0-


)F+*<==J *+@<*;=+00 )D 8>@8 *>0M 77 )D 77 *+@<*;=+00


)D A8+-8+* G)EPF+ B<-,8+; -) < 8>@87*>0M *E=+.


L8+*+P0 BE=->H=+ ,*>-+*>< -8<- BE0- I+ B+- >C )*;+*


-) I+ <;;+; -) -8+ L6WU.


    b  -$& $ b<(1* IW(1& +# I(31%* D$#*%1# &131'*11


191# >11% %+2(%$*17 *+ *X1 "I6` $& $ #1&<3* +, *X1


&)1'($3 2(&&(+% '+91#$41 #1)+#* $>+<* $ &)1'(,('


*#() )#1)$#17 >/ $% $(# 2$#&X$3\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc2 4+(%4 *+ +>h1'*J  T


>13(191 *X(& f<1&*(+% X$& >11% $&W17 $%7 $%&[1#17J


=>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1 f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ IIT


+# 3$[ 1%,+#'121%* )#(9(3141 (%,+#2$*(+%J  ]+< '$%
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><* /+< '$% $%&[1# *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  6) -8+ 9+;+*<= '>* ?<*08<=0 ;<-< *+-+C->)C


)D -8+>* <,->F>->+0 >0 D>F+ G+<*0.


    b  -$& *X1 "IF )#1)$#17 $%/ #1)+#*& +% *X1


1,,1'*(91%1&& +, (*& #(&W.>$&17 #<31&\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/*X(%4 )#+*1'*17 >/ IITJ  ]+<


'$% $%&[1# (, /+< '$%J


    '  L8+*+P0J -) BG MC)A=+;@+J C) D)*B<= *+H)*-0


)D -8+ +DD+,->F+C+00.  T+ ;) 77 )E* <C<=G0-0 ;)


*+F>+A -8+ *+0E=-0 )D *E=+0 <C; 8)A -8+G B<-,8 -)


+N<B>C+ <*+ -8+G B++->C@ -8+ ,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+.


OPB C)- <A<*+ )D D)*B<= *+H)*-0 *+@<*;>C@


+DD+,->F+C+00.


    b  -+[ 7+1& *X1 "IF 71*1#2(%1 *X$* (*& #<31&


$#1 1,,1'*(91\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X$*


'$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5 ><* /+<


'$% $%&[1# *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  6) L6' 8<0 I++C ,)C;E,->C@ <C<=G0>0J <0 O


0-<-+; +<*=>+*J A8+*+ A+ 8<F+ >;+C->D>+; 0+H<*<-+=GJ


C)- <0 < *+0E=- )D I+>C@ >;+C->D>+; <0 < B<-,8 -) <
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$%&[1# $4$(% *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  4).


    b  -+[ 3+%4 7+1& *X1 "IF #1*$(% (%,+#2$*(+% +%


)$&&1%41#& [X+ X$91 >11% ,3$4417 $& $ b<(1* IW(1& +#


I(31%* D$#*%1# &131'*11\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IITJ


]+< '$% $%&[1# *X$* *+ *X1 1^*1%* /+< '$%J


    '  6) -8+ ;+-<>=0 )D 77 -8+ ;+-<>=+;


>CD)*B<->)C )D B<-,8+0 -) YE>+- 6M>+0 <C; 6>=+C-


Z<*-C+* *E=+0 <*+ *+F>+A+; >C -8+ ̂ DD>,+ )D


OC-+==>@+C,+ 77 L6'P0 ̂ DD>,+ )D OC-+==>@+C,+


'C<=G0>0 D)* -A) G+<*0.


       '0 77 I*)<;=GJ <0 H<*- )D )E* 0+,E*+ D=>@8-


;<-< *+-+C->)C >CD)*B<->)CJ -8)0+ 77 SE0- B<-,8+0J


C)- ;+-<>=0 *+@<*;>C@ -8+ *E=+0J -) 8>@87*>0M


H<00+C@+* *E=+0 <*+ *+-<>C+; D)* 0+F+C G+<*0.


    b  -+[ 3+%4 7+1& *X1 "IF #1*$(% $%/ 0171#$3 F(#


P$#&X$3 &)1'($3 2(&&(+% '+91#$41 #1)+#*& $>+<* b<(1*


IW(1& +# I(31%* D$#*%1# &131'*11&\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc33 $4$(% +>h1'* (%&+,$# $&


*X1 f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5
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"K
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&&


YE>+- 6M>+0 )* 6>=+C- Z<*-C+* *E=+.  T+ 8<F+


>;+C->D>+; -8<- >C;>F>;E<=0 -8<- 8<F+ B<-,8+; 8<F+


>C;+H+C;+C-=G I++C <;;+; -) -8+ L6WUJ <@<>CJ <0 <


H<*- )D >-0 F<=>;<->)C )D +DD+,->F+C+00.  6)


-8<-P0 77 G+<8.


    b  F#1 b<(1* IW(1& #<31& 191# 71$'*(9$*17


>1'$<&1 *X1/ X$91 >11% )#+91% (%1,,1'*(91\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X$*


'$33& ,+# (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IITJ  ]+< '$%


$%&[1# *+ *X1 1^*1%* *X$* /+< '$%J


    '  6) OPB @)>C@ -) *+H8*<0+.  OPB C)- @)>C@ -)


0<G -8+GPF+ I++C <,->F<-+; I+,<E0+ -8+GPF+ I++C


H*)F+C >C+DD+,->F+.  T+ ;)J IG F>*-E+ )D


,)C->CE)E0=G *+F>+A>C@ ,E**+C- >C-+==>@+C,+


*+H)*->C@ *+=<-+; -) -8+ -8*+<-J ,<C <C; A>== <C;


8<F+ ;+<,->F<-+; *E=+0 >D -8+ -8*+<- >0 C) =)C@+*


H*+0+C- )* >0 )F+*J 0) C)- SE0- <0 H<*- )D <


RE<*-+*=G *+F>+A.


       T+P*+ ,)C->CE)E0=G *+F>+A>C@ -8+ -8*+<- A8+C


A+ 8<F+ >;+C->D>+; A8+-8+* 77 >D >-P0 77 -8+ -8*+<-


8<0 +F)=F+; )* >0 C) =)C@+* H*+0+C-J A+ A>==


;+<,->F<-+ -8+ *E=+.  UE- -8<- >0 C)- I+,<E0+ )D


"#$%&'#()* +, -$+./ "#$% 0#+123(%45 61&(4%$*17 81)#1&1%*$*(91 () #,. $% "//'


;+%7<'*17 +% ='*+>1# ?5 @ABC
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>C+DD+,->F+C+00.


    b  T [$%* /+< *+ *<#% *+ *$> &(̂  +, /+<#


>(%71#5 [X('X [(33 %+[ 41* 2$#W17 $& H^X(>(* ?J  F%7


*X(& (& $ &*+#/ ,#+2 GD8 *X$* [$& )<>3(&X17 +%


d<3/ KA5 @ABCJ


            i0#+123(%4 61)+&(*(+% H^X(>(* ? [$&


2$#W17 ,+# (71%*(,('$*(+% $%7 $**$'X17 *+ *X1


*#$%&'#()*Jj


    b  =% *X1 &1'+%7 )$41 +, *X(& (% *X1 ,(,*X ,<33


)$#$4#$)X5 *X1 GD8 &*+#/ #1)+#*&5 f<+*15 F,*1#


$%$3/e(%4 *#$913 )$**1#%&5 *X1 "IF )<33&


(%*133(41%'1 ,#+2 $ %<2>1# +, &+<#'1&5 7$&X5 &*$*1


$%7 3+'$3 3$[ 1%,+#'121%*5 ,171#$3 $41%'(1&5 $%7


(%*1#%$*(+%$3 )$#*%1#&5 $%7 7$&X5 >1,+#1 71'(7(%4 *+


$&&(4% $% $(# 2$#&X$3J  "X1 )#+4#$2 (& 71&(4%17 *+


(4%+#1 )1+)31 '31$#3/ *#$913(%4 ,+# ><&(%1&& +# *+


9(&(* ,$2(3/ $%7 ,+'<& +% )+*1%*($3 *X#1$*&5 `(3133+


&$(7J  OX+ (& *X1 "IF +,,('($3 `(3133+\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+%5 &'+)1J  ]+< '$%


$%&[1# (, /+< W%+[J


    '  ?>,8<+= U>=+==) >0 )E* <00>0-<C-


<;B>C>0-*<-)* D)* 0-*<-+@>, ,)BBEC>,<->)C0 <C;
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       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  Tc2 4+(%4 *+ $4$(% +>h1'* +%


*X1 >$&(& +, IITJ  ]+< '$% $%&[1# *X$* +%1 *+ *X1


1 *̂1%* /+< '$%J


    '  /+0.  '0 0-<-+; >C BG ;+,=<*<->)CJ L6'


;)+0CP- 8<F+ < H*),+00 -) B<>C-<>C < =>0- )D -8)0+


H<00+C@+*0 -8<- 8<F+ I++C >;+C->D>+; <0 C)- I+>C@ <


8>@8 *>0M )* H*+0+C->C@ < =)A *>0M.


       PIJ -=PH8V  =W$/J  ;$% [1 4+ +,, *X1 #1'+#7


,+# $ &)3(* &1'+%7\


       "-H ST6H=U8FD-H8V  D31$&1 &*$%7 >/J  O1 $#1


4+(%4 +,, *X1 #1'+#7J


       i=,, *X1 #1'+#7Jj


       "-H ST6H=U8FD-H8V  O1 $#1 >$'W +% *X1


#1'+#7J  "X1 *(21 (& BV@A )J2J


`] PIJ -=PH8V


    b  F#1 0171#$3 F(# P$#&X$3& 191# $&&(4%17 $


&)1'($3 2(&&(+% '+91#$41 ,+# (%7(9(7<$3& 3(&*17 +%


*X1 "I6`\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% $& *+ &'+)1J


=>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1 f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+#


(%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IITJ  ]+< '$% $%&[1# *X$*


*+ *X1 1 *̂1%* *X$* /+< '$%J
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HEI=>, <DD<>*0.


    b  =W$/J  6+1& *X(& )$#$4#$)X T h<&* #1$7


$''<#$*13/ #1,31'* "IF )+3('/\


       PIJ Y=GY=E]V  =>h1'*(+% (%&+,$# $& *X1


f<1&*(+% '$33& ,+# $%/ (%,+#2$*(+% )#+*1'*17 >/ IIT5


><* /+< '$% $%&[1#J
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SENSITIVE SECURITY INFORMATION 
TRANSPORTATION SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 


OFFICE OF LAW ENFORCEMENT/FEDERAL AIR MARSHA.I,, SERVICE 
LAW ENFORCEMENT INFORMATION COORDINATION SECTION 


703-563-3279 I TSOCICD@TSA.DHS.GOV 


Effective Tuescltty, March 13, Z0/8, OLEIF-AMS will initiate $pe_cial Mission Coverage (SMC) on flights 
carrying Quiet Ski�s Sele.ctees. 


TSA's Quiet Skies.Program 


The purpose of the Quiet Ski.es Prograrp. is· to mitigate the threat to commercial aviation ·po.sc;d by 
unknown or partiJl}ly known terrorists; and to identify .and provide e.nbaQced scr.eerung to higher risk 
travelers before they board aircraft based on analysis of terrorist travel trends, tradecraft and 
associations. 


Through the Quiet Skies Program, TSA's Office of Intelligence and Analysis designates potentially 
higher risk travelers for enhanced screening and security measures because they engaged in travel fitting 
intelligence driven, risk-based passenger targeting rules. Quiet Skies rules are triggered when 
individuals enter the United States from foreign locations. 


, 


• TSA OIA cmrently employs J 7 Quiet Skies rules to screen passengers. 
• Quiet Skies rules change based on current intelligence. 
• Quiet Skies rules target specific travel patterns or affiliations, for example: 


Rules may target individuals who have spent a certam amount of time in one or more specific 
countries; or 


- Rules may target individuals whose reservation information includes email addresses or phone 
numbers associated to watch listed terrorism suspects. � 


• Quiet Skies Selectees receive enhanced screemng at sec�ty checkpoints. 
• Individuals who meet the requirements for addition to the Quiet Skies list remain on the Quiet 


Skies list for up to 90 days or 3 encounters, whichever comes first, after entering the United States. 
• TSA currently sees 40 - 50 Quiet Skies Seltctees on domestic carriers nationwide each day. 


Special Mission Coverage. 


Quiet Skies Selectees are different from traditional SMC subjects because they are not under 


investigation by any agency and are not in the Terrorist Screening Data Base (TSDB). However, SMC 
operations on Quiet Skies Selectees wili be conducted in the-same mann�r, wi� two exceptions: 


1. Briefings fo SMC teams will not include traditional "derogatery" information. HoweveF,,.if 
available. teams will be briefed on whjch Quiet Skies rules the passenger triggered. 


2. SMC � on Quiet Skies Selectees will not be shared with partner .agencies unless significant 
derogatory information is documente.d by the FAM team. 


Requirements for sub.mission of the SMC AAR fot Quiet Skies S�l�ctees remain the same. 


WARNING: Th� n:cord contains S.-:ositive Secunty Information that is coocrollcd under 49 CFR partS 15 and 1520. No part of this RCOrd may be disclosed l-0 penons 
without a •need to know." as definciCI in 49 CFR parts l.S and 1520, except witb the written pecmission of the Adroinis1nltor of the T� SccW'il.y Administration. 


or Ilic Secretary of�on. Uoauthoci:z.ed release niay result in civ.il penalty or other action. Foe U.S. go'le!l1lllent agencies, public discloswe is governed by 5 


U.S.C. $52 and-'49 CFR parts 15 and 15.20. 


., 
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U.S. Department of


Homeland Security


DHS/TSA/PIA-018 TSA Secure Flight
Program
The purpose of the Secure Flight program is to screen individuals before they access airport sterile


areas or board aircraft. This screening is designed to identify known or suspected terrorists or other


individuals who may be a threat to transportation or national security, to prevent some identified


individuals from gaining access to airports and airplanes where they may jeopardize the lives of


passengers, and to ensure that other identified individuals receive enhanced physical screening prior


to accessing airport sterile areas or boarding an aircraft. Secure Flight performs watch list matching


on carrier-provided traveler information to the No Fly and Selectee portions of the Terrorist Screening


Database (TSDB) maintained by the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC), as well as other watch lists to


identify individuals who may need additional screening or are prevented from travel.


Associated SORN(s)


DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record System


DHS/TSA-011 Transportation Security Intelligence Service Files


DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records


Topics:  Transportation Security (/topics/transportation-security) 


Collections:  Privacy Impact Assessments (PIA) (/collections/privacy-impact-assessments-pia) 


Attachment Size


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(i) Secure Flight - Silent Partner and Quiet Skies - April 2019


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pia-tsa-spqs018i-april2019_1.pdf)


319.7


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(h) Secure Flight - July 2017


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pia_tsa_secureflight_18%28h%29_july2017.pdf)


365.36


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(g) TSA Secure Flight Program - December 2014


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy-pia-tsa-018-g-Secure%20Flight%2C%2020141208.pdf)


247.87


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(f) TSA Secure Flight Program - September 2013


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa%20secure%20flight_september%202013_0.pdf)


173.06


KB


   Official website of the Department of Homeland Security



https://www.dhs.gov/

https://www.dhs.gov/topics/transportation-security

https://www.dhs.gov/collections/privacy-impact-assessments-pia

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pia-tsa-spqs018i-april2019_1.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/pia_tsa_secureflight_18%28h%29_july2017.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy-pia-tsa-018-g-Secure%20Flight%2C%2020141208.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa%20secure%20flight_september%202013_0.pdf
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Attachment Size


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(e) TSA Secure Flight Program - April 2012


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa_secureflight_update018%28e%29_0.pdf)


189.47


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(b) TSA Secure Flight Program - August 2011


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy-pia-tsa-secure-flight_0.pdf)


206.32


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018(a) TSA Secure Flight Program - October 2008


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_secureflight2008_0.pdf)


284.11


KB


 DHS/TSA/PIA-018 TSA Secure Flight Program - August 2007


(https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa_secureflight_0.pdf)


222.99


KB


Last Published Date: May 10, 2019



https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa_secureflight_update018%28e%29_0.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy-pia-tsa-secure-flight_0.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_secureflight2008_0.pdf

https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy_pia_tsa_secureflight_0.pdf






ANDY BIGGS 


5TH 0lSTRICT, ARIZONA 


HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 


�ongre%% of tbe m:tntteb �tate% 
1!,ouse of 31\epresentatibes 


wmtasbington, tl\ctr 20515-0305 


August I, 2018 


David P. Pekoske 


Administrator 
Transportation Security Administration 


TSA Headquarters 
East Tower, Floor I I, TSA-5 
60 l South Twelfth Street 
Arlington, VA 20598 


Dear Administrator Pekoske, 


1626 LONGWORTH HOUSE OFFICE BUILDING 


(202) 225-2635 


COMMITTEE ON 


SCIENCE, SPACE, AND TECHNOLOGY 


On Monday, July 30, The Boston Globe reported on the existence of the Transportation Security 
Administration's (TSA) Quiet Skies program. According to reports, TSA air marshals monitor the behavior of 
traveling Americans who "are not under investigation by any agency and are not in the Terro1ist Screening 
Data Base." 


This new initiative raises many questions about the privacy rights of Americans and the authority of the 
government to conduct surveillance of routine activities within the United States. While I understand the desire 
to keep all Americans safe during air travel, I am concerned with ever-increasing surveillance under authorities 
that are constitutionally questionable. So that I may better understand the reasoning behind and parameters of 
the Quiet Skies program, I ask that you answer the following questions by August 31, 2018: 


1. When did the Quiet Skies initiative begin? 


2. Were any Members of Congress informed of its creation? 


3. How much money has been spent carrying out the Quiet Skies program? 


4. Please cite the authority TSA is using to target and surveil these passengers. 


5. Reports indicate individuals being surveilled "caught [TSA's] attention because of where they had 
flown, among other criteria." Please detail how individuals are chosen for surveillance under the 
program, including all criteria considered. 


6. Once identified, what types of surveillance are used on these individuals? Are they only monitored on 


flights and at airports? 
7. What types of behavior are considered suspicious? 
8. What happens after an individual's behaviors have been detennined to be suspicious? Are their future 


travel plans impacted? Are they notified? 
9. How is the information collected and stored? What government agencies have access to the data? 
l 0. Has anyone monitored under the Quiet Skies initiative been added to the No-fly List or Terrorist 


Screening Data Base? If so, how many? 
11. How many people have been or are currently under surveillance in the program? 


Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 


Sincerely, 


Andy Biggs 


Member of Congress 


PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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[Federal Register Volume 75, Number 70 (Tuesday, April 13, 2010)] 
[Notices] 
[Pages 18867-18871] 
From the Federal Register Online via the Government Publishing Office [www.gpo.gov] 
[FR Doc No: 2010-8315] 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
 
Office of the Secretary 
 
[Docket No. DHS-2010-0016] 
 
 
Privacy Act of 1974; Department of Homeland Security  
Transportation Security Administration--011, Transportation Security  
Intelligence Service Operations Files Systems of Records 
 
AGENCY: Privacy Office, DHS. 
 
ACTION: Notice to alter an existing Privacy Act system of records. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SUMMARY: In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974 the Department of  
Homeland Security proposes to update and reissue a Department of  
Homeland Security system of records notice titled, Transportation  
Security Administration--011 Transportation Security Intelligence  
Service Operations Files previously published on December 10, 2004 to  
reflect necessary programmatic changes. As a result of the biennial  
review of this system, modifications are being made to the system of  
records' categories of individuals, categories of records, routine  
uses, record source categories, retention and disposal, and  
notification procedure. The Transportation Security Intelligence  
Service Operations Filing System contains records on individuals  
identified in intelligence, counterintelligence, transportation  
security and information systems security records that relate to the  
Transportation Security Administration's mission. For example, this  
system contains information on individuals involved in terrorism or the  
compromise of classified information. 
    Portions of this system are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2),  
(k)(1), (k)(2) and (k)(5) as reflected in the final rule published in  
the Federal Register on August 4, 2006. 
    This updated system will continue to be included in the Department  
of Homeland Security's inventory of record systems. 
 
DATES: Submit comments on or before May 13, 2010. This new system will  
be effective May 13, 2010. 
 
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, identified by docket number DHS- 
2010-0016 by one of the following methods: 
     Federal e-Rulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov.  
Follow the instructions for submitting comments. 
     Fax: 703-483-2999. 
     Mail: Mary Ellen Callahan, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy  
Office, Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528. 
     Instructions: All submissions received must include the  
agency name and docket number for this rulemaking. All comments  
received will be posted without change to http://www.regulations.gov,  
including any personal information provided. 
    Docket: For access to the docket to read background documents or  
comments received go to http://www.regulations.gov. 



http://www.gpo.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For general questions please contact:  
Peter 
 
[[Page 18868]] 
 
Pietra, Privacy Officer, Transportation Security Administration, TSA- 
36, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598-6036 or  
TSAprivacy@dhs.gov. For privacy issues please contact: Mary Ellen  
Callahan (703-235-0780), Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, U.S.  
Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528. 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: 
 
I. Background 
 
    In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, the  
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) Transportation Security  
Administration (TSA) proposes to update and reissue a DHS/TSA system of  
records notice titled, DHS/TSA-011, Transportation Security  
Intelligence Service (TSIS) Operations Files System of Records (69 FR  
71828, December 10, 2004). 
    TSA's mission is to protect the nation's transportation systems to  
ensure freedom of movement for people and commerce. To achieve this  
mission, TSA is required to develop and adapt its security programs to  
respond to evolving threats to transportation security. In accordance  
with the biennial review of this system, the following modifications  
are being made: 
     The categories of records section is updated to include  
biometric records. 
     DHS/TSA is incorporating four DHS standard routines uses.  
One routine use will allow release of information to appropriate  
agencies, entities, and persons when DHS/TSA suspects or has confirmed  
that the security or confidentiality of an information system of  
records has been compromised. Another routine use permits the release  
of information to the media when there exists a legitimate public  
interest in disclosing information. Release under this routine use will  
require the approval of the DHS Chief Privacy Officer in consultation  
with counsel. Another routine use allows the release of information to  
a court, magistrate, administrative tribunal or opposing counsel or  
parties where a Federal agency is a party or has an interest in the  
litigation or administrative proceeding. The fourth routine use allows  
DHS/TSA to release information to a former employee when it is  
necessary to consult with the former employee regarding a matter that  
is within that person's former area of responsibility. 
     TSA is revising a routine use by adding indirect air  
carriers and other facility operators as potential recipients of  
information from these systems when appropriate to address a threat or  
potential threat to transportation security or national security, or  
when required for administrative purposes related to the effective and  
efficient administration of transportation security laws. 
     TSA is also revising a current routine use by adding  
indirect air carriers and other facility operators as potential  
recipients of information about individuals who are their employees,  
job applicants, or contractors, or persons to whom they issue  
identification credentials or grant clearances to secured areas in  
transportation facilities when relevant to such employment,  
application, contract, training or the issuance of such credentials or  
clearances. 
     The record source categories are updated to reflect the  
use of commercial and public record databases and Web sites to obtain  
information regarding the identity of individuals who attempt to gain  
access to the sterile areas of the airport and for whom identity needs  
to be verified or individuals who are being vetted to qualify as  
Federal flight deck officers. The record source categories to include  



mailto:TSAprivacy@dhs.gov
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Federal, State, local and foreign agencies; formerly only U.S. agencies  
were included. 
     For each system of records covered by this notice, the  
retention and disposal sections are updated to reflect the records  
retention schedules approved by the National Archives and Records  
Administration (NARA). 
     The notification section for each system of records  
covered by this notice was changed to reflect that inquiries regarding  
whether the applicable system contains records about an individual  
should be directed to TSA's Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) Office. 
    The TSIS Operations Filing System contains records on individuals  
identified in intelligence, counterintelligence, transportation  
security and information systems security records that relate to TSA's  
mission. For example, this system contains information on individuals  
involved in terrorism or the compromise of classified information. DHS/ 
TSA is revising its system of records to reflect necessary programmatic  
changes. 
    Portions of this system are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2),  
(k)(1), (k)(2) and (k)(5) as reflected in the final rule published on  
August 4, 2006 in 71 FR 44223. 
    Consistent with the Privacy Act, information stored in the TSIS  
Operations Files System may be shared with other DHS components, as  
well as appropriate Federal, State, local, Tribal, foreign, or  
international government agencies. This sharing will only take place  
after DHS determines that the receiving component or agency has a need  
to know the information to carry out national security, law  
enforcement, immigration, intelligence, or other functions consistent  
with the routine uses set forth in this system of records notice. 
 
II. Privacy Act 
 
    The Privacy Act embodies fair information principles in a statutory  
framework governing the means by which the United States Government  
collects, maintains, uses, and disseminates individuals' records. The  
Privacy Act applies to information that is maintained in a ``system of  
records.'' A ``system of records'' is a group of any records under the  
control of an agency for which information is retrieved by the name of  
an individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other  
identifying particular assigned to the individual. In the Privacy Act,  
an individual is defined to encompass United States citizens and lawful  
permanent residents. As a matter of policy, DHS extends administrative  
Privacy Act protections to all individuals where systems of records  
maintain information on U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and  
visitors. Individuals may request access to their own records that are  
maintained in a system of records in the possession or under the  
control of DHS by complying with DHS Privacy Act regulations, 6 CFR  
part 5. 
    The Privacy Act requires each agency to publish in the Federal  
Register a description denoting the type and character of each system  
of records that the agency maintains, and the routine uses that are  
contained in each system in order to make agency recordkeeping  
practices transparent, to notify individuals regarding the uses to  
their records are put, and to assist individuals to more easily find  
such files within the agency. Below is the description of the DHS/TSA- 
011 TSIS Operations Files system of records. 
    In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(r), DHS has provided a report of  
this system of records to the Office of Management and Budget and to  
Congress. 
SYSTEM OF RECORDS 
    DHS/TSA-011 
 
SYSTEM NAME: 
    Transportation Security Administration 011 Transportation Security  
Intelligence Service (TSIS) Operations Files. 
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SECURITY CLASSIFICATION: 
    Classified, sensitive. 
 
[[Page 18869]] 
 
SYSTEM LOCATION: 
    Records are maintained at the Transportation Security  
Administration's Office of the Transportation Security Intelligence  
Service in Arlington, Virginia and field offices. 
 
CATEGORIES OF INDIVIDUALS COVERED BY THE SYSTEM: 
    Individuals identified in intelligence, counterintelligence,  
transportation security, or information system security reports and  
supporting materials, including but not limited to individuals involved  
in matters of intelligence, law enforcement or transportation security,  
information systems security, the compromise of classified information,  
or terrorism. 
 
CATEGORIES OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM: 
    Records include biographic and biometric information; intelligence  
requirements, analysis, and reporting; information systems security  
analysis and reporting; articles, public-source data, and other  
published information on individuals and events of interest to TSA;  
actual or purported compromises of classified intelligence;  
countermeasures in connection therewith; identification of classified  
source documents and distribution thereof; records related to  
transportation security matters (e.g., reports of security-related  
incidents), and law enforcement records as they pertain to issues  
involving transportation security. 
 
AUTHORITY FOR MAINTENANCE OF THE SYSTEM: 
    49 U.S.C. 114; National Security Act of 1947, as amended, 50 U.S.C.  
403-3(d); National Security Agency Act of 1959, Pub. L. 86-36, as  
amended, 50 U.S.C. 402 Note; E.O. 12333; E.O. 13292 and 12958; E.O.  
9397; and National Security Directive 42. 
 
PURPOSE(S): 
    To maintain records on intelligence, counterintelligence,  
transportation security, and information systems security matters as  
they relate to TSA's mission of protecting the nation's transportation  
systems. To identify potential threats to transportation security,  
uphold and enforce the law, and ensure public safety. 
 
ROUTINE USES OF RECORDS MAINTAINED IN THE SYSTEM, INCLUDING CATEGORIES  
OF USERS AND THE PURPOSES OF SUCH USES: 
    In addition to those disclosures generally permitted under 5 U.S.C.  
552a(b) of the privacy act, all or a portion of the records or  
information contained in this system may be disclosed outside DHS as a  
routine use pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 552a(b)(3) as follows: 
    A. To the Department of Justice (DOJ) (including United States  
attorney Offices) or other Federal agency in anticipation of conducing,  
or conducting litigation or in proceedings before any court,  
adjudicative or administrative body, when it is necessary to the  
litigation and one of the following is a party to the litigation or has  
an interest in such litigation: 
    1. DHS or any component thereof; 
    2. Any current or former employee of DHS in his/her official  
capacity, or 
    3. Any current or former employee of DHS in his/her individual  
capacity where DOJ or DHS has agreed to represent the employee, or 
    4. The United States or any agency thereof, is a party to the  
litigation or has an interest in such litigation, and DHS determines  
that the records are both relevant and necessary to the litigation and  
the use of such records is compatible with the purpose for which DHS  
collected the records. 
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    B. To a congressional office from the record of an individual in  
response to an inquiry from that congressional office made at the  
request of the individual to whom the record pertains. 
    C. To the National Archives and Records Administration or other  
Federal agencies pursuant to records management inspections being  
conducted under the authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. 
    D. To an agency, organization, or individual for the purpose of  
performing audit or oversight operations as authorized by law, but only  
such information as is necessary and relevant to such audit or  
oversight function. 
    E. To appropriate agencies, entities, and persons when: 
    1. DHS suspects or has confirmed that the security or  
confidentiality of information in the system of records has been  
compromised; 
    2. DHS has determined that as a result of the suspected or  
confirmed compromise there is a risk of harm to economic or property  
interests, identity theft or fraud, or harm to the security or  
integrity of this system or other systems or programs (whether  
maintained by DHS or another agency or entity) that rely upon the  
compromised information; 
    3. The disclosure made to such agencies, entities, and persons is  
reasonably necessary to assist in connection with DHS's efforts to  
respond to the suspected or confirmed compromise and prevent, minimize,  
or remedy such harm. 
    F. To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts, consultants,  
or others performing or working on a contract, service, grant  
cooperative agreement, or other assignment for DHS, when necessary to  
accomplish an agency function related to this system of records.  
Individuals provided information under this routine use are subject to  
the same Privacy Act requirements and limitations on disclosure as are  
applicable to DHS officers and employees. 
    G. To an appropriate Federal, State, Tribal, local, international,  
or foreign agency, including law enforcement, or other appropriate  
authority charged with investigating or prosecuting a violation or  
enforcing or implementing a law, rule, regulation, or order, where a  
record, either on its face or in conjunction with other information,  
indicates a violation or potential violation of law, which includes  
criminal, civil, or regulatory violations and such disclosure is proper  
and consistent with the official duties of the person making the  
disclosure. 
    H. To the United States Department of Transportation, its operating  
administrations, or the appropriate State or local agency when relevant  
or necessary to: 
    1. Ensure safety and security in any mode of transportation; 
    2. Enforce safety- and security-related regulations and  
requirements; 
    3. Assess and distribute intelligence or law enforcement  
information related to transportation security; 
    4. Assess and respond to threats to transportation; 
    5. Oversee the implementation and ensure the adequacy of security  
measures at airports and other transportation facilities; 
    6. Plan and coordinate any actions or activities that may affect  
transportation safety and security or the operations of transportation  
operators; or 
    7. The issuance, maintenance, or renewal of a license, certificate,  
contract, grant, or other benefit. 
    I. To Federal, State, local, Tribal, territorial, foreign, or  
international agencies to provide intelligence, counterintelligence,  
information systems and transportation security information, and other  
information for the purpose of counterintelligence or antiterrorism  
activities authorized by U.S. law or Executive Order or for the purpose  
of enforcing laws that protect national security of the U.S. 
    J. To U.S. Government agencies regarding compromises of classified  
information including the document(s) apparently compromised,  
implications of disclosure of intelligence sources and methods,  
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investigative data on 
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compromises, and statistical and substantive analysis of the data. 
    K. To any U.S. Government organization in order to facilitate any  
security, employment, detail, liaison, or contractual decision by any  
U.S. Government organization, or to facilitate access to any U.S.  
Government information system. 
    L. To U.S. agencies involved in the protection of intelligence  
sources and methods to facilitate such protection and to support  
intelligence analysis and reporting. 
    M. To a Federal, State, local, Tribal, territorial, foreign, or  
international agency, where such agency has requested information  
relevant or necessary for the hiring or retention of an individual, or  
the issuance of a security clearance, license, contract, grant, or  
other benefit. 
    N. To a Federal, State, local, Tribal, territorial, foreign, or  
international agency, if necessary to obtain information relevant to a  
DHS/TSA decision concerning the hiring or retention of an employee, the  
issuance of a security clearance, license, contract, grant, or other  
benefit. 
    O. To international and foreign governmental authorities in  
accordance with law and formal or informal international agreement. 
    P. To third parties during the course of or as follow-up to an  
investigation into violations or potential violations of the law, or an  
investigation related to the hiring or retention of an individual, or  
the issuance of a security clearance, license, contract, grant, or  
other benefit, to the extent necessary to obtain information pertinent  
to the follow-up inquiry or investigation. 
    Q. To airport operators, aircraft operators, maritime and surface  
transportation operators, indirect air carriers, and other facility  
operators about individuals who are their employees, job applicants, or  
contractors, or persons to whom they issue identification credentials  
or grant clearances to secured areas in transportation facilities when  
relevant to such employment, application, contract, training or the  
issuance of such credentials or clearances. 
    R. To the appropriate Federal, State, local, Tribal, territorial,  
foreign, or international agency regarding individuals who pose or are  
suspected of posing a risk to transportation or national security. 
    S. To airport operators, aircraft operators, maritime and surface  
transportation operators, indirect air carriers, or other facility  
operators when appropriate to address a threat or potential threat to  
transportation security, or when required for administrative purposes  
related to the effective and efficient administration of transportation  
security laws. 
    T. To a court, magistrate, or administrative tribunal where a  
Federal agency is a party to the litigation or administrative  
proceeding in the course of presenting evidence, including disclosures  
to opposing counsel or witnesses in the course of civil discovery,  
litigation, or settlement negotiations or in connection with criminal  
law proceedings. 
    U. To a former employee of DHS, in accordance with applicable  
regulations, for purposes of responding to an official inquiry by a  
Federal, State, or local government entity or professional licensing  
authority; or facilitating communications with a former employee that  
may be necessary for personnel-related or other official purposes where  
the Department requires information or consultation assistance from the  
former employee regarding a matter within that person's former area of  
responsibility. 
    V. To the news media and the public, with the approval of the DHS  
Privacy Officer in consultation with counsel, when there exists a  
legitimate public interest in the disclosure of the information except  
to the extent it is determined that release of the specific information  
in the context of a particular case would constitute an unwarranted  
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invasion of personal privacy or a risk to transportation or national  
security. 
 
DISCLOSURE TO CONSUMER REPORTING AGENCIES: 
    None. 
 
POLICIES AND PRACTICES FOR STORING, RETRIEVING, ACCESSING, RETAINING,  
AND DISPOSING OF RECORDS IN THE SYSTEM: 
STORAGE: 
    Records may be maintained on paper, audio and video recordings, and  
in computer-accessible storage media. Records may also be stored on  
microfiche and roll microfilm. Records that are sensitive or classified  
are safeguarded in accordance with agency procedures, and applicable  
Executive Orders and statutes. 
 
RETRIEVABILITY: 
    Records may be retrieved by the individual's name, Social Security  
number, or other assigned personal identifier. 
 
SAFEGUARDS: 
    Records in this system are safeguarded in accordance with  
applicable rules and policies, including all applicable DHS automated  
systems security and access policies. Strict controls have been imposed  
to minimize the risk of compromising the information that is being  
stored. Access to the computer system containing the records in this  
system is limited to those individuals who have a need to know the  
information for the performance of their official duties and who have  
appropriate clearances or permissions. 
 
RETENTION AND DISPOSAL: 
    Pursuant to the approved National Archives and Records  
Administration records retention schedule N1-560-04-12, routine and  
insignificant case files are destroyed after thirty years; significant  
case files are retained permanently; watch logs are destroyed after  
thirty years; watchlists are destroyed 99 years after date of entry or  
seven years after confirmation of death, whichever is sooner. 
 
SYSTEM MANAGER(S) AND ADDRESS: 
    Transportation Security Administration, Special Assistant, Office  
of Intelligence, TSA-10, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598. 
 
NOTIFICATION PROCEDURE: 
    The Secretary of Homeland Security has exempted this system from  
the notification, access, and amendment procedures of the Privacy Act  
because it is a law enforcement system. However, the Transportation  
Security Administration will consider individual requests to determine  
whether or not information may be released. Thus, individuals seeking  
notification and access to any record contained in the system of  
records, or seeking to contest its content, may submit a request in  
writing to the Headquarters or component's FOIA Officer, whose contact  
information can be found at https://www.dhs.gov/foia under  
``contacts.'' TSA's FOIA Officer is located at: Freedom of Information  
Act Office, TSA-20, 601 S. 12th Street, 11th Floor, East Tower,  
Arlington, VA 20598-6020, 1-866-FOIA-TSA or 571-227-2300, Fax: 571-227- 
1406, E-mail: foia.tsa@dhs.gov. If an individual believes more than one  
component maintains Privacy Act records concerning him or her the  
individual may submit the request to the Chief Privacy Officer,  
Department of Homeland Security, 245 Murray Drive, SW., Building 410,  
STOP-0655, Washington, DC 20528. 
    When seeking records about yourself from this system of records or  
any other Departmental system of records your request must conform with  
the Privacy Act regulations set forth in 6 CFR part 
 
[[Page 18871]] 
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mailto:foia.tsa@dhs.gov
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5. You must first verify your identity, meaning that you must provide  
your full name, current address and date and place of birth. You must  
sign your request, and your signature must either be notarized or  
submitted under 28 U.S.C. 1746, a law that permits statements to be  
made under penalty of perjury as a substitute for notarization. While  
no specific form is required, you may obtain forms for this purpose  
from the Director, Disclosure and FOIA, http://www.dhs.gov or 1-866- 
431-0486. In addition you should provide the following: 
     An explanation of why you believe the Department would  
have information on you, 
     Identify which component(s) of the Department you believe  
may have the information about you, 
     Specify when you believe the records would have been  
created, 
     Provide any other information that will help the FOIA  
staff determine which DHS component agency may have responsive records, 
     If your request is seeking records pertaining to another  
living individual, you must include a statement from that individual  
certifying his/her agreement for you to access his/her records. 
    Without this bulleted information the component(s) may not be able  
to conduct an effective search, and your request may be denied due to  
lack of specificity or lack of compliance with applicable regulations. 
 
RECORD ACCESS PROCEDURE: 
    See ``Notification procedure'' above. 
 
CONTESTING RECORD PROCEDURE: 
    See ``Notification procedure'' above. 
 
RECORD SOURCE CATEGORIES: 
    Information contained in this system is obtained from subject  
individuals; other Federal, State, local and foreign agencies and  
organizations; hard-copy media, including periodicals, newspapers, and  
broadcast transcripts, and commercial and public record databases and  
Web sites; public and classified reporting, intelligence source  
documents, investigative reports, and correspondence. 
 
EXEMPTIONS CLAIMED FOR THE SYSTEM: 
    Portions of this system are exempt under 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2),  
(k)(1), (k)(2), and (k)(5) as reflected in the final rule published on  
August 4, 2006, in 71 FR 44223. 
 
Mary Ellen Callahan, 
Chief Privacy Officer, Department of Homeland Security. 
[FR Doc. 2010-8315 Filed 4-12-10; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 4910-62-P 
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What you need to know about the ‘Quiet
Skies’ program
By  Jana Winter  Spotlight Fellow, August 3, 2018, 12:40 p.m.


Passengers waited for baggage at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas. (JOHN LOCHER/ASSOCIATED PRESS)


What is “Quiet Skies”?


“Quiet Skies” is a program in which federal air marshals follow, and collect information


on, ordinary US citizens in airports and on planes. Those followed are not on terrorist


watch lists or suspected of crimes. About 35 people a day are being secretly surveilled by


small teams of armed, undercover air marshals. About 5,000 unsuspecting people have



https://www3.bostonglobe.com/partners/globesports/widgets/smartbar/redsox.html?p1=BGHeader_SmartBar_Scores_MLB

http://apps.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/graphics/2018/07/tsa-quiet-skies/?p1=HP_SpecialTSA&p1=Article_Inline_Text_Link
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Quiet Skies is a Transportation Security Administration initiative. It began in 2012, when


TSA started screening the identities of domestic passengers — checking travel histories


and affiliations — and selecting some for pat-downs or additional searches. In March, the


agency stepped up its efforts, launching the undercover surveillance program, which it


calls “special mission coverage.”


How are the people picked?


All US citizens who enter the country after foreign travel are screened for Quiet Skies.


The program relies on 15 rules to screen passengers, according to a US Transportation


Security Administration document obtained by the Globe. The document says that “rules


may target” people whose travel patterns or behaviors match those of known or


suspected terrorists or people “possibly affiliated” with someone on a watch list. Officials


have not released the full set of rules. Those who are picked from the list are surveilled


on their next domestic flight.


What exactly do the air marshals do?


The teams secretly document whether passengers sweat, fidget, use a computer, have a


“jump” in their Adam’s apple, or a “cold penetrating stare,” among other behaviors,


according to agency documents. They can follow the passengers all the way out to the


curb, noting the license plate of the car that picked them up. The air marshals note their


observations in two separate reports and send the information back to the TSA.


What do air marshals normally do?


been targeted so far. Critics are questioning the program’s effect on people’s privacy and


civil rights — and whether it’s making flying safer.


When did the program begin?



https://www.bostonglobe.com/metro/2018/07/30/lawmakers-demand-answers-quiet-skies-surveillance-program-after-globe-report/tQa7Y5SHFJEbo2z1RHwbYM/story.html?p1=Article_Inline_Text_Link
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The TSA has traditionally placed air marshals on routes it considered potentially higher


risk, or on flights with a passenger on a terrorist watch list. They have typically tracked


the subjects of open FBI terrorism investigations and relayed that information back to


the FBI or other law enforcement agencies. There are 2,000 to 3,000 air marshals.


Why was the program created?


A TSA document obtained by the Globe describes the program’s goal as identifying


“unknown or partially known terrorists” and providing “enhanced screening to higher


risk travelers before they board aircraft based on analysis of terrorist travel trends,


tradecraft and associations.” A TSA spokesman said this week that the program “adds an


additional line of defense to aviation security” and likened it to putting a police officer on


a beat where “watch and deterrence” are needed.


What has the program found?


So far, none of the thousands of people surveilled have been deemed so suspicious that


they required further scrutiny, according to three people with direct knowledge of a


congressional briefing held Thursday with the TSA.


Why is the program controversial?


Some are concerned that the program raises civil rights and privacy questions. “Quiet


Skies is the very definition of Big Brother,” US Senator Edward Markey of Massachusetts


said. At the same time, air marshals themselves have raised questions. Dozens of them


have told the Globe the program seems to test the limits of the law and is a waste of


resources. TSA officials were summoned to Capitol Hill Wednesday and Thursday to


closed-door briefings to report on the program, and members of Congress are


demanding more answers.


Show comments
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U . S .  S E N A T E  C O M M I T T E E  O N
COMMERCE, SCIENCE, & TRANSPORTATION


SENATOR ROGER WICKER, CHAIRMAN * SENATOR MARIA CANTWELL, RANKING MEMBER


HEARINGS
September 5, 2018


Keeping Our Skies Secure: Oversight of the
Transportation Security Administration
106 Dirksen


Ranking Member Bill Nelson Opening Statement
Thank you Mr. Chairman.  And Administrator Pekoske, thank you for joining us today. 


This committee has been busy with the FAA reauthorization bill, to which we hope to attach
TSA-related legislation that we discussed last year.  The clock is ticking, but the chairman and I
hope we can get these things done soon.  


Both the FAA and TSA bills are examples of the Commerce Committee’s long tradition of
bipartisan collaboration.


As you know, the TSA Modernization Act this committee passed last October focused on
improving security at airports by authorizing an increase in the Law Enforcement O�cer
Reimbursement program, expanding the use of explosive detection canine teams and
expediting the deployment of security screening equipment.  


We hope that this bill will help the TSA grow its PreCheck program, which has been successful
but continues to struggle with enrollment.  I look forward to updates you can provide on any of
these issues.


I also hope that we can shine some light on the TSA’s “Quiet Skies” program, which has been in
the news recently. Along with Senator McCaskill, I sent you a letter last week asking for
clari�cation about this program.  It’s important for us to know the program’s details and to be
able to share them with the �ying public. 


Finally, I believe it is imperative that we have a discussion on the ways that the TSA is
responding to the emerging threat of 3D-printed guns—undetectable and untraceable �rearms.
 


As we have discussed over the phone, I am concerned about the danger that these weapons
pose to our safety wherever we use metal detectors and other similar devices to keep
Americans safe—including in airports and on airplanes.  I would like to hear how the TSA is
addressing this threat.


Again, thank you and I look forward to hearing from you.


Return to Hearing
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EPIC FOIA Request            Quiet Skies 
July 31, 2018  TSA 


1 


VIA E-MAIL 
 
July 31, 2018 
 
Deborah Moore 
Acting FOIA Officer/Public Liaison 
Transportation Security Administration 
TSA-20, East Tower 
FOIA Branch 
601 South 12th Street 
Arlington, VA 20598-6020 
Email: FOIA@tsa.dhs.gov 
 
Dear Ms. Moore: 
 
 This letter constitutes an urgent request under the Freedom of Information Act (“FOIA”), 
5 U.S.C. § 552, and is submitted on behalf of the Electronic Privacy Information Center 
(“EPIC”) to the Transportation Security Administration (“TSA”). 
 
 EPIC seeks records concerning the “Quiet Skies” program.1 
 
Documents Requested 
 


(1) The Systems of Record Notice associated with the Quiet Skies program that is required 
for the collection of personal information on U.S. citizens; 
 


(2) The Privacy Impact Assessment (“PIA”) for the Quiet Skies program, including the PIA 
for any database that contains information obtained from the Quiet Skies program; 
 


(3) Any Privacy Threshold Analysis or similar initial privacy assessment that assessed the 
need for a PIA for the Quiet Skies program; 
 


(4) All TSA Information Bulletins referencing the “Quiet Skies” program; and 
 


(5) The full list of criteria for Quiet Skies screening. 
 


                                                
1 EPIC requests all responsive documents in electronic format to be emailed to FOIA@epic.org or 
alternatively sent via mail to EPIC’s office at 1718 Connecticut Ave NW, STE 200, Washington, DC 
20009. 
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Background 
 
 On July 28, 2018 the Boston Globe reported that the TSA program “Quiet Skies” deploys 
federal air marshals to target and assess U.S. travelers.2 According to the news report, travelers 
selected for the Quiet Skies program are covertly followed and observed by armed, undercover 
marshals while in airports and on flights.3 
 
 The travelers have been targeted by this program for spending time in certain countries or 
because their email address or phone number is in some way associated to an individual on a 
terrorism watch list. Once selected marshals collect extensive information based on a broad 
checklist of  behaviors. The behavior checklist includes face touching, rubbing hands, excessive 
fidgeting, and sleeping on the flight.4 The marshals also take notes on whether the travelers under 
surveillance use a phone or the restroom.5  In response to a media inquiry, TSA officials declined 
to provide any information on whether the program has actually stopped any threats.6 


 The Quiet Sky program has raised widespread concern.7 EPIC is pursuing this Freedom 
of Information request to determine whether the TSA has the legal authority to undertake these 
surveillance activities. 


Request for Expedited Processing 


EPIC is entitled to expedited processing of this FOIA request under FOIA and DHS’s 
FOIA regulations. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(v)(II); 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(1)(ii). This request should be 
granted expedited processing because, first, there is an “urgency to inform the public about an 
actual or alleged federal government activity,” and, second, the request is “made by a person 
who is primarily engaged in disseminating information.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(1)(ii).  


First, there is an “urgency to inform the public about an actual or alleged federal 
government activity.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(1)(ii). The “actual” federal government activity is the 
                                                
2 Jana Winter, Welcome to the Quiet Skies, The Boston Globe (July 28, 2018), 
http://apps.bostonglobe.com/news/nation/graphics/2018/07/tsa-quiet-skies/.  
3 Id. 
4 Id. 
5 Id. 
6 Id. 
7 See, e.g., Kris Van Cleave, Lawmakers want answers about TSA program that tracked Americans, CBS 
News (July 30, 2018), https://www.cbsnews.com/news/tsa-quiet-skies-lawmakers-want-answers-from-
tsa-about-program-that-tracked-americans/; Missy Ryan & Ashley Halsey III, Air marshals have 
conducted secret in-flight monitoring of U.S. passengers for years, Washington Post (July 29, 2018), 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/air-marshals-have-conducted-secret-in-flight-
monitoring-of-us-passengers-for-years/2018/07/29/b50ffe94-9370-11e8-810c-5fa705927d54_story.html;  
Elizabeth Chuck, TSA’s ‘Quiet Skies’ program raises legal and civil liberty questions, NBC News (July 
30, 2018), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tsa-s-quiet-skies-program-raises-legal-civil-liberty-
questions-n895806; James Bovard, Have you gained or lost weight? Congrats, TSA is now tracking you 
for suspicious activity, USA Today (July 31, 2018), 
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2018/07/31/tsa-transportation-security-administration-secretly-
watching-quiet-skies-surveillance-column/862810002/.  
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TSA’s operation of the Quiet Skies program. The agency has acknowledged its used of the 
previously secret program, stating that the program is “a practical method of keeping another act 
of terrorism from occurring at 30,000 feet.”8 


“Urgency” to inform the public about this activity is clear given that this program that has 
remained largely a secret until the Boston Globe obtained agency documents about the program. 
The program has been in existence since 2010, yet the public is learning about the program this 
past weekend.9 Little information has been revealed about the details of the program, such as the 
efficacy of the behavioral checklist being used. In the past, a government audit found that the 
TSA’s “Screen of Passengers by Observation Techniques” to be ineffective and that there was no 
scientifically valid evidence for behavior indicators and TSA screeners cannot reliable interpret 
passenger behavior.10  


Second, EPIC is an organization “primarily engaged in disseminating information.” 6 
C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(1)(ii). As the Court explained in EPIC v. DOD, “EPIC satisfies the definition of 
‘representative of the news media’” entitling it to preferred fee status under FOIA. 241 F. Supp. 
2d 5, 15 (D.D.C. 2003). EPIC’s mission is to focus public attention on emerging privacy and 
civil liberties issues and it consistently disseminates the information obtained through the FOIA 
on its website, https://epic.org.11 


In submitting this request for expedited processing, I certify that this explanation is true 
and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. 6 C.F.R. § 5.5(e)(3); 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(6)(E)(vi). 


Request for “News Media” Fee Status and Fee Waiver 


 EPIC is a “representative of the news media” for fee classification purposes. EPIC v. 
DOD, 241 F. Supp. 2d 5 (D.D.C. 2003). Based on EPIC’s status as a “news media” requester, 
EPIC is entitled to receive the requested record with only duplication fees assessed. 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II). 


Further, any duplication fees should also be waived because (i) “disclosure of the 
requested information is in the public interest because it is likely to contribute significantly to 
public understanding of the operations or activities of the government” and (ii) “disclosure of the 
information is not primarily in the commercial interest” of EPIC, the requester. 6 C.F.R. § 


                                                
8 Camila Domonoske, TSA’s ‘Quiet Skies’ Program Tracks, Observes Travelers in the Air, NPR (July 30 
2018), https://www.npr.org/2018/07/30/633980912/tsas-quiet-skies-program-tracks-observes-travelers-in-
the-air.  
9 Elizabeth Chuck, TSA’s ‘Quiet Skies’ Program Raises Legal and Civil Liberties Questions, NBC News 
(July 30, 2018), https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/tsa-s-quiet-skies-program-raises-legal-civil-
liberty-questions-n895806.  
10 U.S. Gov’t Accountability Office, GAO-14-159, Aviation Security: TSA Should Limit Future Funding 
for Behavior Detection Activities (2013), https://www.gao.gov/assets/660/658923.pdf.  
11 See EPIC, https://epic.org/.  
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5.11(k)(1); § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii). EPIC’s request satisfies this standard based on the considerations 
that DHS uses in determining whether to grant a fee waiver. 6 C.F.R. §§ 5.11(k)(2-3).  


(1) Disclosure of the requested information is likely to contribute to the public 
understanding of the operations or activities of the government. 


First, disclosure of the requested documents is “in the public interest because it is likely 
to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or activities of the 
government.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(2). The DHS evaluates four factors to determine whether this 
requirement is met: (i) the “subject of the request must concern identifiable operations or 
activities of the federal government, with a connection that is direct and clear, not remote or 
attenuated”; (ii) disclosure “must be meaningfully informative about government operations or 
activities in order to be ‘likely to contribute’ to an increased public understanding of those 
operations or activities”; (iii) “disclosure must contribute to the understanding of a reasonably 
broad audience of persons interested in the subject, as opposed to the individual understanding of 
the requester”; and (v) “[t]he public’s understanding of the subject in question must be enhanced 
by the disclosure to a significant extent.” Id. 


On the first consideration, the subject of the request self-evidently concerns “identifiable 
operations or activities of the federal government.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(2)(i). The TSA has 
acknowledged and defended its use of the Quiet Skies program to multiple media outlets.12 


On the second consideration, disclosure would also be “meaningfully informative about” 
these operations or activities and is thus “‘likely to contribute’ to an increased understanding of 
government operations or activities.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(2)(ii). There is little detailed information 
as to specifics of the Quiet Skies Program. The TSA had not previously acknowledged the 
programs existence until the reports surfaced yet the program has been operating for eight years. 
The requested materials would meaningfully enhance the public understanding of the agency’s 
program. 


On the third consideration, disclosure will “contribute to the understanding of a 
reasonably broad audience of persons interested in the subject” because, as provided in the DHS 
FOIA regulations, the DHS shall “presum[e] that a representative of the news media will satisfy 
this consideration.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(2)(iii). 


Finally, on the fourth consideration, the public’s understanding will “be enhanced by the 
disclosure to a significant extent” because the surveillance program raises potential legal and 
civil liberties questions. The release of this information will be meaningfully informative as to 
whether the TSA is using credible screening methods, whether privacy implications were 


                                                
12 See e.g., Brett Samuels, TSA Defends ‘Quiet Skies’ Monitoring Program, The Hill (July 30, 2018), 
http://thehill.com/policy/transportation/399555-tsa-defends-quiet-skies-surveillance-program; Rene 
Marsh, Previously Undisclosed TSA Program Tracks Unsuspecting Passengers, CNN (July 30, 2018), 
https://www.cnn.com/2018/07/29/politics/tsa-passenger-tracking/index.html; Elizabeth Chuck, supra note 
8. 
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considered prior to the launch of Quiet Skies, and whether the extent of collection and use of this 
data violates the Privacy Act.   


(2) Disclosure of the information is not primarily in the commercial interest of the 
requester  


 Second, “[d]isclosure of the information is not primarily in the commercial interest” of 
EPIC. To determine whether this second requirement is met, the DHS evaluates two 
considerations: (i) whether there is “any commercial interest of the requester . . . that would be 
furthered by the requested disclosure”; and/or (ii) whether “the public interest is greater than any 
identified commercial interest in disclosure,” and “[c]omponents ordinarily shall presume that 
where a news media requester has satisfied the public interest standard, the public interest will be 
the interest primarily served by disclosure to that requester.” Id. 


 On the first consideration, there is not “any commercial interest of the requester . . . that 
would be furthered by the requested disclosure.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(3)(i). EPIC has no 
commercial interest in the requested records. EPIC is a registered non-profit organization 
committed to privacy, open government, and civil liberties.13 


 On the second consideration, “the public interest is greater than any identified 
commercial interest in disclosure.” 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(3)(ii). Again, EPIC has no commercial 
interest in the requested records and there is significant public interest in the requested records. 
Moreover, the DHS should presume that EPIC has satisfied 6 C.F.R. § 5.11(k)(3)(ii). The DHS 
FOIA regulations state, “[c]omponents ordinarily shall presume that where a news media 
requester has satisfied the public interest standard, the public interest will be the interest 
primarily served by disclosure to that requester.” Id. EPIC is a news media requester and, as set 
out above, this request satisfies the public interest standard. 


For these reasons, a fee waiver should be granted for EPIC’s request. 


Conclusion 


Thank you for your consideration of this request. I anticipate your determination on our 
request within ten working days. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6)(E)(ii)(I). For questions regarding this 
request contact Enid Zhou at 202-483-1140 x104 or FOIA@epic.org. 


 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
/s Enid Zhou 
Enid Zhou 
EPIC Open Government Fellow 


/s Jeramie D. Scott 
Jeramie D. Scott 
EPIC National Security Counsel 
 


 


                                                
13 About EPIC, EPIC.org, http://epic.org/epic/about.html.  
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LYNCH .HOUSE. GOV 


As Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on National Security, I respectfully urge you to hold a 
bipartisan oversight hearing regarding the so-called "Quiet Skies" program administered by the 
Transportation Security Administration. This hearing should examine the purpose, scope, and legality of 
the Quiet Skies program and the extent to which the Transportation Security Administration is 
undertaking efforts to safeguard the constitutional rights of U.S. citizens. 


On July 28111, the Boston Globe reported the existence of a previously-undisclosed aviation security 
and domestic surveillance program administered by the Transportation Security Administration ("TSA"). 
Under this program, deemed "Quiet Skies," the agency is reportedly tracking ordinary air travelers, 
including U.S. citizens, through targeted airpo11 and inflight surveillance conducted by undercover federal 
air marshal teams. The TSA currently sees between 40 and 50 Quiet Skies air travelers on domestic 
carriers nationwide each day. 


According to a March 15, 2018 Information Bulletin issued by the TSA and obtained by the 
Boston Globe, the purpose of the Quiet Skies program is to "mitigate the threat to commercial aviation 
posed by unknown or partially known terrorists; and to identify and provide enhanced screening to higher 
risk travelers before they board aircraft based on analysis of terrorist travel trends, tradecraft. and 
associations." However, the Information Bulletin underscores that "Quiet Skies Selectees" are distinct 
from the usual targets of Special Mission Coverage flights undertaken by the Federal Air Marshal Service. 
In stark contrast to the deployment of federal air marshals for Special Mission Coverage flights on which 
a known or suspected terrorist is ticketed, "Quiet Skies Selectees" are not under investigation by any 
agency and are not listed in the U.S. Terrorist Screening Database. These travelers are nevertheless 
subjected to enhanced screening and security measures because they display travel behavior fitting "risk
based passenger targeting rules" developed by the TSA and have entered the United States from a 
foreign location. 


Moreover, the TSA guidance indicates that selected individuals remain on the "Quiet Skies list" for 
up to 90 days or if earlier, three encounters, upon entering the United States. The procedures governing 
removing individuals from this list in cases of misidentification or other error are unclear. 


�\\ 







While I strongly support the critical mission of the Transportation Security Administration to 
"protect the nation's transportation systems," the administration of a covert surveillance program that 
targets nearly 20,000 air travelers, including U.S. citizens, per year without probable cause must be 
subject to robust congressional oversight. In furtherance of our national security, a meaningful 
examination of the purpose, scope, and legality of this program will enable us to assess the effectiveness 
of the Quiet Skies program and better ensure the protection of American civil liberties. 


Thank you in advance for your consideration. Please feel free to contact me directly if you have 
any questions regarding this or any other issue. 


Ranking Member 
Subcommittee on National Security 


cc: The Honorable Ron DeSantis, Chairman, Subcommittee on National Security, Committee on 
Oversight and Government Reform 
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Statement of David P. Pekoske 


Administrator 


Transportation Security Administration 


U.S. Department of Homeland Security 


before the 


United States Senate 


Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation 


September 5, 2018 


 


Good morning Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and distinguished Members 


of the Committee.  Thank you for inviting me here today to testify about the Transportation 


Security Administration (TSA) and the work we are doing to keep our transportation system 


secure despite persistent threats.  TSA appreciates the support of this Committee as we carry out 


our vital security mission.  We are grateful for the constructive relationship TSA enjoys with 


each Member and are confident, that if enacted, the TSA-related provisions potentially to be 


included within H.R. 4, the FAA Reauthorization Act, will further strengthen the Agency’s 


ability to execute its mission.     


 


Next week, the entire nation will reflect upon the 9/11 attacks.  While aviation security 


operations have advanced significantly in 17 years, we still face determined adversaries.  The 


threat to aviation remains high and terrorists remain intent on attacking civil aviation.  We also 


cannot ignore the real threat to the surface transportation system, as evidenced by the 2017 


attacks in New York City, London, Paris, and Barcelona.   Last month’s vehicular attack outside 


of London’s House of Parliament and the intentional crashing of an airplane in the vicinity of the 


Seattle-Tacoma airport are recent reminders of the types of dangers we face every day. 


 


We must remain vigilant in continually assessing vulnerabilities, identifying threats, and 


mitigating risks while ensuring massive volumes of passengers and commodities can move 


securely and efficiently through the transportation “system of systems.”  That system is the 


lifeblood of our economy and way of life and one that requires all stakeholders to help protect it.   
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Since being confirmed as Administrator a little over a year ago, I have spent a significant 


amount of my time at the front lines of TSA, engaging with employees at all levels of the 


organization, and meeting with our partners.  I have visited many airports; numerous transit 


infrastructure venues, to include train stations and operation control centers; met with rail, 


pipeline, and motor carrier operators and owners; and traveled abroad to gain greater perspective 


regarding the security challenges we face and to advance discussions on how we continue to 


raise the global baseline for transportation security.   


 


Securing the Nation’s transportation system requires the collective efforts of all segments 


of our society; it is not something that the government can accomplish alone.   As such, I 


recognize the critical importance of partnering with and actively including as many of our 


stakeholders in the process of developing transportation security solutions.  This is why I value 


the opportunity to engage with stakeholders directly as well as through the Aviation Security 


Advisory Committee (ASAC), the DHS Critical Infrastructure Partnership Advisory 


Committee’s Transportation Systems Sector Coordinating Council, and other forums.  In fact, 


later this month I will participate in a roundtable discussion with pipeline operators and 


government partners in Alaska to discuss the important topic of pipeline security.   


 


In all of my encounters, I have observed a deep commitment to our shared mission to 


protect the nation’s transportation system to ensure freedom of movement for people and 


commerce.  This dedication is critically important because we face both multiple determined 


adversaries and a threat environment that remains complex, diverse, and persistent.  


   


I am honored to be leading the 63,000 dedicated professionals who make up TSA’s 


workforce, share our core values of integrity, respect, and commitment, and provide security for 


millions of Americans using our transportation systems each and every day.  I am also focused 


on ensuring we are prepared to address today’s risks and tomorrow’s threats.  This challenge is 


compounded by increased user demand on the transportation system and passenger expectations 


for customized and seamless travel experiences.  As it relates to air travel, my first year at TSA 


was the busiest in TSA history – with extremely busy spring and summer travel periods.  


Compared to the 771 million passengers screened in 2017, we are projected to screen more than 
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800 million passengers and crew this year.  Of note, TSA has managed the nearly four percent 


annual passenger growth experienced over the last few years while only increasing the size of its 


Transportation Security Officer workforce at roughly half that rate each year as a result of 


funding limitations, which has impacted both training and morale.  We have worked as 


efficiently as possible, are introducing more capable equipment (e.g., computed tomography 


(CT) screening systems), and are updating approaches for recruiting, retaining, and developing 


our personnel. 


 


 TSA’s continued success is contingent on our ability to rise to the challenge of 


outmatching a dynamic threat to our aviation and surface transportation systems.  To be effective 


and efficient in a changing environment, TSA must continuously re-evaluate how it uses its 


resources and performs its mission.   


 


First, quintessential to using our resources as effectively as possible is understanding 


where they can best be directed to address the greatest level of risk.  TSA uses several risk-based 


programs, including QUIET SKIES, to inform a series of operational actions – such as whether 


to conduct enhanced screening at the checkpoint and when to assign Federal Air Marshal Service 


(FAMS) coverage.  These risk-based programs are critically important for our security.  They are 


intelligence-based and designed to identify individuals who may pose a higher risk, so that TSA 


can take action to mitigate these security risks.  We aggressively employ procedural and privacy 


safeguards and have robust review procedures within TSA and with the DHS Privacy Office, 


Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties and Office of the General Counsel.  TSA’s 


intelligence-driven risk-based programs rely on passenger provided data and do not use race, 


color, religion, disability, sexual orientation, or parental status as a basis for operational 


decisions.   


 


 Second, every year as part of the federal budget process, TSA is charged with considering 


ways to create operational efficiencies.  For example, as part of that deliberative process for the 


Fiscal Year 2020 budget request, TSA was required to respond to various budget scenarios and 


explain how limited resources would be allocated based on proposed funding levels.  The 


possibility of eliminating security screening at low volume airports was one of many options 
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discussed as part of the budget development process.  Internal consideration of that option, 


however, did not constitute a decision.  In fact, TSA decided not to propose that strategy for 


further consideration by the Department or Administration. 


 


In short, we must not only continue to work hard, but we must also work smarter and 


more strategically.  This is why it was a priority for me to issue guidance within my first year to 


explain to our work force, Congress, and our stakeholders how TSA would continue to improve 


the execution of our mission into the future.  I did so via the publication of my “Administrator’s 


Intent” – a document that lays out my priorities for the Agency and is intended to be updated 


periodically—and the 2018-2026 TSA Strategy.  Together, these structured documents ensure 


strategic alignment and a greater level of transparency.   


 


The TSA Strategy ensures our focus on capability innovation and threat-informed, 


information-driven operations.  My Administrator’s Intent explains how we will execute the 


strategy between now and 2020.  The TSA Strategy and my Administrator’s Intent detail the 


three main strategic priorities for the organization and how we will accomplish them.  Both are 


posted on our website for public review and transparency.  The first priority is to improve 


security and safeguard the transportation system.  Our second is to accelerate action.  And the 


final priority is to commit to our people.   These priorities reflect my focus on preserving 


frontline operations, quickly transitioning to new technologies, and creating efficiencies to 


optimize limited resources.   


 


Improve Security and Safeguard the Transportation System 
 


TSA’s operational environment requires robust partnerships and effective security 


operations across all modes of transportation.  We strive to strengthen our operational approach 


through a proficient and professional workforce, more effective detection capabilities, enhanced 


intelligence and vetting, and better communication and coordination with stakeholders.  


Simultaneously, we also strive to improve the passenger experience.  
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For more than a year and in response to the evolving international aviation threat, TSA 


has mandated enhanced security requirements for all commercial flights to the United States.  


Those measures include enhanced screening of passengers and electronic devices and heightened 


security standards for aircraft and airports.   These new security measures have been 


implemented at 280 last points of departure airports in over 105 countries.  These airports service 


approximately 180 U.S. and foreign airlines transporting an average of 375,000 passengers on 


2,100 flights daily. 


 


In addition to raising the baseline for passenger aviation security, TSA has worked 


closely with U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) to “raise the bar” for cargo operations 


by requiring the use of the Air Cargo Advance Screening program for cargo on all flights 


destined for the United States.  This allows CBP and TSA to target potential U.S. bound cargo 


before it is loaded aboard an aircraft, based on threat reporting, for a higher level of screening. 


As threats continue to evolve, TSA, in cooperation with partners world-wide, will work to 


improve intelligence sharing and standardize best practices, while also pursuing technological 


security advancements.   


 


Domestically, TSA is also strengthening and expanding our security screening 


procedures and capabilities to address the dangers we face.  We are working to expand 


participation in our TSA Pre✓® program through improved marketing and partnership.  For 


instance, since January 2018, TSA announced that TSA Pre✓® expedited screening program 


would include eligible customers of certain airlines in addition to those already participating.  


The number of airlines participating in TSA Pre✓® stands at 54 domestic and international 


carriers representing more than 90 percent of passengers traveling to or within the U.S.  TSA is 


also working with CBP to identify ways that we can better leverage and align the two DHS 


Trusted Traveler programs, Global Entry and TSA Pre✓®. 


 


To manage risk and resources more effectively, TSA is exploring ways to further 


segment the passenger screening process through innovative applications of its screening 


capabilities, including passenger screening canines.  As a result of increased appropriations, TSA 


has been able to procure additional canines from domestic and international sources to build the 
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capacity needed to implement this option more broadly.   Efforts like this will be designed to 


make the screening process more efficient, match procedures with level of risk, and improve the 


passenger screening experience.   In short, TSA is striving to provide better security, faster. 


 


Just as it is the case for passengers, knowing more about aviation workers and the air 


carrier population is a critical component of understanding the security risk associated with 


potential insider threats.  TSA’s implementation of FBI’s RAP Back services, which provides 


recurrent vetting for those populations and automatic notification to airports and air carriers of 


new criminal activity, began in May 2016 at two airports and with one carrier.  Today, RAP 


Back services have expanded to 132 airports and two airlines.       


 


In addition to our aviation passenger screening mission, we continue to oversee the 


security of the surface transportation system.  The interconnected, varied, and expansive scope of 


the surface transportation system creates unique security challenges that are best addressed by 


system owners and operators.  TSA’s approach to surface transportation security reflects this 


reality and focuses on providing system owners and operators federal support through 


communication, coordination, and collaboration.   On a daily basis, TSA assists surface 


stakeholders through conducting vulnerability assessments, analyzing security programs across 


the surface sector, from pipelines, to mass transit, to freight rail, to over-the-road bus entities, 


providing training and exercise support, executing collaborative law enforcement and security 


operations, and sharing intelligence information.  


 


Additionally, TSA strives to keep pace with the fast-moving advancement of security 


technologies to address current and evolving threats by looking at emerging technologies, 


including from outside the transportation environment, to assess their potential applicability to 


the surface transportation environment.  We work closely with surface transportation owners and 


operators to develop and deploy technology solutions to advance transit security through 


collaborative operational test beds for different modes of transportation (mass transit, highway 


motor carrier, pipeline, and freight rail).  While TSA does not procure the technology for surface 


transportation operators and owners, our efforts are designed to assist with development of their 
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technology requirements, to represent them in government technology forums, and to help 


inform their acquisition decision making process.    


 


A good example of the results of this process received national attention recently.  On 


August 14, 2018, Los Angeles County Metro announced that it had become the first transit 


system in the country to purchase passenger screening technology capable of detecting weapons 


and explosive devices on passengers.  TSA and L.A. Metro had been testing the equipment since 


last year.  The same detection system has also been tested by Amtrak at Penn Station in New 


York City and New Jersey Transit at Newark Penn Station in New Jersey.  This technology 


would have been able to detect the improvised explosive device on the individual that attempted 


a suicide attack while walking from the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey bus 


terminal to the New York Metropolitan Transportation Authority train last year.     


 


Accelerate Action 


 


 TSA is building a culture of innovation that can anticipate and rapidly counter the 


changing threats across the transportation system.  Rapid development and deployment of 


technical or non-material solutions will enable TSA to continuously improve operations.   


  


TSA’s Innovation Task Force, in partnership with stakeholders, has accelerated efforts to 


advance security technology.  This year we expanded the use and testing of CT screening 


systems in numerous airports.  We are grateful for the support of Congress, as well as CT 


equipment donated by American Airlines, that has enabled us to announce plans to expand 


testing of CT systems this year.  Computed tomography technology allows TSA officers to more 


easily identify potential threats and in the future may eliminate the need for passengers to 


remove liquids, electronics and food items from carry-on passenger bags.  This technology will 


significantly enhance the effectiveness of TSA’s security screening process while also improving 


the passenger experience.  As such, the President’s Budget for fiscal year 2019 calls for 


deployment of CT systems nationwide beginning in 2019.  I appreciate your support of this 


important technology enhancement.     
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TSA has also continued to work with airport and airline partners to deploy Automated 


Screening Lanes (ASL) to more airports.  The ASLs are designed to improve the checkpoint 


screening process for travelers, including the ability for multiple passengers to divest their 


belongings at the same time. To date, thanks to Congressional support as well as donations from 


our airline and airport partners, there are over 140 lanes at more than a dozen airports, with 


additional deployments scheduled this year. 


 


Additionally, TSA has made significant advancements with the deployment of biometric 


and identity technology to improve security and strengthen the identification process.  We 


continue to test and expand the use of Credential Authentication Technology (CAT), which 


allows us to validate the security features of a passenger’s photo ID and match the information 


from the ID against our Secure Flight vetting system.  Credential Authentication Technology is a 


cornerstone technology for TSA.  Testing of CAT, which started with 17 systems at seven 


airports, has expanded to 42 active systems at 13 airports and we expect to award a contract in 


January 2019 for an additional 294 systems. 


 


Finally, TSA has conducted tests of facial recognition technology at John F. Kennedy 


International Airport.  Last month, TSA conducted further testing, in collaboration with U.S. 


Customs and Border Protection (CBP), at the Tom Bradley International Terminal at LAX.   


During the most recent testing, TSA used CBP’s traveler vetting systems to match facial images 


of international outbound passengers to photos in U.S. Government systems, such as photos 


obtained from passports or visa applications or taken at time of entry to the U.S., to verify a 


passenger’s identity.  This technology could help TSA improve identity validation and 


verification, an essential component of intelligence- and risk-based screening.  Such was the case 


last month, where the CBP facial recognition technology we are currently testing was used to 


identify an individual at Dulles airport trying to enter the U.S. using a passport other than his 


own. 


 


 Through embracing emerging technologies, leveraging agile processes, and continued 


collaboration efforts, TSA is positioning itself to keep pace with industry partners while 


advancing security across all modes of transportation.  To that end, TSA has taken steps to 
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formalize a strategic management process that aligns strategy and policy to operations by 


leveraging risk assessment capabilities to inform budgeting and investment decisions.    


 


Commit to Our People 


 


 The most critical element impacting our ability to keep the transportation system secure 


is our workforce.  TSA is wholly committed to its people and recognizes that our strategic 


success depends upon how well we attract, hire, train, develop, promote, and equip our 


workforce at all levels of the organization.  Over the past two years, TSA has seen the Federal 


Employee Viewpoint Survey (FEVS) Employee Engagement Index increase by seven points.  In 


fact, TSA’s 2018 FEVS results that we just received several weeks ago reflect improvement on 


every index.  We are encouraged by this progress and hopeful that the actions we are currently 


taking will continue these very positive trends.    


  


 Our workforce is comprised of professionals from many disciplines within TSA, to 


include Transportation Security Officers, FAMS, inspectors, vetting experts, international 


representatives, and mission support personnel.  Earlier this summer, TSA announced a new 


comprehensive career progression plan for frontline employees.  This plan is designed to foster 


career growth and reflect an expanded investment in our Transportation Security Officers.  


Through defined career paths and standardized processes, TSA will provide greater transparency 


and opportunity to recognize, reward, and promote those who consistently excel in their role.  


Complementing this effort, TSA is implementing a new Annual Proficiency Review process that 


focuses on improving and sustaining Transportation Security Officers’ ability to correctly 


perform security screening procedures through receiving real time feedback based on 


observations in a live screening environment.  This approach represents a shift from performance 


remediation to a coaching model.   


 


Concurrent with its Career Progression Plan, TSA is also working to institutionalize TSA 


training and a development roadmap for our workforce.  Through these efforts, TSA is focused 


on making its outstanding cadre of Transportation Security Officers and Inspectors even more 
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effective and proficient in carrying out their mission. 


 


As a further reflection of TSA’s commitment to facilitate leadership development at all 


levels of the workforce and effective communication throughout our ranks, I recently created two 


Advisor positions on my direct staff that are being filled by a Supervisory Transportation 


Security Officer and a FAM.   The role of these two leaders is to provide frontline input directly 


to me on policies, procedures, and initiatives.  Whenever there is a major decision within TSA 


that impacts the frontline screening workforce, these TSO and FAMS advisors will be part of the 


discussion.   


 


Conclusion 


 
The future to which TSA aspires is ambitious.  It requires accountable leadership.  It 


requires the unique contributions of all members of our dedicated TSA workforce.  It requires 


close collaboration with our partners to transform transportation security together on behalf of 


the American people.   Noting such, I am confident that with the continued support of Congress 


and all of our stakeholders, TSA is well positioned to achieve the goals outlined in its Strategy. 


 


Since TSA’s inception, it has functioned with the motto “Not on My Watch.”  This has 


served as a powerful call to action for TSA but one that, not by intent, was limited.  As security 


of our nation’s transportation system is a common objective for all segments of our society, it is 


one that is best achieved through a shared and complementary effort between government, 


industry, and the public.  In short, to secure all modes of our transportation system requires an 


“All Hands On Deck”, collaborative approach.  Consequently, TSA has adopted a new creed 


reflective of this fact.  TSA hopes that its new motto, “Not on Our Watch”, will serve as a 


reminder of the collective effort, commitment and vigilance we must all share to protect our 


Homeland. 


 


Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Nelson, and Members of the Committee, thank you 


for the opportunity to testify before you today.  I am honored to serve in this capacity along with 


the dedicated men and women of TSA.  I look forward to your questions. 
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Abstract 


The Transportation Security Administration (TSA) leverages its access to the United States 
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) Automated Targeting System (ATS) to identify individuals 
for enhanced screening during air travel through use of rules based on current intelligence as part 
of its Secure Flight vetting process. This PIA describes two specific TSA uses of that capability.  


1. TSA’s Silent Partner program enables TSA to identify passengers for enhanced 
screening on international flights bound for the United States.  


2. Under TSA’s Quiet Skies program, TSA uses a subset of the Silent Partner rules to 
identify passengers for enhanced screening on some subsequent domestic and 
outbound international flights.  


The Silent Partner and Quiet Skies programs add another layer of risk-based security by 
identifying individuals who may pose an elevated security risk in addition to individuals on other 
watch lists maintained by the Federal Government, so that TSA can take appropriate actions to 
address and mitigate that risk. This Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) update is being conducted 
to reflect operational and administrative changes to the TSA Secure Flight Program.  


Overview 


Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 114, TSA is responsible for security in all transportation modes. 
TSA incorporates a variety of different layers of security measures to identify and prevent threats 
to aviation security, as well as to other transportation modes.  


TSA’s Secure Flight program:  


 Performs watch list matching on carrier-provided traveler information to the No 
Fly and Selectee portions of the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB) maintained 
by the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC), as well as other watch lists to identify 
individuals who may need additional screening or are prevented from travel.1  


 Uses Known Traveler information to identify trusted travelers for whom expedited 
screening at TSA Pre® lanes may be appropriate.2  


 Uses rules based on risk to determine the level of screening for passengers. These 
rules are based on risk factors presented by a given flight and passenger, the level 
of screening for a passenger that may change from flight to flight including 


                                                           
1 See Secure Flight PIA August 9, 2007, and all subsequent updates https://www.dhs.gov/publication/dhstsapia-018-
tsa-secure-flight  
2 See Secure Flight PIA update August 15, 2011 



https://www.dhs.gov/publication/dhstsapia-018-tsa-secure-flight

https://www.dhs.gov/publication/dhstsapia-018-tsa-secure-flight
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designating low risk travelers for expedited screening, or designating travelers for 
enhanced screening who may pose an elevated risk.3  


A number of other layers of security exist, including the use of technology to identify threat 
items and protocols to select individuals at random for enhanced screening. 


CBP ATS is an enforcement and decision support tool used to incorporate risk-based 
targeting in CBP missions in traveler, cargo, and conveyance security.4 It is used to identify and 
prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons from entering the United States, and to identify other 
violations of United States laws that are enforced by CBP. ATS consists of multiple modules, 
including a passenger module that focuses on international travel by air, ship, and rail. ATS 
maintains data provided to airlines and travel agents by or on behalf of air passengers (Passenger 
Name Records (PNR)) collected by CBP as part of its border enforcement mission and pursuant 
to the Aviation and Transportation Security Act of 2001.5 ATS compares PNR and information 
within a variety of databases against lookouts and patterns of suspicious activity identified through 
past investigations and intelligence to assess whether a passenger should receive additional 
inspection by CBP officers prior to entering or departing the United States. 


TSA leverages its access to ATS to add another layer of aviation security by seeking to 
identify individuals who may pose an elevated security risk prior to international flights. Under 
Silent Partner, TSA creates rules based on current intelligence for use by ATS to identify 
passengers for enhanced screening on their international flights bound for the United States. This 
PIA update discusses two specific rules-based programs.  


1. Silent Partner rules are based on a specific potential threat to aviation security or the 
United States, as assessed by TSA, with respect to international travel to the United 
States. Once identified by the rule, those passengers are placed on a Silent Partner List 
that is retained for the period of the international in-bound flight.  


2. Quiet Skies rules are a subset of the Silent Partner rules that are aligned to potential 
aviation security threats within the United States. TSA uses Quiet Skies rules to create 
a temporary Quiet Skies List to designate passengers who fall within the Quiet Skies 
subset of rules for enhanced screening on some subsequent domestic and outbound 
international travel. Individuals will remain on the Quiet Skies List for a period of time.  


The Silent Partner List and Quiet Skies List change daily as individuals are added and 
deleted. 


Records reflecting that an individual was selected under Silent Partner will be retained 
within CBP’s ATS for seven years in accordance with CBP’s retention schedule, then for an 
additional eight years in dormant status under which user access is more limited. Records reflecting 
                                                           
3 See Secure Flight PIA update August 15, 2011 
4 See DHS/CBP/PIA-006 Automated Targeting System (ATS), available at https://www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
5 Pub. L. 107-71, 115 Stat. 597. 



https://www.dhs.gov/privacy
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that an individual was selected for enhanced screening as a match to the Silent Partner List or Quiet 
Skies List will be held in TSA’s Secure Flight system for seven years in accordance with the Secure 
Flight records retention schedule. When a passenger selected for enhanced screening as a match 
to the Silent Partner List or Quiet Skies List is involved in an incident (for example, a prohibited 
item is found), records will be retained pursuant to normal incident reporting protocols pursuant 
to DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Records System SORN.6 


 TSA formulates rules for Silent Partner and Quiet Skies to address unknown and partially 
identified threats. The risk-based, intelligence-driven rules are not used to deny boarding, but result 
in a limited number of individuals being identified for enhanced screening and may result in other 
operational response including observation by the TSA Federal Air Marshal Service (FAMS) 
while the individual is onboard the flight or in the airport.  Individuals matching to Silent Partner 
and Quiet Skies rules are not considered “known or suspected terrorists” and are not nominated to 
the Terrorist Screening Database (TSDB) under Homeland Security Presidential Directive 6 
merely for falling within a security rule. They may be nominated to the TSDB, however, if they 
are involved in a security incident that would support such nomination. 


The rules are based on aggregated travel data, intelligence, and trend analysis of the 
intelligence and suspicious activity. Travelers may match a Silent Partner or Quiet Skies rule based 
upon travel patterns matching intelligence regarding terrorist travel; upon submitting passenger 
information matching the information used by a partially-identified terrorist; or upon submitting 
passenger information matching the information used by a Known or Suspected Terrorist.    


Since the program was initiated in 2010, TSA’s risk-based, intelligence-driven rules are 
subject to ongoing routine civil rights, civil liberties, privacy, and legal reviews. These reviews 
focus on whether each rule: (1) is based on current intelligence; (2) identifies a specific potential 
threat to aviation security or the United States;7 (3) is deactivated when no longer necessary to 
address the threat; and (4) is appropriately tailored to minimize the impact on travelers’ civil rights, 
civil liberties, and privacy, and is in compliance with relevant legal authorities, regulations, and 
DHS policies.  


TSA has also created Silent Partner and Quiet Skies Cleared Lists, which are intended to 
minimize impacts on passengers, to ensure an individual will not indefinitely receive enhanced 
screening on account of TSA’s risk-based, intelligence-driven rules, and to enhance privacy, civil 
rights, and civil liberties protection in the Quiet Skies program. Passengers who match the Silent 
Partner List are placed on the Silent Partner Cleared List after a period of time. Passengers who 
match the Quiet Skies List are placed on the Quiet Skies Cleared List after receiving enhanced 
screening for a period of time. The exclusion is implemented through an automated process within 
                                                           
6 See DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement Record System, 83 FR 43888 (August 28, 2018). 
7 Silent Partner rules must pertain to a specific potential threat to aviation security or the Homeland, as assessed by 
TSA; Quiet Skies rules must pertain to a specific potential threat to aviation security within the Homeland, as 
assessed by TSA. 
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the Secure Flight program. TSA may add individuals to the Silent Partner Cleared List and Quiet 
Skies Cleared List on its own initiative when appropriate, including, as a result of filing an 
application with the Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (DHS 
TRIP).8  


In order to provide operational awareness prior to scheduling Federal Air Marshal 
missions, TSA compares the Quiet Skies List against its incident reporting databases (e.g., Web-
Based Emergency Operations Center,9 Performance and Results Information System,10 Tactical 
Information Sharing System11) and CBP TECS to determine if there may have been previous 
encounters with the individual that resulted in security incidents or suspicious activity. Prior 
incidents with the individual might inform TSA’s operational response, and may be used for 
statistical and analytical purposes. TSA may also perform open source research on the Quiet Skies 
List to inform its operational response or may result in placing the individual on a Cleared List. 
For example, a simple open web search of the individual may reveal that TSA should place the 
individual on a Cleared List to avoid diverting security resources and unnecessarily 
inconveniencing the passenger. Federal Air Marshals prepare after action reports on mission 
coverage of individuals identified by Silent Partner and Quiet Skies. These reports may document 
instances in which individuals designated through Quiet Skies were involved in security incidents 
or suspicious activity; conversely, they may provide information that may be used to place the 
individual on the Silent Partner and Quiet Skies Cleared Lists. 


Individuals on the Silent Partner and Quiet Skies Cleared Lists will remain on these lists 
for a period of time. During this time period, a passenger would not be referred for enhanced 
screening due to matching against the same Quiet Skies rule, or against the same or similarly-
written Silent Partner rule,12 but may be referred if they match to a different Quiet Skies rule or a 
different Silent Partner rule. This period of time is consistent across all Silent Partner and Quiet 
Skies rules, but is subject to change based upon TSA’s assessment of intelligence regarding threats 
to aviation security posed by individuals who match Silent Partner or Quiet Skies rules, including 
the impact upon travelers resulting from any reduction in the amount of time for which an 
individual remains on a Silent Partner or Quiet Skies Cleared List. After a passenger reaches the 
designated period for exclusion from Silent Partner or Quiet Skies rules, passengers who hit an 
active Silent Partner or Quiet Skies rule will again be placed on the Silent Partner List and/or Quiet 
Skies List, and become eligible for the Quiet Skies and Silent Partner Cleared Lists again as 
described above. 


                                                           
8 See DHS/ALL/PIA-002 Department of Homeland Security Traveler Redress Inquiry Program, available at 


www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
9 See DHS/TSA/PIA-029 TSA Operations Center Incident Management System, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
10 See DHS/TSA/PIA-038 Performance and Results Information System, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
11 See DHS/TSA/PIA-015 Tactical Information Sharing System, available at www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
12 For the purposes of operating the Silent Partner Cleared List, the TSA Office of Intelligence &Analysis maintains 
groups of Silent Partner rules with overlapping or similar data elements that are intended to address the same threat.  



file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy

file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy

file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy

file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy
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Reason for the PIA Update 


This Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) update is being conducted to reflect operational 
changes and address the programs within a single PIA.   


Privacy Impact Analysis 


Authorities and Other Requirements 


TSA’s general operating authorities are set forth in the Aviation and Transportation 
Security Act (ATSA), 49 U.S.C. § 114(d)-(f). In addition, the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism 
Prevention Act of 2004 (IRTPA),13 specifically directs TSA to test and implement a pre-flight 
passenger prescreening program, such as Secure Flight. Section 4012(a)(1) of the IRTPA (codified 
at 49 U.S.C. § 44903(j)(2)) requires TSA to assume from air carriers the comparison of passenger 
information for domestic flights to the consolidated and integrated terrorist watch list maintained 
by the Federal Government. Section 4012(a)(2) of IRTPA (codified at 49 U.S.C. § 44909(c)) 
similarly requires the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) to compare passenger information 
for international flights to and from the United States against the consolidated and integrated 
terrorist watch list before departure of such flights. 


Pursuant to 49 U.S.C. § 114(f)(2), TSA is required to assess threats to transportation. In 
addition to screening against the No Fly and Selectee watch lists, when warranted by security 
considerations, TSA may screen against the full TSDB or other records. TSA has authority under 
49 U.S.C. § 114(f) to receive, assess, and distribute intelligence information related to 
transportation security; to assess threats to transportation; to develop polices, strategies, and plans 
for dealing with threats to transportation security; and to carry out such other duties and exercise 
such other powers relating to transportation security as the Administrator considers appropriate. 
The development of these rules-based programs and integration with Secure Flight were 
established by TSA to address specific changes observed in how potential terrorists moved from 
initial radicalization and recruitment to operational readiness. Additionally, pursuant to 
recommendations by the Government Accountability Office (GAO)14 and also reflected recently 
in Section 1959 of the FAA Reauthorization Act of 2018,15 (amending 49 U.S.C. § 44917(a)), 
FAMS are required to use a risk-based strategy when allocating resources for international and 
domestic flight coverage. Incorporating Silent Partner and Quiet Skies into the FAMS deployment 
strategy enables TSA to meet the risk-based approach required by Congress and further mitigate 
potential risk across encounters with the same individual during his or her travel lifecycle. 


Data from these programs may be stored within systems covered by the following Systems 
of Records Notices: DHS/TSA-001 Transportation Security Enforcement System (TSERS); 


                                                           
13 Pub. L. 108-458, 118 Stat. 3638. 
14 GAO-16-582 available at https://www.gao.gov/products/GAO-16-582 
15 Pub. L. 115-254, 131 Stat. 3186. 
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DHS/TSA-011 Transportation Security Intelligence Service Files (TSIS);16 and DHS/TSA-019 
Secure Flight Records System.17 


CBP operates ATS under a variety of authorities that cover its several modules, including 
the required collection of Advance Passenger Information System (APIS)18 and PNR data pursuant 
to 49 U.S.C. § 44909. The Automated Targeting System identifies passenger information matching 
TSA-generated rules, and transmits rule matches to Secure Flight for placement on the SPL or 
QSL. The DHS/CBP-006 Automated Targeting System SORN19 and the DHS/CBP/PIA-006 
Automated Targeting System describe the system in more detail. The ATS SORN does not change 
TSA’s use of the information maintained in Secure Flight or Transportation Security Intelligence 
Service SORNs. 


HSPD-6 


Individuals matching to Silent Partner and Quiet Skies rules are not considered “known or 
suspected terrorists” or watchlisted under Homeland Security Presidential Directive 6 (HSPD-6), 
Integration and Use of Screening Information, or the Memorandum of Understanding on the 
Integration and Use of Screening Information to Protect Against Terrorism (TSC MOU), which 
founded the TSC and established the consolidated terrorism watch list system. Under HSPD-6 and 
the TSC MOU, federal agencies are required to provide “terrorist information” in their possession 
to the National Counterterrorism Center for integration into a terrorism identities database when 
there is sufficient derogatory information known about the individual to meet the nomination 
criteria. Specifically, “terrorist information” is defined as “information about individuals known 
or reasonably suspected to be or to have been engaged in conduct constituting, in preparation for, 
in aid of, or related to terrorism or terrorist activities.” 


Under the rules-based Silent Partner and Quiet Skies programs, travelers may match a rule 
based upon travel patterns, intelligence regarding terrorist travel, and/or passenger information 
correlating with the information used by a partially-identified terrorist or a known or suspected 
terrorist. Matching a TSA targeting rule is an indication that there may be elevated risk that merits 
selectee screening. It is not specific derogatory information that the individual has or is suspected 
to have been engaged in conduct constituting, in preparation for, in aid of, or related to terrorism 
or terrorist activities. If, at a later time, sufficient information beyond the match to a Quiet Skies 
or Silent Partner rule is obtained such that an individual meets the requirements to be determined 
to be a known or suspected terrorist, information about that individual will be provided to the TSC, 
through the processes established under the TSC MOU.20 


                                                           
16 See DHS/TSA-011 Transportation Security Intelligence Service Files (TSIS), 75 FR 18867, (April 13, 2010). 
17 See DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records System, 80 FR 233, (January 5, 2015). 
18 See DHS/CBP/PIA-001 Advance Passenger Information System (APIS), available at www.dhs.gov/privacy 
19 See DHS/CBP-006 Automated Targeting System, 77 FR 30297, (May 22, 2012).    
20 See Homeland Security Presidential Directive/HSPD-6. 



file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/PPP-2003-book2/pdf/PPP-2003-book2-doc-pg1174.pdf
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Characterization of the Information 


ATS collects and retains information about passengers entering or departing the United 
States in accordance with United States legal requirements on individuals who make reservations 
for airline travel. This data includes passenger manifests (through APIS, which also includes crew 
data for flights overflying the United States), immigration control information, and PNR data. The 
PNR data may include such items as name, address, email address, phone number, flight, seat 
number, and other information collected by the airline in connection with a particular reservation. 
Not all air carriers capture the same amount of information; the number of items captured may 
even vary among individual PNRs from the same carrier. Information that may be passed by ATS 
to TSA includes: Automated Targeting System Passenger ID; full name; date of birth; country 
passport was issued; Passport number; country of birth; departure date; departure airport; arrival 
airport; airline code; and Rules ID identifying the rule that was triggered. When an individual 
matches one or more Silent Partner or Quiet Skies rules, ATS transmits the passenger’s Secure 
Flight Passenger Data and an identifier for the particular rule or rules matched to Secure Flight for 
placement on the Silent Partner List or Quiet Skies List, as appropriate. In addition, as authorized 
ATS users, TSA can access additional information about an individual that may be contained 
within ATS including the data elements leading to the rule match, as well as phone numbers, credit 
card information, reservation agent information, prior encounter information, and other 
information within ATS. 


Secure Flight collects and retains full name, date of birth, gender, redress number (if 
available), known traveler number (if implemented and available), and passport information (if 
available) for domestic flights and international flights arriving in, departing from, or overflying 
the continental United States (defined as the 48 lower contiguous states), as well as international 
flights operated by U.S. carriers. Secure Flight will maintain the Silent Partner List and Quiet Skies 
List, as well as a record of individuals who matched to the Silent Partner List and Quiet Skies List 
during their travel. The TSA Office of Intelligence and Analysis (I&A) will maintain the matches 
and will correlate these matches with information about incidents to determine whether any Quiet 
Skies matches also have an incident at the passenger screening checkpoint, within the airport, or 
during the flight. 


TSA rules for ATS are developed by TSA I&A based on current threat information and 
reviewed on a periodic basis by the DHS Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, the DHS 
Privacy Office, and the DHS Office of the General Counsel. Prior to activating a rule, TSA tests 
the rules in CBP ATS to ensure the impact on travelers is no greater than necessary to address the 
threat identified in current intelligence. These rule sets are applied to international travelers by 
ATS and generate matches for enhanced screening during their international travel. Individuals 
matching to Quiet Skies rules will be placed on a Quiet Skies List for enhanced screening on 
subsequent flights. Not later than 48 hours after changing, updating, implementing, or suspending 
a Quiet Skies rule, TSA notifies the above listed DHS offices. 
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The information used by the system is initially provided by the individual passengers to 
airlines (or to reservations agents). Information transmitted to TSA by the aircraft operators is 
assumed to be accurate. Identification is required at security checkpoints that will be matched 
against the boarding pass issued to the passenger by the airline as a further check on accuracy. 


Privacy Risk: Because Silent Partner and Quiet Skies matches are not based on specific 
derogatory information about an individual, individuals who hit against a rule for enhanced 
screening may be subjected to enhanced screening more often than if TSA only conducted watch 
list matching based on watch lists of individuals with individualized derogatory information (for 
example, known or suspected terrorists). 


Mitigation: The Silent Partner and Quiet Skies rules are specific intelligence-based rules 
designed to designate individuals for enhanced screening who may present an elevated security 
risk but are not on other government watch lists. TSA has developed several mechanisms under 
which passengers may no longer be required to undergo enhanced screening. These mechanisms 
include removal from the list at specified time intervals, removal from the list upon deactivation 
of the applicable rule, removal from the list based on a set number of screenings, DHS TRIP, 
and the Silent Partner and Quiet Skies Cleared Lists. TSA may also deliberately exclude 
passengers it determines, in its sole discretion, pose a low risk. The rule sets are routinely 
reviewed by the DHS Offices for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, Privacy, and General Counsel. 


Privacy Risk: When Secure Flight creates the Quiet Skies List, Secure Flight receives 
the individual’s passport information from ATS. When the airline transmits the Secure Flight 
Passenger Data (SFPD) for subsequent domestic travel for which a passenger on the Quiet Skies 
List should receive enhanced screening, it only provides the passport information if it is available. 
Potentially, a person not on the Quiet Skies List may be incorrectly identified as a match to a 
person on the Quiet Skies List. There is a risk that passengers with similar names, gender, and 
date of birth may be selected for enhanced screening for domestic flights even though he or she is 
not the specific individual that was a match to TSA rule sets within ATS.  


Mitigation: Secure Flight applies an algorithm that addresses variations in name spellings 
and dates of birth. For Quiet Skies, TSA will limit the circumstances under which an individual 
could be misidentified as a match to the Quiet Skies List by using a match threshold for purposes 
of determining whether a match exists in the Quiet Skies List for a passenger on a domestic flight, 
as well as routinely removing names from the Quiet Skies List after the requisite number of 
encounters or period of time. This should improve accuracy and reduce the potential for 
misidentification. 


Uses of the Information 


Silent Partner and Quiet Skies are part of a risk-based security approach to identifying and 
addressing threats from individuals who potentially pose an elevated risk to aviation security but 
who may not be in other federal watch lists. Under Silent Partner, TSA creates rules based on 
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current intelligence for use by ATS to identify passengers for enhanced screening on their 
international flights bound for the United States. Under Quiet Skies, TSA may identify a subset of 
the Silent Partner rules that are aligned to potential aviation security threats within the United 
States to create a temporary Quiet Skies List to designate passengers who fall within the Quiet 
Skies subset of rules for enhanced screening on some subsequent domestic and outbound 
international travel. TSA does not use Silent Partner nor Quiet Skies to prohibit boarding. To assist 
with ensuring that appropriate screening takes place, lists of individuals designated for enhanced 
screening will be provided to TSA Airport Coordination Centers to ensure that operational staff 
are aware that the individual should be expected at the airport and ensure appropriate screening. 
Information from the Silent Partner and Quiet Skies programs will be used by the FAMS as part 
of the risk analysis conducted to prioritize mission scheduling and may result in observation of the 
individual at the airport or onboard aircraft. Federal Air Marshal after action reporting will be 
stored within the TSA Operations Center Incident Management System (OCIMS) system.21 


Silent Partner results in additional scrutiny necessary to mitigate unknown threats for 
international flights bound for the United States that triggered a Silent Partner rule. Quiet Skies 
results in a list of individuals selected for additional scrutiny on subsequent domestic and outbound 
international flights. Silent Partner and Quiet Skies may be used to designate passengers for 
enhanced screening, for scheduling of FAMS missions to mitigate the elevated risk, for analytical 
purposes within TSA I&A, and for oversight, redress, and litigation purposes. If a passenger 
selected for enhanced screening is involved in an incident at the checkpoint, then normal reporting 
protocols apply and information about the incident and individual may be shared with law 
enforcement or others pursuant to the Privacy Act and applicable SORNs (DHS/TSA-001 
Transportation Security Enforcement Record System and DHS/TSA-011 Transportation Security 
Intelligence System). 


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that there will be improper disclosure to unauthorized 
individuals or individuals without a need-to-know.  


Mitigation: Authorized users within Secure Flight and TSA I&A, and the DHS TRIP 
program office for purposes of providing redress, are provided access to systems and data. Name 
and itinerary are provided to TSA Security Operations and the FAMS for operational purposes. 
Silent Partner rules are necessarily shared with CBP when running security rules within CBP ATS 
to generate the international passenger match and for operational reasons involving international 
passengers who overfly the United States. Both Silent Partner and Quiet Skies information may be 
shared within DHS or the Department of Justice for redress, litigation, or oversight purposes. 
Names of individuals on the Silent Partner List and Quiet Skies List are protected as Sensitive 
Security Information (SSI) and are marked accordingly (including a limitation on disclosure only 


                                                           
21 See DHS/TSA/PIA-029 TSA Operations Center Incident Management System, available at 


www.dhs.gov/privacy. 
 



file://///dhsnet.ds1.dhs/osem_shares/PRIV/Privacy%20Office/Compliance/PIA/TSA/Quiet%20Skies/www.dhs.gov/privacy
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to those persons with a need to know). TSA issues boarding pass instructions to air carriers that 
ensure watch list matches receive enhanced screening but does not disclose the status of the 
passenger to the air carrier. DHS requires that all employees and contractors take annual privacy 
and information security training. Improper access or disclosure may lead to disciplinary action, 
including termination.  


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that the Silent Partner List or Quiet Skies List may expand 
beyond the intended purpose of mitigating risk to transportation security. 


Mitigation: This risk is mitigated by the specific requirement that uses of the Silent Partner 
List or Quiet Silent List must mitigate risks to transportation security and that the proposed 
modifications are subject to periodic review by TSA and DHS offices, including the Office of the 
General Counsel, Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, and the Privacy Office. 


Notice 


TSA’s use of ATS is generally reflected in the CBP PIA for ATS and in TSA PIAs for 
Secure Flight. In addition, prior to collecting information from an individual through a website or 
an airport kiosk with the capability of accepting a reservation, covered aircraft operators are 
required to make available the following privacy notice, or substantial equivalent approved by 
TSA, prior to collecting information: 


The Transportation Security Administration is required to collect information from 
individuals for purposes of watch list matching, under the authority of 49 U.S.C. § 114, 
and the Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004. Providing this 
information is voluntary; however, if it is not provided, individuals may be subject to 
additional screening or denied transport or authorization to enter a sterile area. TSA may 
share information that is provided with law enforcement or intelligence agencies or others 
under its published system of records notice. For more on TSA Privacy policies or to view 
the system of records notice and the privacy impact assessment, please see TSA’s web site 
at www.tsa.gov. 


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that individuals do not receive specific notice of Silent Partner 
or Quiet Skies. 


Mitigation:  Individuals making flight reservations are provided notice that information 
will be provided to TSA for use by Secure Flight to conduct watch list checks. This PIA, and 
other Secure Flight PIAs, provide notice that watch lists can be derived from, among other things, 
real-time threat-based intelligence scenarios created by TSA and run by CBP’s ATS system to 
identify international travelers requiring enhanced screening, and are therefore on notice that the 
Federal Government will perform checks on various databases in order to evaluate whether the 
individual may pose a threat to aviation security. 


 



http://www.tsa.gov/
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Data Retention by the project 


Silent Partner 


Silent Partner data is retained within CBP ATS for seven years in active storage and an 
additional eight years in a dormant status under which access to the data is more limited (N1-568-
074). Authorized TSA users of ATS can access the records in active storage but must request 
access to dormant records from a senior official and only in response to an identifiable case, threat, 
or risk. Silent Partner records will also be retained within TSA I&A for seven years for use within 
its Secure Flight program and for oversight and analysis, redress, and litigation.  Federal Air 
Marshal after action reports will be maintained for five years in accordance with an existing 
National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) approved records schedule (N1-560-06-
5, item 3), but TSA expects to seek approval to reduce the records retention to 90 days for reports 
indicating no suspicious activity.  


Quiet Skies 


There are two categories of records generated by Quiet Skies: a watch list of individuals 
matching TSA rule sets within ATS, and the matches by Secure Flight to the watch list on 
subsequent flights. Records reflecting the composition of the Quiet Skies List will be updated 
through addition and deletion within the Secure Flight system as the list is updated (N1-560-08-3, 
item 1a). Match records (records reflecting that an individual was selected for enhanced screening 
as a match to the Quiet Skies List) will be held in the Secure Flight system for seven years in 
accordance with the Secure Flight records retention schedule (N1-560-08-3, item 1e) principally 
for purposes of oversight, redress, and litigation.  


In addition, TSA I&A will retain Quiet Skies records for seven years for oversight and 
analysis, redress, and litigation and to conform with the record retention for the Secure Flight 
system. As explained previously, Federal Air Marshal after action reports will be maintained for 
five years in accordance with an existing NARA approved records schedule (N1-560-06-5, item 
3), but TSA expects to seek approval to reduce the records retention to 90 days for these after 
action reports when no suspicious activity is observed.  


When an individual selected for enhanced screening as a match to Quiet Skies is involved 
in an incident (for example, a prohibited item is found), records will be retained by TSA for three 
years pursuant to normal incident reporting protocols (N1-560-12-002, item 9).  


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that data will be retained for an excessive amount of time. 


Mitigation: Retention of data is consistent with existing NARA-approved retention 
schedules. In addition, TSA expects to seek approval to modify the retention schedules associated 
with Silent Partner and Quiet Skies records, including by reducing the amount of time for which 
FAMS retains after action reports of missions for which there was no suspicious activity scheduled 
on account of Silent Partner or Quiet Skies and is considering increasing the amount of time TSA 
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I&A retains Silent Partner and Quiet Skies data to seven years, consistent with the record retention 
schedules for Secure Flight and for active storage within ATS.  


Information Sharing 


Information about passengers who are selected for enhanced screening under Silent Partner 
is not shared with parties external to DHS, except for redress, litigation, or oversight purposes in 
accordance with the Privacy Act and applicable SORN. Information about individuals on the Quiet 
Skies List, or matched to the list, will not be shared with parties external to DHS, except to the 
extent the individual may also be on the TSDB or other watch list; is involved in an incident for 
which external sharing is part of normal incident protocols, such as where suspicious behavior 
rises to the level of a report under the DHS Nationwide Suspicious Activity Reporting Initiative 
(DHS NSI) functional standard; or for redress, litigation, or oversight purposes.  


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that information may be shared with parties external to 
DHS for purposes beyond aviation security. 


Mitigation: The risk is mitigated by administrative policies to prevent such external 
sharing, except to the extent the individual may also be on the TSDB or other watch list; is involved 
in an incident for which external sharing is part of normal incident protocols such as where 
suspicious behavior rises to the level of a report under the DHS NSI functional standard; or for 
redress, litigation, or oversight purposes.  


Redress 


Redress and access information is available to the public through the existing privacy 
compliance documentation for Secure Flight. Selection for enhanced screening under Silent 
Partner and Quiet Skies is based on international travel that is confirmed by CBP at the time of re-
entry into the United States. Individuals may seek redress through DHS TRIP when they believe 
they have experienced travel screening-related difficulties such as being unfairly or incorrectly 
delayed, denied boarding, or identified for additional screening at an airport. 


Individuals will not be provided with the basis for their selection for enhanced screening. 
Because the Silent Partner and Quiet Skies rules are based on current and prior travel, the 
information leading to a passenger’s placement on the Silent Partner List or Quiet Skies List is 
very likely to be accurate. However, DHS TRIP offers redress for passengers who have been 
designated for enhanced screening through Silent Partner and Quiet Skies. The redress process 
includes referral to TSA I&A for consideration for placement on the appropriate cleared list. 
Additionally, other redress mechanisms have been developed to include deliberate exclusion based 
on TSA reviews, automated removal from the list at time intervals, automated removal from the 
Quiet Skies List upon deactivation of the applicable rule, automated removal from the Quiet Skies 
List based upon a set number of screenings, and the automated use of the Silent Partner Cleared 
List, the Quiet Skies Cleared List. 
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Individuals can also seek access to their records by submitting a request under the Privacy 
Act to:  


Transportation Security Administration  
Freedom of Information Act Office, TSA-20  
601 South 12th Street  
Arlington, VA 20598-6020  


Requests may also be submitted by email at FOIA.TSA@dhs.gov. The request must 
contain the following information: full name, address and telephone number, email address 
(optional), a specific description of the records sought, and a statement regarding your willingness 
to pay fees. 


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that individuals will be selected for repeated additional 
screening based on factors that cannot be corrected.  


Mitigation: TSA mitigates risk through DHS TRIP, use of the Silent Partner and Quiet 
Skies Cleared Lists, deliberate exclusion on its own initiative, removal from the Quiet Skies List at 
intervals, removal from the Quiet Skies List based upon a set number of screenings, and removal 
from the Quiet Skies List upon deactivation of the applicable rule. 


Privacy Risk: There is a risk that individuals will be selected for enhanced screening 
based on erroneous information. 


Mitigation: Without passport information to confirm against the identity of the 
individual who was the match to the TSA rule set within ATS, under very limited circumstances 
when a traveler has the same name and date of birth as a person on the Quiet Skies List, Secure 
Flight may generate a false positive match to the Quiet Skies List. TSA has mitigated the 
possibility by adjusting the span of the algorithms used to match passengers. Individuals may also 
seek redress through DHS TRIP. 


Auditing and Accountability 


TSA Program officials, Information System Security Officers, and Privacy Office work to 
ensure compliance with policy and applicable legal authorities, examine whether there are changes 
planned for the programs, and assess privacy impacts. In addition, TSA requires that its personnel 
receive mandatory privacy training to ensure their understanding of their obligations under the 
Privacy Act and this PIA. 


Access to Silent Partner information within ATS is limited in accordance with CBP 
protocols. Access to Quiet Skies information is limited to operational analysts with access 
controlled by individual username and password, and technical support staff that have been 
specifically granted access through individual user accounts and passwords. Users also need 
database access and knowledge on how to manipulate the data. 



mailto:FOIA.TSA@dhs.gov
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TSA Chief Counsel’s office and Privacy Office review information sharing agreements, 
Memoranda of Understanding (MOU), and new uses and new access to the system. In addition, 
TSA conducts annual reviews of the PIA and bi-annual reviews of SORNs to ensure they are still 
valid and meet authorized information sharing requirements and protocols. 
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[Federal Register Volume 80, Number 2 (Monday, January 5, 2015)] 
[Notices] 
[Pages 233-239] 
From the Federal Register Online via the Government Publishing Office [www.gpo.gov] 
[FR Doc No: 2014-30856] 
 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY 
 
Office of the Secretary 
 
[Docket No. DHS-2014-0076] 
 
 
Privacy Act of 1974; Department of Homeland Security  
Transportation Security Administration--DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight  
Records System of Records 
 
AGENCY: Privacy Office, Department of Homeland Security. 
 
ACTION: Notice Privacy Act System of Records. 
 
----------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
SUMMARY: In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, the Department of  
Homeland Security proposes to update and reissue a current Department  
of Homeland Security system of records titled, ``Department of Homeland  
Security/Transportation Security Administration--DHS/TSA-019 Secure  
Flight Records System of Records.'' This system of records allows the  
Department of Homeland Security/Transportation Security Administration  
to collect and maintain records on aviation passengers and certain non- 
travelers to screen such individuals before they access airport sterile  
areas or board aircraft, in order to identify and prevent a threat to  
aviation security or to the lives of passengers and others. TSA is  
reissuing this system of records to update the categories of records to  
include records containing risk-based assessments generated by 
 
[[Page 234]] 
 
aircraft operators using data in their Computer-Assisted Passenger  
Prescreening Systems (CAPPS). These CAPPS assessments are used in risk- 
based analysis of Secure Flight and other prescreening data that  
produces a boarding pass printing result for each passenger. This  
change identifies additional passengers who may be eligible for  
expedited screening at airport security checkpoints. This updated  
system will continue to be included in the Department of Homeland  
Security's inventory of record systems. Additionally, this notice  
includes non-substantive changes to simplify the formatting and text of  
the previously published notice. 
 
DATES: Submit comments on or before February 4, 2015. This updated  
system will be effective upon publication except that the change to the  
categories of records will be effective 30 days after date of  
publication in the Federal Register. 
 
ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, identified by docket number DHS- 
2014-0076 by one of the following methods: 
     Federal e-Rulemaking Portal: http://www.regulations.gov.  
Follow the instructions for submitting comments. 
     Fax: 202-343-4010. 
     Mail: Karen L. Neuman, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy  
Office, Department of Homeland Security, Washington, DC 20528. 
    Instructions: All submissions received must include the agency name  
and docket number for this rulemaking. All comments received will be  
posted without change to http://www.regulations.gov, including any  
personal information provided. 
    Docket: For access to the docket to read background documents or  
comments received, please visit http://www.regulations.gov. 
 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: For general questions, please contact:  
Peter Pietra, Privacy Officer, TSA-36, Transportation Security  
Administration, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598-6036; email:  
TSAPrivacy@dhs.gov. For privacy questions, please contact: Karen L.  
Neuman, Chief Privacy Officer, Privacy Office, Department of Homeland  
Security, Washington, DC 20528. 
 
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:  
 



http://www.gpo.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/

http://www.regulations.gov/

mailto:TSAPrivacy@dhs.gov
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I. Background 
 
    In accordance with the Privacy Act of 1974, 5 U.S.C. 552a, the  
Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/Transportation Security  
Administration (TSA) proposes to update and reissue a current DHS  
system of records titled, ``DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records System of  
Records.'' This system of records notice was last updated on September  
10, 2013.\1\ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \1\ 78 FR 55270 (Sept. 10, 2013). 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    TSA is modifying DHS/TSA-019 by adding Computer-Assisted Passenger  
Prescreening System (CAPPS) assessments received from aircraft  
operators to the Categories of Records. CAPPS assessments are the  
product of a risk analysis of passenger name records (PNR) \2\ and  
other information associated with flight reservations that aircraft  
operators collect in the ordinary course of business. These PNRs and  
other data provide risk indications and are used to assess passenger  
risk on a per flight basis. The CAPPS assessment, in turn, is used in  
the risk-based analysis of Secure Flight Passenger Data (SFPD) \3\ and  
other prescreening data that produce a boarding pass printing result  
for each passenger. The early use of CAPPS by aircraft operators was to  
identify passengers other than those on watch lists who merited  
additional screening. TSA now will incorporate the CAPPS assessment to  
identify low-risk passengers who may be eligible for expedited  
screening in airports with TSA Pre[check][supreg] lanes. By receiving a  
CAPPS assessment (as opposed to the underlying data used to arrive at  
that assessment), TSA obtains important security value from information  
without receiving all the underlying data that are generated when  
individuals make their flight reservations. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \2\ A PNR contains details about an individual's travel on a  
particular flight, including information provided by the individual  
when making the flight reservation. Though the content of PNRs  
varies among airlines, PNRs may include: (1) Passenger name; (2)  
reservation date; (3) travel agency or agent; (4) travel itinerary  
information; (5) form of payment; (6) flight number; and (7) seating  
location. See DHS/TSA-017 Secure Flight Test Records, 70 FR 36320  
(June 22, 2005). Some PNR data collected by aircraft operators  
provide evidence of potential security risks, and other data provide  
indications of low security risk. Other PNR data are security  
neutral. 
    \3\ SFPD is full name, gender, date of birth, redress number or  
Known Traveler number, passport information (if applicable),  
reservation control number, record sequence number, record type,  
passenger update indicator, traveler reference number, and itinerary  
information. 49 CFR part 1560. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    TSA established the Secure Flight system of records and published  
the System of Records Notice (SORN) in the Federal Register on August  
23, 2007.\4\ TSA updated and republished the SORN in the Federal  
Register on November 9, 2007,\5\ on November 19, 2012,\6\ and on  
September 10, 2013. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \4\ 72 FR 48392. 
    \5\ 72 FR 63711. 
    \6\ 77 FR 69491. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Background on CAPPS 
 
    In response to the changing threat of terrorism,\7\ President  
Clinton established the White House Commission on Aviation Safety and  
Security (Commission) in 1996.\8\ In its final report,\9\ the  
Commission recognized that aviation security is a national security  
issue and recommended that the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)  
``work with airlines and airport consortia to ensure that all  
passengers are positively identified and subjected to security  
procedures before they board aircraft.'' \10\ Specifically, the  
Commission recommended that the FAA, ``based on information already in  
[air carriers'] computer databases,'' leverage that industry investment  
by separating passengers ``into a very large majority who present  
little or no risk, and a small minority who merit additional  
attention.'' \11\ The Commission supported the development and  
implementation of automated passenger screening systems such as the  
system then under development by the FAA and Northwest Airlines. 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \7\ In addition to overseas threats from foreign terrorists,  
people and places in the United States were becoming targets, and  
Americans joined the ranks of terrorists. The 1993 and 1995 bombings  
of the World Trade Center in New York, and the Federal Building in  
Oklahoma City, respectively, were clear examples of the shift, as  
was the 1996 conviction of Ramzi Yousef for attempting to bomb  
American airliners over the Pacific Ocean. 
    \8\ Executive Order 13015, White House Commission on Aviation  
Safety and Security, 61 FR 43937 (Aug. 22, 1996). 
    \9\ White House Commission on Aviation Safety and Security,  
Final Report to President Clinton, February 12, 1997, found at  
www.fas.org/irp/threat/212fin~1.html (hereinafter Report). 
    \10\ Id. at section 3.7. 
    \11\ Id. at section 3.19. The Commission noted that the U.S.  
Customs Service (now U.S. Customs and Border Protection)  
successfully used such a system to better focus its resources and  
attention. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Following the Commission's report, CAPPS was created by the FAA  
\12\ to serve as a feasible alternative to conducting the Commission- 
recommended 100 percent checked baggage matching and explosive  
detection screening.\13\ CAPPS was designed ``to exclude from the  
additional security measures the great majority of passengers who are  
very unlikely to present any threat and, conversely, to identify  
passengers to whom heightened security measures 
 
[[Page 235]] 
 
should be applied.'' \14\ The FAA evaluated whether PNR and other data  
associated with flight reservations that the aircraft operator  
collected in the ordinary course of business provided indicators of  
high security risk or low risk, or whether the data were risk  
neutral.\15\ Aircraft operators ran CAPPS in their reservation systems  
for originating passengers who checked bags prior to passenger boarding  
using the FAA-set standards for assessing these data.\16\ When a CAPPS  
assessment raised security concerns the aircraft operator either  
screened the passenger's checked baggage using FAA-certified explosives  
detection equipment, or matched the bag to the passenger to ensure that  
the passenger's checked baggage was not transported aboard an airplane  
unless that passenger was aboard the same airplane and flight. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \12\ The FAA implemented CAPPS pursuant to its general authority  
to prescribe regulations ``to protect passengers and property on an  
aircraft operating in air transportation or intrastate air  
transportation against an act of criminal violence or aircraft  
piracy.'' 49 U.S.C. 44903(b). 
    \13\ See Report at section 3.24. 
    \14\ See FAA Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Security of Checked  
Baggage on Flights Within the United States, 64 FR 19220, 19221  
(April 19, 1999). 
    \15\ These evaluation criteria were reviewed by the Department  
of Justice, id. at 19224-25, and implemented in consultation with  
aircraft operators. 
    \16\ Id. FAA funds subsidized a substantial portion of the  
aircraft operators' cost for development of the core CAPPS system,  
which was provided to eight lead operators (six separate Computer  
Reservation Systems), all smaller operators associated with the lead  
operators (e.g., regional feeder airlines), plus 19 other regional  
and national aircraft operators that collectively served  
approximately 95 percent of domestic airline passengers. Id. at  
19222. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    TSA was created in 2001 with the enactment of the Aviation and  
Transportation Security Act (ATSA),\17\ and assumed responsibility for  
the CAPPS program from the FAA.\18\ CAPPS continued to be operated by  
U.S. aircraft operators pursuant to the TSA-mandated Aircraft Operator  
Standard Security Program (AOSSP). Under this program, and prior to the  
implementation of Secure Flight, airlines were required to check  
passenger reservation data against watch lists. A CAPPS assessment  
indicating risk above a pre-set threshold required enhanced screening  
for passengers who were not on a watch list. For those passengers  
requiring additional screening as a result of their CAPPS assessment,  
the aircraft operator added the additional screening instruction to the  
boarding pass and TSA would perform the additional screening. As with  
the FAA, TSA did not receive the underlying PNR or associated  
reservations information. The additional screening included enhanced  
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physical searches of individuals and their carry-on bags at the  
checkpoint. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \17\ Pub.L. 107-71, 115 Stat. 597 (Nov. 19, 2001). 
    \18\ In section 136 of ATSA (codified at 49 U.S.C.  
44903(j)(2)(C)), Congress directed that aircraft operators use CAPPS  
or any successor system to screen all aircraft passengers, not just  
those who are checking bags. See also TSA Notice of rulemaking  
status, Security of Checked Baggage on Flights Within the United  
States; Certification of Screening Companies, 67 FR 67382, 67383  
(Nov. 5, 2002). In addition, ATSA continued in effect all ``orders,  
determinations, rules, [and] regulations'' of the FAA ``until  
modified, terminated, superseded, set aside, or revoked in  
accordance with law by the [TSA Administrator], any other authorized  
official, a court of competent jurisdiction, or operation of law.''  
See ATSA, section 141(b). ATSA also explicitly recognized the  
continuance of CAPPS when it exempted CAPPS from the requirement  
that the screening of passengers and property before boarding  
flights originating in the United States be carried out by a Federal  
Government employee. See 49 U.S.C. 44901(a). 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    The Intelligence Reform and Terrorism Prevention Act of 2004  
(IRTPA) was enacted in December 2004.\19\ Section 4012(a)(1)-(2) of  
IRPTA directed TSA and DHS to assume the function of comparing aircraft  
operator passenger information to data in the Terrorist Screening  
Database (TSDB) maintained by the Terrorist Screening Center (TSC) from  
aircraft operators.\20\ TSA promulgated its Secure Flight Program  
regulations consistent with this statutory directive.\21\ By November  
2010, TSA fully assumed the watch list matching function from aircraft  
operators and air carriers in Secure Flight. Since that time, CAPPS has  
not been used to determine whether additional screening is warranted  
for certain passengers. Notably, however, IRTPA did not remove or amend  
the statutory requirement for aircraft operators to use CAPPS.  
Accordingly, the statutory and regulatory authorities for the use of  
CAPPS remain. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \19\ Pub. L. 108-458, 118 Stat. 3638 (Dec. 17, 2004). A genesis  
for IRPTA was the report of the The National Commission on Terrorist  
Attacks Upon the United States (the 9/11 Commission), which  
recommended that TSA perform watch list matching using the ``larger  
set of watch lists maintained by the Federal Government,'' and that  
screening issues associated with CAPPS be elevated for high-level  
attention and addressed promptly by the government. See Final Report  
of the National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United  
States, page 393 (July 22, 2004). 
    \20\ The TSC maintains the Federal Government watch lists,  
including the terrorism watch list known as the TSDB. The TSC was  
established by the Attorney General in coordination with the  
Secretary of State, the Secretary of Homeland Security, the Director  
of the Central Intelligence Agency, the Secretary of the Treasury,  
and the Secretary of Defense. The Attorney General, acting through  
the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),  
established the TSC in support of Homeland Security Presidential  
Directive 6 (HSPD-6), dated September 16, 2003, which required the  
Attorney General to establish an organization to consolidate the  
Federal Government's approach to terrorism screening and to provide  
for the appropriate and lawful use of terrorist information in  
screening processes. 
    \21\ 73 FR 64018 (Oct. 28, 2008). 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Use of CAPPS Assessments in Secure Flight Risk-Based Analysis 
 
    TSA plans to incorporate a CAPPS assessment generated by aircraft  
operators into its Secure Flight risk-based analysis of passenger and  
other prescreening data as part of ongoing efforts to enhance aviation  
security by identifying appropriate security screening for aviation  
travelers.\22\ The CAPPS assessments are designed to enhance TSA's  
analysis of passenger security risk and enable TSA to make better  
passenger risk decisions. The incorporation of a CAPPS assessment into  
the Secure Flight risk-based analysis program with Secure Flight  
Passenger Data (SFPD) and other prescreening data is consistent with  
Congress's direction in ATSA to use CAPPS in passenger screening. CAPPS  
assessments generated by aircraft operators continue to rely on  
information collected by those operators in the ordinary course of  
business. Secure Flight does not receive the underlying data that are  
used for the CAPPS assessment.\23\ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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    \22\ For a discussion of Secure Flight risk-based analysis, see  
the September 10, 2013 Secure Flight SORN update at 78 FR 55270, and  
the Privacy Impact Assessment for Secure Flight, DHS/TSA/PIA-018(f)  
(Sept. 4, 2013), found at http://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/privacy-pia-tsa-secure-flight-update-09042013.pdf. 
    \23\ TSA, however, remains authorized to obtain such data for  
transportation security purposes under TSA's general compliance and  
enforcement authorities, such as TSA's authority to inspect aircraft  
operators to ensure compliance with security programs and TSA  
regulations (49 U.S.C. 114(f)(7), 49 CFR 1544.3); and TSA's  
authority to issue subpoenas and orders for the production of  
information (49 U.S.C. 40113(a) and 46104, 49 CFR 503.203(a)). TSA  
also collects the SFPD required to be provided under the Secure  
Flight Rulemaking. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    TSA has taken a number of steps to review the security value of  
CAPPS data including evaluating whether certain CAPPS data are  
indicative of low-risk passengers. First, TSA worked with its airline  
partners to re-assess the security value of the individual CAPPS data  
elements. This effort resulted in refining CAPPS data elements. Second,  
TSA engaged the Civil Aviation Threat Working Group (CATWG), which is  
composed of analysts from various Federal Government agencies and led  
by a representative from the National Counterterrorism Center, to  
provide its assessment of the security value of CAPPS data. The CATWG  
provided its report of findings and recommendations in September 2013,  
which further refined the security value assigned to CAPPS data  
elements. Third, TSA asked the Homeland Security Studies and Analysis  
Institute \24\ (a federally-funded research and development center) to  
review its approach to risk-based security screening including the use  
of CAPPS assessments. In March 2014, the Institute endorsed TSA's  
approach for 
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conducting Secure Flight risk-based analysis and recommended that TSA  
continue to strengthen this analysis by including CAPPS assessments.  
Finally, TSA reviewed its plans to use CAPPS assessments with senior  
officials from the Department of Homeland Security Offices of Privacy,  
Civil Rights and Liberties, and General Counsel. TSA further refined  
the security value assigned to CAPPS data elements based on input from  
these offices. These offices found that CAPPS assessments may be used  
as part of the Secure Flight risk-based analysis while also protecting  
passengers' privacy, civil rights, and civil liberties. In addition,  
these DHS offices will review CAPPS operations on an on-going basis,  
including the risk value assigned to individual CAPPS data elements, to  
assure CAPPS's continued security value, its connection to evolving  
security threat information, and its adherence to privacy, civil  
rights, civil liberties, and legal principles. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \24\ See www.homelandsecurity.org. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    Currently, the Secure Flight passenger prescreening system has  
watch lists of high-risk individuals and uses these lists to issue  
boarding pass printing results, e.g., selectee screening or ``do not  
board'' instructions. TSA also has lists of low-risk individuals who  
have been issued known traveler numbers (KTN) \25\ that makes them  
eligible for expedited screening. These individuals may receive a  
boarding pass printing instruction that enables them to use TSA  
Pre[check][supreg] lanes.\26\ TSA also uses risk-based analysis of SFPD  
and other prescreening data to make screening determinations (e.g., to  
determine whether a passenger is eligible for expedited screening). The  
addition of CAPPS assessments to existing Secure Flight risk-based  
analysis will strengthen the risk assessment and increase the  
confidence level in the determination that a passenger is a lower risk  
and eligible for expedited screening.\27\ 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    \25\ A Known Traveler Number means ``a unique number assigned to  
an individual for whom the Federal government has conducted a  
security threat assessment and determined does not pose a security  
threat.'' 49 CFR 1560.3. 
    \26\ Passengers who are eligible for expedited screening are  
referred to a TSA Pre[check][supreg] lane where they typically are  
permitted to leave on their shoes, light outerwear, and belt, to  
keep their laptop in its case, and to keep their 3-1-1 compliant  
liquids/gels bag in a carry-on. TSA Pre[check][supreg] lanes are  
available at more than 118 airports nationwide. See http://www.tsa.gov/tsa-precheck/airlines-airports. 
    \27\ Another potential outcome of Secure Flight risk-based  
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analysis is that the addition of a CAPPS score may result in a  
passenger receiving standard screening who otherwise may have been  
eligible for expedited screening, or receiving enhanced screening  
instead of standard screening. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
    The CAPPS assessment that a passenger receives for any given flight  
may change on the next flight because of the range of CAPPS data and  
the associated security risks and benefits. 
    After these changes are implemented, passengers who are a match to  
a watch list will continue to receive appropriate enhanced screening.  
For all other passengers, the Secure Flight passenger prescreening  
computer system conducts a risk-based analysis of passenger data using:  
(1) The SFPD (including KTN) that TSA already receives from aircraft  
operators pursuant to Secure Flight regulations; (2) the CAPPS  
assessments; (3) frequent flyer designator codes that aircraft  
operators submit to TSA; and (4) other prescreening data available to  
TSA. The Secure Flight risk-based analysis determines whether  
passengers receive expedited, standard, or enhanced screening, and the  
results are indicated on the passenger's boarding pass. 
    No one will be denied the ability to fly or to enter the sterile  
area of an airport based solely on the results of the Secure Flight  
risk-based analysis, including the use of a CAPPS assessment in that  
analysis. 
 
II. Privacy Act 
 
    The Privacy Act embodies fair information practice principles in a  
statutory framework governing the means by which the Federal Government  
agencies collect, maintain, use, and disseminate individuals' records.  
The Privacy Act applies to information that is maintained in a ``system  
of records.'' A ``system of records'' is a group of any records under  
the control of an agency from which information is retrieved by the  
name of an individual or by some identifying number, symbol, or other  
identifying particular assigned to the individual. The Privacy Act  
defines ``individual'' as U.S. citizens and lawful permanent residents.  
As a matter of policy, DHS extends administrative Privacy Act  
protections to all individuals where systems of records maintain  
information on U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents, and visitors. 
    Below is the description of the DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records  
System of Records. 
    In accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(r), DHS has provided a report of  
this system of records to the Office of Management and Budget and to  
Congress. 
System of Records 
    Department of Homeland Security (DHS)/Transportation Security  
Administration (TSA)-019. 
 
System name: 
    DHS/TSA-019 Secure Flight Records. 
 
Security classification: 
    Unclassified; Sensitive Security Information. 
 
System location: 
    Records are maintained at the Transportation Security  
Administration (TSA), 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA, and at  
other secure TSA facilities in Annapolis Junction, Maryland and  
Colorado Springs, Colorado. Records may also be maintained at the  
secured facilities of contractors or other parties performing functions  
under the Secure Flight program. 
 
Categories of individuals covered by the system: 
    (a) Individuals who attempt to make reservations for travel on, who  
have traveled on, or who have reservations to travel on a flight  
operated by a U.S. aircraft operator; or a flight into, out of, or  
overflying the United States that is operated by a foreign air carrier;  
or flights operated by the U.S. Government, including flights chartered  
or leased by the U.S. Government; 
    (b) Non-traveling individuals who seek to obtain authorization from  
an aircraft or airport operator to enter the sterile area of an  
airport; 
    (c) For flights that TSA grants a request by the operators of  
leased or charter aircraft with a maximum take-off weight over 12,500  
pounds to screen the individuals using Secure Flight, the following  
individuals: (1) Individuals who seek to charter or lease an aircraft  
with a maximum take-off weight over 12,500 pounds or who are proposed  
to be transported on or operate such charter aircraft; and (2) owners  
or operators of such chartered or leased aircraft; 
    (d)(1) Known or suspected terrorists identified in the Terrorist  
Screening Database (TSDB) maintained by the Terrorist Screening Center  
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(TSC); and (2) individuals identified on classified and unclassified  
governmental databases such as law enforcement, immigration, or  
intelligence databases; 
    (e) Individuals who have been distinguished from individuals on a  
watch list through a redress process or by other means; and 
    (f) Individuals who are identified as Known Travelers for whom the  
Federal Government conducted a security threat assessment and  
determined that they do not pose a security threat. 
 
Categories of records in the system: 
    (a) Records containing passenger and flight information (e.g., full  
name, date 
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of birth, gender, redress number, known traveler number, passport  
information, frequent flyer designator code or other identity  
authentication or verification code obtained from aircraft operators,  
and itinerary); records containing assessments generated by aircraft  
operators under the Computer-Assisted Passenger Prescreening System  
(CAPPS); records containing the results of risk-based analysis in the  
TSA passenger prescreening system including boarding pass printing  
results; records containing information about non-traveling individuals  
seeking access to an airport sterile area for a purpose approved by  
TSA; and records containing information about individuals who seek to  
charter, lease, operate or be transported on aircraft with a maximum  
take-off weight over 12,500 pounds if TSA grants the request of an  
aircraft owner or operator to use Secure Flight; 
    (b) Records containing information from an individual's form of  
identification or a physical description of the individual; 
    (c) Records obtained from the TSC of known or suspected terrorists  
in the TSDB; and records regarding individuals identified on classified  
and unclassified governmental watch lists; 
    (d) Records containing the matching analyses and results of  
comparisons of individuals to the TSDB and other classified and  
unclassified governmental watch lists. 
    (e) Records related to communications between or among TSA and  
aircraft operators, airport operators, owners or operators of leased or  
charter aircraft with a maximum take-off weight over 12,500 pounds,  
TSC, law enforcement agencies, intelligence agencies, and agencies  
responsible for airspace safety or security regarding the screening  
status of passengers or non-traveling individuals and any operational  
responses to individuals identified in the TSDB; 
    (f) Records of the redress process that include information on  
known misidentified persons, including any Redress Number assigned to  
those individuals; 
    (g) Records that track the receipt, use, access, or transmission of  
information as part of the Secure Flight program; 
    (h) Electronic System for Travel Authorization status code  
generated by U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) for international  
travelers; and 
    (i) Records containing information about individuals who are  
identified as Known Travelers. 
 
Authority for maintenance of the system: 
    49 U.S.C. 114, 40113, 44901, 44903, and 44909. 
 
Purpose(s): 
    The Secure Flight Records system are used to identify and protect  
against potential and actual threats to transportation security and  
support the Federal Government's counterterrorism efforts by assisting  
in the identification of individuals who warrant further scrutiny prior  
to boarding an aircraft or seek to enter a sterile area or who warrant  
denial of boarding or denial of entry to a sterile area on security  
grounds. It is also used to identify individuals who are lower-risk and  
therefore may be eligible for expedited security screening at the  
airport checkpoints. These functions are designed to facilitate the  
secure travel of the public. 
 
Routine uses of records maintained in the system, including categories  
of users and the purposes of such uses: 
    (1) To the TSC in order to: (a) Determine whether an individual is  
a positive identity match to an individual identified as a known or  
suspected terrorist in the watch list; (b) allow redress of passenger  
complaints; (c) facilitate an operational response (if one is deemed  
appropriate) for individuals who are a positive identity match to an  
individual identified as a known or suspected terrorist in the watch  
list; (d) provide information and analysis about terrorist encounters  
and known or suspected terrorist associates to appropriate domestic and  
foreign government agencies and officials for counterterrorism  
purposes; and (e) perform technical implementation functions necessary  
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for the Secure Flight program. 
    (2) To contractors and their agents, grantees, experts,  
consultants, and others performing or working on a contract, service,  
grant, cooperative agreement, or other assignment for DHS, when  
necessary to accomplish an agency function related to this system of  
records. Individuals provided information under this routine use are  
subject to the same Privacy Act requirements and limitations on  
disclosure as are applicable to DHS officers and employees. 
    (3) To aircraft operators, foreign air carriers, airport operators,  
the Department of Transportation, and the Department of Defense or  
other U.S. Government agencies or institutions to communicate  
individual screening status and facilitate an operational response  
(where appropriate) to individuals who pose or are suspected of posing  
a risk to transportation or national security. 
    (4) To owners or operators of leased or charter aircraft to  
communicate individual screening status and facilitate an operational  
response (where appropriate) to individuals who pose or are suspected  
of posing a risk to transportation or national security. 
    (5) To the appropriate federal, state, local, tribal, territorial,  
or foreign, agency regarding or to identify individuals who pose, or  
are under reasonable suspicion of posing a risk to transportation or  
national security. 
    (6) To the Department of Justice (DOJ) or other Federal agencies  
for purposes of conducting litigation or administrative proceedings,  
when: (a) The Department of Homeland Security (DHS), or (b) any  
employee or former employee of DHS in his or her official capacity, or  
(c) any employee or former employee of DHS in his or her individual  
capacity where the DOJ or DHS has agreed to represent the employee, or  
(d) the United States or any agency thereof, is a party to the  
litigation or proceeding or has an interest in such litigation or  
proceeding. 
    (7) To the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) or  
other Federal agencies pursuant to records management inspections being  
conducted under the authority of 44 U.S.C. 2904 and 2906. 
    (8) To a congressional office in response to an inquiry from that  
congressional office made at the request of the individual. 
    (9) To the Government Accountability Office or other agency,  
organization, or individual for the purposes of performing authorized  
audit or oversight operations, but only such information as is  
necessary and relevant to such audit and oversight functions. 
    (10) To the appropriate federal, state, local, tribal, territorial,  
or foreign agency responsible for investigating, prosecuting,  
enforcing, or implementing a statute, rule, regulation, or order  
regarding a violation or potential violation of civil or criminal law,  
regulation, or order when such disclosure is proper and consistent with  
the performance of the official duties of the person making the  
disclosure. 
    (11) To international and foreign governmental authorities in  
accordance with law and formal or informal international agreements  
when such disclosure is proper and consistent with the performance of  
the official duties of the person making the disclosure. 
    (12) To appropriate agencies, entities, and persons when (a) TSA  
suspects or has confirmed that the security or confidentiality of  
information in the system of records has been 
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compromised; (b) TSA has determined that as a result of the suspected  
or confirmed compromise there is a risk of harm to economic or property  
interests, identity theft or fraud, or harm to the security or  
integrity of this system or other systems or programs (whether  
maintained by TSA or another agency or entity) that rely upon the  
compromised information; and (c) the disclosure made to such agencies,  
entities, and persons is reasonably necessary to assist in connection  
with TSA's efforts to respond to the suspected or confirmed compromise  
and prevent, minimize, or remedy such harm. 
    (13) To appropriate federal, state, local, tribal, or foreign  
governmental agencies or multilateral governmental organizations,  
including the World Health Organization, for purposes of assisting such  
agencies or organizations in preventing exposure to or transmission of  
communicable or quarantinable disease or for combating other  
significant public health threats; appropriate notice will be provided  
of any identified health threat or risk. 
 
Disclosure to consumer reporting agencies: 
    None. 
 
Policies and practices for storing, retrieving, accessing, retaining,  
and disposing of records in the system: 
Storage: 
    Records are maintained at the Transportation Security  
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Administration, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA, and at other  
secure TSA facilities in Annapolis Junction, Maryland and Colorado  
Springs, Colorado. Records also may be maintained at the secured  
facilities of contractors or other parties that perform functions under  
the Secure Flight program. The records are stored on magnetic disc,  
tape, digital media, and CD-ROM, and may also be retained in hard copy  
format in secure file folders or safes. 
 
Retrievability: 
    Data are retrievable by the individual's name or other identifier,  
as well as non-identifying information such as itinerary. 
 
Safeguards: 
    All records are protected from unauthorized access through  
appropriate administrative, physical, and technical safeguards. The  
system is also protected through a multi-layer security approach. The  
protective strategies are physical, technical, administrative, and  
environmental in nature and provide role-based access control to  
sensitive data, physical access control to DHS facilities,  
confidentiality of communications, including encryption, authentication  
of sending parties, compartmentalizing databases; auditing software and  
personnel screening to ensure that all personnel with access to data  
are screened through background investigations commensurate with the  
level of access required to perform their duties. 
    Information in this system is safeguarded in accordance with  
applicable rules and policies, including any applicable TSA and DHS  
automated systems security and access policies. The system will be in  
compliance with Office of Management and Budget and National Institute  
of Standards and Technology guidance. Access to the computer system  
containing the records in this system of records is limited to those  
individuals who require it to perform their official duties. The  
computer system also maintains a real-time audit of individuals who  
access the system. 
 
Retention and disposal: 
    Records relating to an individual determined by the automated  
matching process to be neither a match nor a potential match to a watch  
list are destroyed within seven days after completion of the last leg  
of the individual's directional travel itinerary. Records relating to  
an individual determined by the automated matching process to be a  
potential watch list match are retained for seven years after the  
completion of the individual's directional travel itinerary. Records  
relating to an individual determined to be a confirmed watch list match  
are retained for 99 years after the date of match confirmation. 
    Lists of individuals stored in Secure Flight, such as individuals  
identified as Known Travelers and individuals who have been  
disqualified from eligibility to receive expedited screening as a  
result of their involvement in certain security incidents, are deleted  
or destroyed when superseded by an updated list. 
 
System manager and address: 
    Secure Flight Mission Support Branch Manager, Transportation  
Security Administration, TSA-19, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA  
20598-6019. 
 
Notification procedure: 
    To determine whether this system contains records relating to you,  
write to the Freedom of Information Act Office, Transportation Security  
Administration, TSA-20, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA 20598- 
6020. 
 
Record access procedures: 
    Requests for records access must be in writing and should be  
addressed to the Freedom of Information Act Office, Transportation  
Security Administration, TSA-20, 601 South 12th Street, Arlington, VA  
20598-6020. Requests should conform to the requirements of 6 CFR part  
5, subpart B, which provides the rules for requesting access to Privacy  
Act records maintained by DHS. The envelope and letter should be  
clearly marked ``Privacy Act Access Request.'' The request should  
include a general description of the records sought and must include  
the requester's full name, current address, and date and place of  
birth. The request must be signed and either notarized or submitted  
under penalty of perjury. Some information may be exempt from access  
provisions. An individual who is the subject of a record in this system  
may access those records that are not exempt from disclosure. A  
determination whether a record may be accessed will be made at the time  
a request is received. 
    Individuals who believe they have been improperly denied entry by  
CBP, refused boarding for transportation, or identified for additional  
screening may submit a redress request through the DHS Traveler Redress  
Program (``TRIP''). See 72 FR 2294 (Jan. 18, 2007). TRIP is a single  
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point of contact for individuals who have inquiries or seek resolution  
regarding difficulties they experienced during their travel screening  
at transportation hubs such as airports and train stations, or crossing  
U.S. borders. Through TRIP a traveler can correct erroneous data stored  
in Secure Flight and other data stored in other DHS databases through  
one application. Additionally, for further information on the Secure  
Flight program and the redress options please see the accompanying  
Privacy Impact Assessment for Secure Flight published on the DHS Web  
site at www.dhs.gov/privacy. Redress requests should be sent to: DHS  
Traveler Redress Inquiry Program (TRIP), TSA-901, 601 South 12th  
Street, Arlington, VA 20598-6036 or online at http://www.dhs.gov/trip. 
 
Contesting record procedures: 
    Same as ``Notification Procedure'' and ``Record Access Procedure''  
above. 
 
Record source categories: 
    Information contained in the system is obtained from U.S. aircraft  
operators, foreign air carriers, the owners and operators of leased or  
charter aircraft with a maximum take-off weight over 12,500 pounds who  
request TSA screening, the TSC, TSA employees, airport operators,  
Federal executive 
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branch agencies, Federal judicial and legislative branch entities,  
State, local, international, and other governmental agencies, private  
entities for Known Traveler program participants, and the individuals  
to whom the records in the system pertain. 
 
Exemptions claimed for the system: 
    No exemption will be asserted with respect to identifying  
information, or flight information, obtained from passengers, non- 
travelers, and aircraft owners or operators. 
    This system, however, may contain records or information recompiled  
or created from information contained in other systems of records,  
which are exempt from certain provisions of the Privacy Act. For these  
records of information only, in accordance with 5 U.S.C. 552a(j)(2) and  
(k)(2), TSA claims the following exemptions for these records or  
information from subsections (c)(3) and (4); (d)(1), (2), (3), and (4);  
(e)(1), (2), (3), (4)(G) through (I), (5), and (8); (f); and (g) of the  
Privacy Act of 1974, as amended, as necessary and appropriate to  
protect such information. Certain portions or all of these records may  
be exempt from disclosure pursuant to these exemptions. 
 
    Dated: December 10, 2014. 
Karen L. Neuman, 
Chief Privacy Officer, Department of Homeland Security. 
[FR Doc. 2014-30856 Filed 1-2-15; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 9110-05-P 
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Inspector general to review TSA’s ‘Quiet
Skies’ surveillance program
By  Jana Winter  Spotlight Fellow, August 14, 2018, 7:36 p.m.


(PAT GREENHOUSE/GLOBE STAFF)


The Department of Homeland Security’s Office of Inspector General will conduct an


investigation into Quiet Skies, a domestic surveillance program in which federal air


marshals follow US citizens not suspected of a crime on flights and through airports.


The inspector general’s office said it would review the Transportation Security


Administration’s Quiet Skies program and its compliance with privacy laws, its
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The report sparked swift outrage from privacy and civil rights groups, as well as from


federal lawmakers who had concerns about its legality, the congressional oversight of the


program, its cost to taxpayers, and overall purpose.


“I hope they have their ears to the ground,” Capuano said of the TSA on Tuesday. “My


expectation is TSA will put the program on the shelf pending review, I would think that


would be the most thoughtful thing to do.”


The TSA, which oversees the Federal Air Marshal Service, initially refused to


acknowledge the program, but provided broad details of the initiative and defended its


actions following the Globe report.


The TSA did not respond to several requests for comment Tuesday.


The Quiet Skies program dates back to 2012, according to documents and statements


from TSA officials, but the agency stepped up surveillance under the program in March.


Since then, some 5,000 people have been tracked, but none has been deemed a threat,


according to three people with direct knowledge of a congressional briefing on the


program.


Under the program, all US citizens who enter the country from abroad are screened.


Passengers may be selected through a broad, undisclosed set of criteria for enhanced


surveillance by a team of air marshals on subsequent domestic flights, according to


agency documents.


effectiveness, and other aspects of the program, according to a letter issued Monday to


Representative Michael E. Capuano’s office.


The Massachusetts Democrat requested a review, and other lawmakers demanded


answers, late last month following a Globe report that revealed the existence of the


program and detailed the surveillance efforts on domestic travelers who were not on


any terrorist watch list.
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Since the Globe disclosed the existence of the program, top agency officials have been on


an extensive media tour in recent days, defending the program to news outlets and at a


travel industry conference.


Administrator David Pekoske told CBS News on Tuesday that Quiet Skies “makes an


awful lot of sense.”


“If an agency responsible for security has some information that might indicate that


there may be — emphasis on ‘may be’ — more risk with a particular passenger, providing


some mitigation or some risk management on the flight is a very important and very


reassuring thing to me.”


But several air marshals have told the Globe the program targets passengers who pose no


threat, such as a working flight attendant, a business executive, and even a fellow federal


law enforcement officer, among others. The air marshals said the program is misguided


and pushes the boundary of the law.


Following the Globe report, TSA officials held closed-door briefings with staffers from


four congressional committees.


Meanwhile, the union representing many of the 2,000 to 3,000 air marshals said the


public would be better served if Quiet Skies were abandoned. The union’s president


previously told the Globe that air marshals should be reassigned “to airport screening


and check-in areas so that active shooter events can be swiftly ended, and violations of


federal crimes can be properly and consistently addressed.”


The Department of Homeland Security, as well as its inspector general, did not respond


to requests for comment Tuesday afternoon.


In March, the agency enhanced and broadened the program, deploying teams of federal


air marshals to conduct targeted surveillance missions on Americans traveling on


domestic flights.
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The air marshals were instructed to detail their minute-by-minute surveillance in


extensive reports, then submit them to TSA, which compiled the material in a database.


This includes whether passengers fidget, use a computer, or have a “cold penetrating


stare,” among other behaviors, according to agency documents.


Quiet Skies surveillance marks a significant ramping up of efforts for TSA. The agency


traditionally put armed air marshals on flight routes it considered potentially higher risk,


or on flights with a passenger on a terrorist watch list. Deploying air marshals to gather


intelligence on civilians not on a terrorist watch list or under suspicion of a crime is a


new dynamic.


Inclusion in Quiet Skies is based on undisclosed criteria, including travel patterns and


potential affiliations. The TSA has declined to provide details.


Statements from several air marshals, and documents obtained by the Globe, show that


teams of air marshals have been tasked with tailing passengers simply because the


person had previously traveled to Turkey.


The agency has also declined to discuss why it is collecting vast amounts of personal


information about the movements of US travelers and what the agency is doing with that


information.


Capuano said he hopes the inspector general will find answers to these and other


questions.


“That they‘re looking at it tells me they’re looking in the right direction,” Capuano said.


He and other lawmakers said they were not aware of the program, and were unhappy to


learn about its existence via a news outlet.


Even cautious defenders of the program applauded news of the inspector general’s audit


Tuesday. “We’re pleased that the inspector general is moving forward with an audit and


will utilize the findings as part of our oversight,” said a spokesman for Senator John
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Thune, a South Dakota Republican and chairman of the Senate Committee on


Commerce, Science, and Transportation.


TSA, which spent $800 million on the Federal Air Marshal Service in 2015, has come


under fire in recent years for its use of resources and deployment strategy. A 2017


Government Accountability Office report found the agency has no information about its


effectiveness in deterring attacks.


Jana Winter can be reached at jana.winter@globe.com. Follow her on Twitter @JanaWinter. This investigation was made


possible through the Spotlight Investigative Journalism Fellowship, a social impact initiative of Participant Media. For more, go


to www.spotlightfellowship.com.
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